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Radio City Music
Hall is scheduled to
reopen Monday
with a gala show.

Columnist Brian Taylor pleads
with students to re-evaluate
what's important.
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BG beats UT 34 - 23

BG Newi Photos/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE and BEN FRENCH
(above) The football team celebrates their victory over the Toledo Rockets Saturday, (right) Godfrey Lewis, left, carries in the first
Falrnn tnnchdown aaainst Toledo.

Falcons earn victory after drought
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News
When the clock struck
zero following Bowling Green's 34-23
Mid-American Conference win
over Toledo, the players, coaches, cheerleaders along with
some fans stormed the field to
gather at midfield.
They had every reason to celebrate. The midfield celebration, postgame fireworks and
the players singing, "Ay Ziggy
Zoomba" in the locker room
meant an end to four long years
of frustration against the team
20 miles north on 1-75. It also
meant the end of the longest
Toledo winning streak in the
rivalry's history and a silencing
of critics for some early season
losses.
Bowling Green coach Gary

Blackney was pleased with the
way his crew responded to the
atmosphere in front of an
announced crowd of 23,918.
This was the 13th-largcst
crowd in Perry Stadium history
and the largest since 1994.
"I think a lot of credit should
go to (athletic director! Paul
Krebs and the athletic administration for the great atmosphere they created," Blackney
said. "We need to have more of
those types of arenas to go in
and play."
Blackney had his team put
pads on for the Monday and
Thursday practices leading up
to the game. They normally
don't do that.
"All I know is the kids
worked hard and responded
well," Blackney said. "They
were very positive. I was hoping we'd come together some-

time sooner or later like we did
tonight and like we did against
Marshall about a year ago."
In the team win, the Falcons
(2-3 overall, 1-2 MAC) had a
surprising hero in redshirt
freshman quarterback Andy
Sahm (see sidebar). In all, the
BG offense outgaincd the Rockets 447-386 in total net yards.
BG coach Gary Blackney has
wanted his team to average
around 400 yards per game
offensively.
"I think it's obvious they
made plays and did what you
need to do to win big games,"
Toledo coach Gary Pinkel said.
"They executed exceptionally
well. BG, without a doubt, outplayed us. Obviously, I'm very
disappointed. I think we're a
better football team than that."
Other evidence supporting
BG's outplaying Toledo (2-2, 1-
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MiUennium commercialized
Businesses capitalize on 2000 with novelty items
There are 87 days left in the
millennium and in order to
celebrate, reflect and prepare
for the 21st cenlury, The
News is going to run a millennium- related story every
Monday for the rest of the
semester.
By JEFFARNETT
The BG News
Along with the beginning of
a new century, the end of the
second millennium is also
bringing a flood of attempts to
market it.
One of the obvious commercial uses of the new millennium
is to sell the vast varieties of
millennium novelties currently
for sale. Examples range from a
special Beanie Baby, Millennium the Bear - the current topseller in Yahoo! Shopping - to
the Countdown 2000 Baseball
Cap, which holds a small clock
above the bill that counts down
to the year 2000
Music and movies are also
being tied into the end of the
millennium. A variety of dance
mixes for New Year's Eve are

www.bgnews.com

battling for customers right
now, including an album by the
Artist Formerly Known as
Prince containing remixes of
"1999." Arnold Schwarzeneggar's next film, "End of Days,"
to be released next month, is
also strongly tied to the end of
the millennium.
Chuck Faraone, a freshman
marine biology major, admitted
to buying a millennium-relateo
product.
"I bought a condom that said
•Y2K Ready' on it," Faraone
said.
'* Faraone said he hasn't
bought any other Y2K products,
but he has friends who have. A
reason for many of the purchases, he said, is to help deal with
fear. He mentioned a shirt that
spoofed the Y2K bug
"If you make a joke about it,
then it's not as scary," Faraone
said.
Christianity 2000 AD. sells
silver coins to churches and
individuals that commemorate
the 2000th anniversary of
Christianity, with different
designs for each church's
denomination. Ron Wood, CEO

of Christianity 2000 AD., Inc.,
said that though the product
has just begun to be sold, the
test marketing did well. The
reason for his product's marketability is its numerical significance as the 2000th birthday of Jesus Christ, give or
take a couple of years. He also
added that there are eschatological reasons as well.
"If you grew up like I did in
the Bible Belt, the world was
going to end |in the year 2000|,"
Wood said.
He was unsure, however,
why non-Christians would care
much about it.
Wood said much of the selling power of the new millennium is tied up in its rareness.
"If you think about it, it will
be a new second of a new
minute of a new hour of a new
day of a new week of a new millennium," Wood said.
Whatever the reasons people
care about the end of the millennium, economies around the
world are prepared for them to
spend a lot on it
• See MILLENNIUM, page six.

1) include more first downs (2416) and a longer time of possession by the offense (34:2825:32). The Rockets outgaincd
BG on the ground 224-145 but
minus the 55 and 72-yard runs
by Toledo tailback Chester Taylor, BG won the battle 145-97.
Taylor finished with 209 yards
on 18 carries.
"No, not really," Pinkel said
when asked about second-half
adjustments to Taylor. "We just
got to the point where we were
playing catch-up. When you're
down almost 14 points with 12,
13 minutes left, you abandon
your offensive game plan and
go into two-minute mode."
The BG defense contained
Taylor in the second half as he
rushed for more than 10 yards

i See GAMER, page six.

Police enforce underage drinking
laws due to pressure from citizens
By BRENT RYMAN
The BG News
The Bowling Green Police
Division wants to send a message to underage lrinkers this
year — stop breaking the law.
As a result of mounting tensions between Bowling Green's
citizens and the city's college
students, the BGPD has felt
increasing pressure to find a
solution to the problem.
"This all stemmed from complaints we got from the citizens
to city council and, from there,
to the chief," said BGPD Detective Tony Hetrick.
Hetrick said that, as a result
of the numerous complaints,
the police have been working
harder to bust underage
drinkers.
"The problem appears to be
bigger this year," Hetrick said,
who has spent three years in
Bowling Green as an officer
and has been a part of the
Detective Bureau since November. "We have been doing a target enforcement — undercover
— operation with somewhere
between four and eight officers
in plain clothes out there every
night of the weekend."
Hetrick explained that these
officers have a new weapon in
their arsenal to bust those who

break the law. Instead of citing
them for furnishing alcohol,
which has been done for a
number of years, now the cops
are instituting a 1984 section
of the Ohio Revised Code titled
"Keeping a place where beer or
intoxicating liquors are furnished in violation of law."
What all this boils down to is
that the police no longer have
to prove the same level of culpability in court. Unlike the
"furnishing" citation used by
the department prior to this
year, "keeper" allows the police
to cite lawbreakers regardless
of whether they have knowledge that they are serving
underage drinkers.
"It's somewhat easier to
prove," Hetrick said. "It's no
longer possible for someone to
just post signs saying 'No one
under 21' and get away with
serving underage drinkers."
But, for those who still wish
to serve their underage friends,
it gets worse. Hetrick said that
the "keeper" law, which is a
fourth degree misdemeanor,
includes a clause allowing the
police to shut down a party
house if the people who live
there are cited more than once.
"If a house continues to
serve alcohol illegally, the place

can be abated as a nuisance
and padlocked for up to one
year," Hetrick said.
Hetrick thinks the new
methods are working.
"I, personally, have noticed a
decline in citations every weekend since we've started this,"
he said. "Due to complaints
from the citizens, we're going
to continue to enforce the law.
It's really not worth having
your place padlocked."
BGPD Lt. Gary Spencer
agreed that students are being
more of a nuisance this year
than in the past:
"Arrests are up at least 100
from last year at this same
time frame," Spencer said. "I
think it's at least much more
visible — the sofa fires started
a lot earlier this year, if that's
any indication."
Spencer added that while
students should respect others I
while they party, it doesn't
mean that they cant still have fun here in Bowling Green.
"Use
common
sense,"
Spencer said. "Let's face it, |
when you start drinking alcohol, you don't think in the same
ways."
"Just obey the law — there
are a lot of ways to do that and
still have a good time."

bmews@listproc.bgsu.edu
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Brian Taylor
Opinion Editor
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OPINION
Straighten out your priorities
Whew. Man. This weekend,
our good ol' Falcons went out on
the football field and beat those
damnable UT Rockets. And I
mean, it was definitely worth
having traffic jams to the highway and thousands of fans
strolling around campus in
anticipation of this galactic
match up. Forget Penn State or
Florida or even Ohio State. Any
team could be ranked in the
nation. This is the Rumble in
BG!
Yes, I'm bitter. And it's not
directed solely toward the football game or fans or anything
like that. I'm glad the team
won. I personally didn't expect
them to, but hey, even I am
wrong sometimes.
What I'm bitter about,
though, is what I perceive as
misplaced priorities in our society. In this specific case, look,
it's just a football game. And it's
not like I'm a geeky non-athlete. I actually pay a fair bit of
attention to sports and used to
be a jock myself. When the
World Cup came on in '98,1 was
checking the web for game
reports and running home to
watch the US get slaughtered.
But that's the World Cup, the
tournament that really decides
the world champion unlike
most other sports, and it comes
around only once every four
years.
But enough of my defense of
soccer, a.k.a "the real football."
I really don't intend to make
this column an attack on football or sports specifically,
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though. I keep saying this
because I don't w mt to be bum
rushed by the defensive line
sometime this'week.
There was a letter to the editor last week that confronted
the notion that there's nothing
to do in BG. And the statement,
that there is nothing to do, is
true from one perspective. If
you're from New York City or
Chicago or (sigh, I hate to
admit it) even Cleveland and
used to having a multitude of
things to do and choose from, in
comparison, there isn't anything to do in BG.
But that's not how people
usually mean it. And that's
where I agree with the writer of
that letter. There is something
going on in Bowling Green
everyday. Every single day. And
1 don't mean in a mundane way.
No, the guy who rides around
on his bike with water bottles
does not count as an attraction.
There are speakers, forums,
teach-ins, concerts, bands performing at bars, open mic
nights, drag nights, club nights,
and yes, even football games
spread out through every week.

And you may wonder what
my point is with this. What's
the
connection
between
whether there's anything to do
in BG and misplaced priorities?
The connection is that one is
the result of the other. People
believe that there's nothing to
do because their priorities suck.
It's that simple in my mind. Or
going even farther, maybe the
priorities don't suck, but the
people do.
Now some people will think,
"Oh, okay, Brian. So I suck
because my priorities are different from yours?" I don't know. If
I said that ordering a pizza and
getting drunk was a higher priority than taking an injured
friend to the hospital, wouldn't
you be justified in making a
moral judgment of me?
Maybe it's only an extreme
case of life and death or personal injury that allows me to
make a judgment on someone.
Okay, I can live with that. I disagree with it, but at least we've
opened the door to moral judgments based upon someone's
priorities. Also, I'll even agree
that we can't always be crusading and fighting the good fight.
But I'll tell you what. In the
years I've been here, I have
rarely seen people get off their
asses and do something good or
take part in something good
and worthwhile in deference to
something that's totally selfserving and more or less superficial.
Russians
arc
invading
Chechnya again. Oh, who

cares? I want to know if the
Reds or the Astros are going to
win the division! Huh, the U.S.
might have murdered Korean
refugees in the Korean War.
Wonder why we're hearing
about it only now? Eh, that's a
trite matter. Oh, you say the
University is considering selling away our freedom by buying into a contract with one
drink manufacturer? Our shirts
might be manufactured by
slave labor in third world countries? Wooster Street might be
widened right up to the face of
South Hall? The University
might tear down trees just so
people will be able to see the
new Union from Wooster?
Maybe we can't do anything
about it. Maybe we're just too
small a people with no voice
with no influence and no power.
Wow, that would sure be
healthy self-esteem, wouldn't
it?
No, obviously, the truth is
that none of this matters. There
are much more important
things to worry about in life.
Things that have much more
impact on your life and your
way of living. There's nothing
to do? No, there's nothing
you're willing to do unless it
requires the least amount of
effort and thought. Get your
priorities straight.
Brian Taylor is so bitter you
can taste it. If you want to lake
a bite out of him. email lay
lob@bfinet. bgsu.edu.
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Greek dues don't
pay for everything
I would like to send a shout
out to Jodi Jankowski (Sept.
28) and her "gilded banter." I
am glad to see that she enjoys
greek bashing so much but 1
think it is time to wake up and
smell the petunias.
First off, always do a little
bit of research before you allow
your ignorance to be published.
I respect everything that she
has accomplished in life, but I
don't believe she has the right
to judge me as she has. She
doesn't know the sacrifices that
any one of my brothers or I
have made to get where we are
in life.
I think it is wonderful that
she works with people that
have disabilities. In fact, one of
my brothers also volunteered
more than one hundred hours
last semester for the same
cause. And I think... wait let me
look at our budget... oh yeah,
we paid him zero dollars out of
our dues. I also seem to remember that two weeks ago sixty of
my brothers built a boardwalk
at the Sunshine Children's
home. They had a $10,000
grant from our fraternity's philanthropy, which also did not
come out of our dues. I also
vaguely remember a bunch of
my brothers riding 3,700 miles
across the country on a bike
this summer... and now that 1
think about it the $300,000
they raised for people with disabilities did not come out of our
dues either. Boy oh boy, where
is this so called money I pay for
community involvement? There
is one more thing that I almost

nli

forgot.
You see, this one is kind of
personal. I remember a time
iast summer cycling 726 miles
across Florida from Miami to
Tallahassee in 14 days. We
stopped at a bunch of elementary schools to do empathy
training and puppet shows for
the students. We also made
friendship visits to nearly 15
different facilities for people
with disabilities. I guess that is
a hard thing to forget. I shared
blood (I am a little bit clumsy),
sweat, and tears with 21 of my
brothers across the country
from the University of Kentucky to Texas A&M.
Here is the real kicker,
though; the $50,000 we raised
to benefit people with disabilities did not come out of anyone's dues! Jeez oh Petes... I did
have to buy a helmet when
mine cracked in an accident
and there were a few tire tubes
I picked up. The only other
money I spent while I was
there... dare I say it... was to go
out at night and to have a little
fun on the town.
In the end, Jodi, it is not me
who is "unable to look beyond
the big materialistic picture"
but you that can not see beyond
your own ignorance: a picture
of stereotypes.
Joe Boroi
boroi@bgnct.bgsu.edu

Dangerous
to
take away choice
I don't know why the issue of
signing with a soft drink com-
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pany is up for debate. This is
Bowling Green State University, not Bowling Green State
Amusement Park or McBGSU's.
This is a living/learning community. For many of us that
means we eat, sleep, work, and
go to class here. In many
aspects BGSU is like its own
little city. You can't expect to
limit your constituents' choices
for no better reason than to
gain a buck or two and get
away with it. The students
have been clear about not wanting to be limited to one company yet the university is still
pushing ahead with the idea.
Is the administration listening?
Many students couldn't care
less about what they drink,
whether it be Coke or Pepsi.
They must realize that this
issue deals with more than
what soda pop we drink. Not
only would this deal infringe on
our freedom of choice, but it
also sets a precedent for what
the university can do in the
future. This deal will send the
message that if the Universitycan make money on limitations
of our selections then it's okay.
Well, it's not okay.
Today it's pop, but what's
next?
Michael Blahay
steaIth3@mail.geocities.com

Parking request not
fair to students
I received an e-mail informing me that because of the Toledo football game, the school
would appreciate us moving our

Question: What do you want to say to the Falcon football
team after their win against Toledo?

Brian Engleman
Junior
Psychology
"Thanks; you're
like the family'I
never had!

Remyl Coleman
Senior
Women's Studies
"Can I have a
.scholarship?"

Jason Gural
Sophomore
Business
"Nice job on opening a fresh can.
Keep it up the
rest of the year!"

Ryan Fultz
Freshman
Undecided
"Play every game
with the same
emotion and
intensity as you
did Saturday
against Toledo.
Good job!"

Danielle Hicks
Freshman
Computer Eng.
"Good job. I'm
from Toledo
myself, but hey, ,
BG is my new
hometown and .
school. You go, I
boys!" Q
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vehicles Ifrom the overflow lot].
Just to let the school know: I
find your notice for us to move
our cars from the overflow
VERY rude. The entire year we
are told we cannot park ANYWHERE except lot 6 and the
overflow.
Now suddenly you need
those spaces, the ONLY spaces
you have given us, so you
expect all of the student body
who is trapped in that hellish
parking lot to take the forty
mile hike in this newly freezing
weather to accomodate the University; meanwhile it's the University's fault we are in the
middle of East Bumblef***!
Now that is incredibly ballsy of

Letters to the Editor Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt it. Write us and let us
know where you stand.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than S00 words (less
than two typed, double-spaced pages). These are usually In
response to a current issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green
area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800 words) can be
submitted as Guest Columns. Guest columns will be subject to
space limitations and considered based on topic relevance and
quality.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a copy on a labeled
disk to 210 West Hall and leave it in the Opinion Editor's mailbox.
Or, send it on e-mail to taylob@bgnet.bgsu.edu and give it the subject, "Letter to the Editor".

The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph descriptions.

Also, you can check out back Issues of the Opinion page on the
web at www.bgnews.com.

Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the Editorial Board are
final.

Copyright © 1999, The BG News, Bowling Green, Ohio. Reprinting
of any material from this publication without prior permission of
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published daily during the academic year and weekly during the
summer semester.
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you. Tomorrow I had intended
to get my car and drive it to the
bank and hope for a different
spot, yet now just to spite this
rude and outlandish request I
am going to leave my car exactly where it is and let it accumulate even more dirt and gravel
on it from those horrid conditions just to know it is pissing
you off. I am sending this to
The BG News in hopes that
students will follow my example and destroy your precious
parking zone.
A newly road-raged
driver,
Seth Marciniak
samarciniak@hotmail.com

The BG News is
a public forum for
your concerns.
Make your views
known by
contributing
a guest column or
Letter to the
Editor. Be sure to
read our guidelines
in the Policy box
below.

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-2601
E-mail: bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu
Website:bgnews.com
Melissa Naymik
Editor-in-Chief
Brandi Barhite
Carolyn Steckel
Managing Editor
Assistant Managing Editor
Matt Steiner
Clint McDonell
Sports Editor
Copy Chief
Scott Zimmer
Mike Lehmkuhle
Graphics Editor
Photo Editor
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Necessary Background
Info.
Before I begin this story, I must first
explain to you that I was not a cool
eighth grader. (Oh, yes, once again I
shall bore you all with stories of ray
childhood, so if you do not care to hear
stories of silly stupidity, skip past tliis
column! Skip on to the campus and
world news and leave Page Three at
once! .. Or, I mean, I hope you like my
column this week.)
Back to the subject at hand, though,
as an eighth grader I was not very cool,
cunning, witty, etc. (and no comments
on my current status please). I had a
marvelous time chatting and goofing
around with my small group of friends,
but my maturity and couth were negotiable

Junior High Dance
That said, let me begin my story
with that fateful eighth grade junior
high dance. It was the first dance of the
year, and 1 had started a new phase in
my life. I had gone to a few junior high
dances throughout my seventh grade
year but had stayed in the scared-ofboys camp in the corner of the room for
all of the slow songs, coming out only to
join in the "Locomotion" and that one
song that goes. "I like that old time
rock and roll..." You get the picture.
But eighth grade was different. I
was a bit more bold, so when the slow

songs began, instead of squeezing as
close to the corner of the room as I
could, a few of my friends and I took a
bold stance on the edge of the dance
floor. Our big junior high bashes were
held in the high school cafeteria, so we
would actually stand close to the
entrance to the hallway - where we
could make an escape if we had to but
were still in a spot where, if some boy
so chose to, he could ask us to dance.
During that first dance of the year,
then, when I was looking sexy with my
pegged jeans, silk shirt and newlypermed hair, one of my friends
approached me to tell me that her guy
friend's friends wanted to dance with
me (wasn't everything done in channels back then?). I asked which one and
five minutes later she came back to tell
me that it was actually a seventh grader whom, for the purposes of this column (and to protect the innocent) we
shall call Phillipe
Gosh, what was I supposed to do? I
consulted with my friends as to
whether or not I should dance with a
seventh grader because I was, after all,
in eighth grade. But, one of my closest
friends and I came to a consensus - an
awfully happening seventh grader had
expressed interest in dancing with her
as well, so we came to together in one
of those 'if you'll do it I'll do it' pacts.
Slow, Romantic Dancing

(or some near estimation)
The next slow dance came, and I was
soon on the dance floor with the seventh grade fellow with my hands
around his neck, his around my waist,
stepping on my left foot, then right
foot, left foot, right foot, not moving
across the dance floor, not even turning
in a circle, just tottering back and forth
and back and forth. But somehow it
was so wonderful!
From then on I was hooked - I had
the worst crush on this boy that I had
ever had on anyone. One by one I told
my friends (or they figured out on their
own I that I "liked" him (oh, goodness).
1 did the normal things people do when
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So then the next junior high dance
came, the final one for the year (seeing
as we only had two). The first slow
dance came, and passed, then came
another, and it passed and he still hadn't asked me to dance. By this point I
was out in the hall, commiserating
with my friends on how I had wasted
three and a half months of my life having a crush on him - and for what? (At
times I was a very dramatic child.)
Finally on the third slow dance of
the evening, he sought me out and
asked me to dance. We danced to
"Everything I Do 1 Do it For Vou" (or
whatever that Robin Hood song was
called). And then when that song was
over another came on. and we just kept
dancing.
After that dance I still had a crush
on him for a bit but really, we never hit
it off, which was not too surprising considering the fact that whenever he was
around 1 did not say a single word (a
trend that perhaps some of my friends
today wish would have followed
through into adulthood).
Oh, well. There is no real point or
earth-shaking truth to my column (as if
there usually is). I just found myself
reveling in memories from my childhood so 1 thought I would share them
with you, fellow BGSU students and
inhabitants. And my, wasn't that a
clever ending?
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soporific
Pronunciation:
sop'- uh-RIFF-ick

Snow

Ice

.!■■ r, .... ;

Example: "The only
thing more soporific
than my 8 a.m. history
class is elephant tranquilizers."

Mary Beth Murtha
Page Three Editor
372-2603

ACROSS
1 Gymnast
Comaned
6 Big hit
11 Deuce
14 Gray and Moran
15 HaH o( Hispaniola
16 Auction action
17 Now
, India
18 Financial
checkup
19 Lyric poem
20 Newts
22 Profit figure
23
down (held
up)
24 Wriling
implements
25 Sargent or Pam
28 Poor grades
30 Owl's call
31 Makes
weatherproof
36 Fitting
37 Honors formally
39 CBS logo
40 "Wild Bill" co-star
42 Mind
43 Lower digits
44 Reprimanded
47 Enticement
49 British sausage
51 Commotion
52 Develop a
plumbirg
problem
57 Soft metal
58 State of balance
59 Lightheaded
60 Canceling,, e.g.
61 Kazakhstan
range
62 Ivan of tennis
63 Actor Brynner
64 Russo and
Auberionois
65 Expunge

Virtual Broken Dreams

Function: adjective
Etymology: probably
from French soporifique,
from Latin xoyor, deep
sleep; akin to Latin somnus, sleep -- more at
SOMNOLENT
Date: 1665
1 a : causing or tending to cause sleep b :
tending to dull awareness or alertness
2 : of, relating to, or
marked.by sleepiness or
lethargy
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they like others - I said hello to him in
the hallway every time that I saw him;
I chatted non-stop about him with my
friends; I wrote him poems (that I
thankfully never delivered); I went as
far as to make a plate full of heartshaped sugar cookies in home ec. class
and put them in his locker between
classes.
I added a small twist to this whole
"having a crush" process, though.
Because I liked him but was also
rather shy, whenever he was around I
simply wouldn't say anything. (A
rather interesting approach, looking
back at it now.)

WORD
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Class meets through Nov. 18.
Fee $109. Continuing Ed., 3728181. Arrowhead
Park.
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Maumee.
'People Called Women' Sales
Tables
TBA
A Toledo feminist bookstore will Men's Golf at St. Bonavenbe on-campus with a range of ture Invitational
books, t-shirts, gifts and music.
St. Bonaventure. New York.
107 Hanna Hall.

Monday Oct. 4

4 p.m.
Women Graduate Students
Support Group
Take an hour out of your hectic
schedule and drop by for rejuvenation and discussion.
107 Hanna Hall.
5 p.m.
Homecoming 3-on-3 Basketball
Registrations arc being taken
now for this event. Stop by the
SRC main office to register
your team. Call 372-2711 for
information.
Student Recreation Center.

Tuesday, Oct. 5
6 - 8 p.m.
Improving
Career
and
Study Skills
Acquire new resources for
resume writing, job interviewing and networking. No fee.
Continuing Ed. 372-8181.
Toledo-Lucas County Library,
Maumee.
6 - 8 p.m.
Making Career Decisions
Complete your career portfolio,
identify your career goals and
implement your work-oriented

plans. No fee. Continuing Ed.
419/872-8181. Toledo-Lucas
County Library, Maumee.

6 ■ 7:30 p.m.
Planning for Your Future
Discover how to improve your
cash flow, plan for retirement
and prepare to pay for a college
education. Class meets through
Oct 19. Fee $39. Continuing
Ed, 419/372-8181.
1103
Offenhauer West.
7 p.m.
Volleyball at Wright State
Dayton. Ohio.
7 -8:30 p.m.
Eating Disorders Support
Group
For women with anorexia and
bulimia concerns; sponsored by
the Student Health Center and
the Counseling Center. For
more information call Judy
Miller, MSN, RN at 372-7425.
107 Hanna Hall.
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Tonight Show
(In Slereo) X
Hostage <ln Slereo) (Part 2 ol 3) Charlie Rose (In Stereo) X

Oct. 7 7:30 - 9:30
Student Union Ballroom on the 2nd Floor
FREE Refreshments!

Charlie Rose
Hosian/! (la Slereo) (Part 2 d 3) Waiting lor
God
(In Slereo' X
Star Trek. Deep Space Nine
Newsradio
"Airport" X
"The Circle" (In Steieo) X
IFraaier' To Km
News
Sports-Detroit Fraalsr tin
Slereo) X
|a Taking Bird

Movie Special

Dateline (In Stereo) X

NewsX

News.f

Not ting Hill

CABLE STATIONS
AMC
COM
DISC
ESPN

Uovi.: ••', "Swo»Fnonl"(l950. Mystery) Martens Owlnch. Jane
Wyman. A murder suspect enlists a Inend fo help find the tuner. I
Saturday leant Live Steve
Daily Show (R) Win Ben
Mann. Enc Clapton
|SMn's Money
Your New House,H>
Wild Discovery -Salmon
Again si the Tides' (R)
[5 15} Sportscenter
Uonday Night Countdown

H wood Fashn Movie:** HowroSfiw/eMavjyri!966.&)medy)Audrey
Movie **• S5toys ttPUtng"I'***) Political
Hepburn. Peter 0 Toole A rich gd plans to steal a lake work of art. chaos marks the Chinese Boxer Rebellion ol 1900.
Strangers With Upright Citizen Dally Show
Win Ben
Movie: •• She's trie 0ne-(l996. Comedy) Jennrler Anislon A
Candy (RII
Stain's Money
cabbie and las younger brother spar over We and love.
Why Dogs Smile Emotionally Reel LAPD lite and Death (Rl
Reel LAPD He and Death" (R) Why Dogs Smile: Primary
En.otiona (R) (Pad 1 ol 2)
Speaking (R) (Pan 2 of 2]
Baseball Tonight
Gymnastics Women's World Team Trials Kansas Cey. Mo

Movie: **• "SoulFood"(1997) Vanessa L Witfcams Domestic
Movie: • . "Nope F«Mrs"il99U. ksnance) Sandra BuHoch A
Movie:.', "fiivev"(t»3. Suspense) A divorcee Three Kings:
ne*ly divorce*] single mother ''no- love in her hometown 'PG 13
roubles and illness Uneaten a dose Knii lamiV (In Sleieo) Ft X
■a drawn into her new lover's voyeunSlic world. R Flral Look X
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a/reeding WCW Monday rvrtro (In Slereo Live) X
Movie: ••'. Who's rne A4sn»TNT (In Stereo) (Pan 1 ol 2) X
MNCJ I
1993) Ed Lover. Dr Ore
Xena: Warrior Princess 'The
GvsE "Choose Vour Own EvT
JAG Ghost Ship' (in Stereo) I Walker. Texas Ranger
VrestlwigWvVFiia. I
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WORLD NEWS
Japan presses ahead with nuclear power

Refugees want to return to East Timor

Associated Prtss Writer
TOKYO — Japan's worst atomic accident heightened public
worries about the country's nuclear power program, but the government has shown no sign of changing course in expanding
reliance on atomic reactors.
Three plant workers were hospitalized with radiation poisoning because of Thursday's accident and hundreds of thousands of
people were told to stay home behind closed windows.
The radiation leak from a uranium reprocessing plant northeast of Tokyo was not the first accident to shake public faith in
nuclear energy. The industry has been hit with a string of accidents in recent years.
Public unease over nuclear power dates from the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. There is also the threat of a
nuclear accident if an earthquake strikes Japan, and even a
work force renowned for its training and discipline is not
immune to human error, as shown by Thursday's accident.

Associated Press Writer
KUPANG, Indonesia — They envisioned freedom after their
vote for independence from Indonesia. Instead, life has become a
prison for tens of thousands of East Timorese, forced into exile at
gunpoint and living in squalid camps in neighboring West Timor.
A reporter who visited two camps on Friday found appalling
conditions — and reports that other refugees face far worse.
As the refugees struggl"d to survive, Australian troops in East
Timor took control of several strategic border towns in the U.N.mandated peace mission's most ambitious operation yet. The 700
troops were determined to deliver aid to the refugees and to stop,
the militias who wreaked havoc on East Timor last month from
returning from their exile in West Timor.
The refugees — 230,000 of them, by Indonesia's estimate —
were driven out of East Timor and into exile beginning Sept. 4,
when the results of East Timor's independence referendum were
announced.

Hats Off

Spring 2000 haute couture debuts in Paris

Russia, U.S. sign nuclear safeguard accord

Associated Press Writer
PARIS — Ready-to-wear clothes for spring 2000 flew down the
runway in dashes of hot or pastel colors at Balmain's show Sunday at the beginning of a hectic fashion week.
Designed by Gilles Dufour, lately of Chanel as Karl Lagerfeld's
assistant, the clothes were light and bright.
Casual, sometimes sexy looks came out with airy little skirts,
uneven hemlines and splatter prints. They were topped by pretty, small sweaters in pastel stripes, sometimes with scattered
sequin's.
Sweaters could be worn by the small gaggle of aristocratic Balmain clients who attended the show. But they looked bemused
rather than thrilled, and would probably prefer Balmain couture
— still by Oscar de la Renta.
Other brief dresses had a castaway look with their torn-edged
hems. Pinks, blues and lavenders came out with corals in tailored little jackets with unfinished edges and silk skirts.
And there was Claudia Schiffer, former Chanel top model. She
looked great in her two-piece light beige chiffon with a touch of
flounces, plus a sprinkling of rhinestone spangles. Schiffer did
not parade in any of the hot-pants-style bikinis or monokinis.

Associated Press Writer
MOSCOW — American experts will conduct millennium-bug
tests on some of Russia's strategic facilities, including nuclear
reactors at power plants, U.S. officials said Saturday.
Russia and the United States agreed Saturday that the tests
would happen in November. They also decided to establish a crisis center to monitor and safeguard nuclear materials.
Russia, which for a long time denied it was susceptible to the
computer bug, is now considered one of the countries least prepared for computer failures that may come in the year 2000.
"We want to make sure that Soviet nuclear reactors, their
telecommunications system, their entire production system is
working efficiently and effectively," Secretary of Energy Bill
Richardson said after meeting with his Russian Atomic Energy
Minister Yevgeny Adamov.
Many of Russia's mainframe computers, including those working at nuclear reactors, were designed in the 1970s and likely
contain the glitch that renders them incapable of distinguishing
between the years 1900 and 2000.

Associated Press Photo

Three of Radio City Music Hall's Rockettes rehearse lor the Monday gala reopening in New York, nearly 70 years after the
Rockettes first appeared at Radio City Music Hall in 1932.

Opposition increases pressure on Milosevic
ByJOVANAGEC
Associated Press Writer
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia —
Police sealed off part of Belgrade to prevent a protest
march toward the home of
Yugoslav President Slobodan
Milosevic on Friday, as a government showdown with the
political opposition entered its
third night.
About 10,000 people attended a rally at the main Belgrade
square and joined a short
protest march toward the nearby opposition headquarters,
demanding Milosevic's resignation. The march took place
without incident, in contrast to
the two previous days, when
police beat demonstrators.
"Being here today is the
bravest thing in Europe," Zoran
Djindjic, a key protest leader,
told the crowd. "But this will be

the biggest victory in Europe had been issued against them.
Friday's march focused on
because this is the last dictatorship in Europe — and we will Ccdomir Jovanovic, one of the
protest leaders. He had stayed
crush it."
Dozens of people were locked in the offices of the oppoinjured and dozens of others sition Alliance for Change since
arrested
during
protests Thursday night, when plainWednesday and Thursday clothes police attempted to
when hundreds of Milosevic's arrest him for violating public
helmeted police squared off peace and order.
Jovanovic came out and
with tens of thousands of
marchers. The police used clubs joined the cheering crowd of
thousand
who
to chase and beat the demon- several
approached
the
alliance's
strators.
On Friday, Tanjug news offices.
In the Dedinje district of Belagency reported that a district
public prosecutor demanded an grade, where Milosevic lives,
investigation into the incidents. traffic police, backed by water
That could lead to charges cannons and armored personagainst the opposition leaders, nel carriers parked close by,
whom the police accuse of orga- prevented traffic from moving
nizing violent attacks against toward the area. All vehicles
were directed away except city
them.
At Friday's rally, protest buses and occasional cars.
The blockade prevented
leaders said arrest warrants

THE STUDENT UNION AND
UNIVERSITY DINING
SERVICES
Proudly Announce:
Bowl 'n Greenery
All You Can Eat BUFFET
Using your meal plan for
only $5.95:
MWF: All you can eat Pizza Buffet
Tuesday: All you can eat Taco and Fiesta Buffet
s

Thursday: Pasta Buffet

A sa^

*&*

*&

opposition supporters from driving past Milosevic's residence,
as they had planned, but did
not result in a major traffic jam
as the protesters had hoped.
Djindjic called on the police
to suspend those who beat up
the protesters. He said the
alliance will use the photographs from the protest
marches to identify the police
and will plaster the city with
their enlarged photos.
"We will win in our peaceful
revolution," he said. "If they
put up cordons here tomorrow
... we will gather somewhere
else but we will not retreat
until [Milosevic] leaves."
The U.S. State Department
condemned what it described 98
a wave of repression by
Yugoslav authorities against
demonstrators.
"Beatings and arrests are

Associated Press Photo

U.S. peacekeeping soldier Mark Passomore guards a Serb
farmer and his family working in Iheir cornfield In Silovo, eastern Kosovo, Yugoslavia.
occurring in conjunction with
other examples of heightened
police repression by Milosevic

Who won?
The Falcons or 1ti© bad guys? Find out. In the Sports section. Monday through Friday, In
The BG News.
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Management Inc.
Leasing, starting January!!!

PHane maRT
LETS GO FALCONS!

• THE BEST PLACE TO SET UP YOUR NEW
PHONE SERVICE
• LONG DISTANCE INTRO RATES AS LOW AS
$.05 A MINUTE
• PAY BILLS IN PERSON & CHECK OUT OUR
HUGE PHONE SELECTION
• INTERNET CONNECTION SPEEDS - ONE OF
THE FASTEST NATIONAL ISP'S
• VOICE MAIL
• 10% BGSU DISCOUNT ON ALL PHONES,
ACCESSORIES & PRE-PAID CALLING CARDS

Located directly
across the street trom
the police station.
Come on in and
check out our brand
new phonesl

jMMy c. tamWMd

this week," said spokesman
James P. Rubin,

N. Ma

Management Inc.
Ilillsdale Apis.. 1082 Fairview.
Large studios, high vaulted ceilings,
unique floor plan, car ports
9 1/2-12 mo. Leases
Start at $380. Call 353-5800

/fUgCA
Management Inc.
Heinzaite Apts., 716 N. Enterprise.
Large Studio. High vaulted ceilings,
unique floor plan, close to university
9 1/2-12 mo. Leases
Starts at $400

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apts., 215 E. Poe.
Efficiencies & huge I bdrms, laundry
on site, lots of parking. Eff. starts at
$250. I bdrms. Marls at $36S.
Call 353-5800

V,

Management Inc.

Willow House Apts., 830 4th St.

W. Woosler

I bdrms gas. heat. A/C Remodeled.
Starts at $400 Call 353-5800

uur Hours Are
9a.m. to 6p.m. Monday-Friday
160 W. Wooster
(419)354-9436

U

Management Inc.
Stop by our office at 1045 N. Main
St. for complete listing or
Call 353-5800.
www.wcnet.org/~nifcca
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President preaches theme of tolerance
By SONYA ROSS
Associated Press Writer
PALO ALTO, Calif. —Citing
recent shootings in California
and the Midwest, President
Clinton says it is time Americans deal with "the fear of the
other" that motivates such acts
of hatred.
The president was taking his
message of tolerance before gay
and lesbian supporters Saturday night at a Los Angeles dinner expected to raise $850,000
for Democratic candidates —
the largest amount of Clinton's
three-day West Coast swing.

Serving as host for Saturday's dinner was ANGLE —
Access Now for Gay and Lesbian Equality — and organizers
said it was one of the largest
events of its kind outside Washington.
The president tested themes
at two smaller events Friday
night with Silicon Valley executives.
He repeated his support for
legislation barring job discrimination against gays and hate
crimes. Clinton urged the
crowd to fight for "the innate
dignity and equality of every

human being" and work to
ensure "a place at the American
family table" for all, regardless
(>•" race, ethnicity, religion or
income.
The president noted that
technology offers vast potential
for transforming American society, but cannot deliver as long
as some segments of the population cling to prejudices
because they are afraid of
change.
"Here you are out here, all
you think about is the new millennium," Clinton said. "Isn't it
ironic that the thing that's

holding us back most .. is our
inability to form a community
around our common humanity
because of our vulnerability to
mankind's most ancient fear.
the fear of the other?"
"I think we need to deal with
that," he continued. "I believe
my party is on the right side of
all those issues."
Clinton said he has devoted
much of his time in office to
dealing with "the emotional
and practical and national
security demands" of international conflicts spurred byhat reds.

The same elements in those
problems, he said, have
appeared in America over the
past two years.

Specifically, he recalled the
slayings of gay college student
Matthew Shepard in Wyoming;
James Byrd, a black man, in
Texas; a Korean student and a
former college basketball coach
in a shooting spree by "a crazy
guy" in Illinois; and the death
of a Filipino postman and
wounding of a Jewish child in
shootings in California.
"I see people in this so-called
modern world, where we'-e cel-

ebrating all of your modern
ideas and your modern achievements, and what is the biggest
problem in the world in America? We are dragged down by the
most primitive of hatreds,"
Clinton said. "It's bizarre."
Earlier Saturday, the president spent time in Palo Alto
visiting with his daughter
Chelsea, a junior at Stanford
University, and doing some
work on his presidential
library.
Clinton was returning to
Washington early Monday.

-.-*-.- ^**>fe&*»S=&S>S«

We didn't become Fortune magazine's America's
Most Admired Company* by accepting the status quo.
We got there by hiring and training graduates with the
confidence and courage to think in innovate and
revolutionary ways.
No other corporation can match the diversity
of opportunities at GE. Because we have small company
attitudes with large company strengths, we set no limits,
no boundaries. You can move from industry to industry,
discipline to discipline, and never leave GE.
We're a leader in every business we complete in,
and we're looking for leaders like Thanh who will take
us even further. Start your career by visiting our website
now. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

GE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
LEADERSHIP PROGRAM PRE-NIGHT
OCTOBER 4,1999 7:00PM - 9:00PM
IN THE OHIO SUITE, STUDENT UNION

GE AT THE CAREER EXPO '99
OCTOBER 5,1999 10:00AM 5:00PM IN THE GRAND BALL ROOM,
STUDENT UNION

Learn about us at

www. gecareers. com

We bring good things to life.

GE Aircraft Engines • GE Appliances • GE Capital Services • GE Corporate Research and Development • GE Industrial Systems
GE Information Services • GE Lighting • GE Medical Systems • GE Plastics • GE Power Systems • GE Supply • GE Transportation Systems • NBC
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GAMER
Continued from page one.
"Taylor did a nice job a couple times on llie outside toss
-t»lay." BG senior linebacker Joe
O'Neill said. "I think the main
people were overpursuing the
ball. Everyone needed to do
their assignments. Once we did
that, we did an outstanding job
shutting down a great tail;$ack."
„. Falcon tailback Godfrey
.i^wis had a breakout game
..gaining 124 yards on ,'il carries

Steve Holmes, Brent Martin,
Robert Redd on a reverse and
Sahm also had rushes
The improved running game
showed signs that the highlytouted BG offensive line is coming together. The BG offensive
linemen are tackles Rob
Fehrman, Chad McCarthy,
guards Mark Kautzman and
Eric Curl, center Doug Dorley
and tight end Kevin Steinke
A Strasser field goal and a
Lewis five-yard run gave BG a
10-0 lead with 1:36 to go in the

first quarter The two long Taylor runs gave UT a 13-10 halftime cushion
The Falcon offense had just
one first down in the' second
quarter. The Rockets blitzed
the linebackers creating a few
sacks but BG made adjustments in the second half
To start the third quarter,
Todd France hit a 35-yard field
goal making it 16-10 Rockets.
BG responded with 21 unanswered points to make it 31-16
with 11:21 left in the game.

nuil Jason Strasser put. the
game out of reach with a 27yard field goal with 45 seconds.
Cole, a junior, finished the
game completing I0-of-.'ll passes for 162 yards and one touchdown His longOSl pass was 3-1
yards. Emmanuel llendrix
started in the secondary with
Will Sullivan, Chad Long and
Karl Rose.
Also for liC. this marked the
first game with no turnovers to
Toledo's two Long forced and
recovered a Mike Bilik fumble

"Our intensity wasn't right
when we came out m I he second
half." Toledo senior cornerback
Jameel Turner said
"They
came out and drove the hall
right down the field Everybody
saw that. We missed tackles
and gave up big plays. If you
miss tackles and give up big
plays, you're going to lose."
Donta Greene gave Toledo
one last ray of hope hauling in a
16-yard pass from Dan Cole
making it 31-23 with 4:32 left
But BG drove down the field

MILLENNIUM

Soccer coaches, parents kept
quiet during Cleveland games
, Apsociated Prett Writer
CI.EVEI.AND •- A noise ban
forced thousands of parents
.ami coaches in the Northern
. |)hio Girls Soccer League to
keep their cheers and criticisms
.,to themselves Sunday
Fed up with overzealous and
^reamingcoaches ami parents,
-fhe league banned cheering
>Jnd jeering during dozens of
names. The experiment was
Balled Silent Sunday," and
SVcd Engh. president of the
Sfjatiohal Alliance of Youth
•jgports..believes the ban is the
jfirst of its kind
: "The kids had a ball. They
iwere able make decisions on
tjheir own without being questioned or yelled at." said Carl
rPavlovich. a coach and hoard

member for the league, which

has 3,800 girls ages 8 to 14,
Pavlovich, who observed 10
gomes Sunday, said that while
some parents accidentally
cheered or clapped, most kept
quiet. They brought along signs
to support the players and
sucked on lollipops to keep
quiet Some even put duct tape
over their mouths
At first, the players didn't
know how to react without the
noise, but then they realized it
was nice to play without being
second-guessed all the time,
Pavlovich said.
"I loved it that it was so
quiet." said Tammy Super, who
coached two games Sunday. "As
a coach it's really hard to be in
the position to tell parents to

support their children and not
coach them. Kids are always
asking who they should listen
to. It puts mi' in an awkward
position because I have to tell
them to ignore their parents "
Pavlovich said all of the
players and coaches he talked
to Sunday enjoyed having the
games quiet. He said he only
got one complaint from a parent
"One parent was upset about
the program because she couldn't provide the direction that
she thought her daughter needed because she was too young."
he said. "I tried to tell her that
kids have to learn to make decisions on their own, that it's a
gradual process that doesn't
happen overnight "

and Rose picked off a Cole pass.
The Falcon takeaway/giveaway
ratio improved to -5 as a result.
Defensively for BG, Khary
Campbell made his return felt
leading the team with 10 tackles. O'Neill and Rose followed
with eight and nine respectively. About the only thing the
defense didn't do is sack Cole.
The Falcons host Travis
Prentice and the rest of the
Miami Redllawks Saturday for
Homecoming at Perry Stadium
at 1 p.m.

Continued from page one.
Some of the most grandiose
examples of investment in the
year 2000 are countries and
cities preparing for travelers.
Egypt plans to cap the < ireat
l\ ramid of Cheops at Giza with
a gold peak, and plans are
under way to rebuild the
library at Alexandria. A 12hour musical v. ill also he performed from the sunset of Dec
;tl to the sunrise of Jan. 1
Rome is spending StTiO million on a makeover for 2000. As
many as 30 million pilgrims are

Super said that while she
would like more noise-free
games, she thinks it should be
changed so coaches can talk to
iheir players
"It was hard as a coach. I
could see my girls needed a little bit of input and guidance
and I couldn't provide ii as i
coach." she said
League officials will decide
whether to have another MIOMI
day next spring after talking to
coaches, parent.-- and players,
Pavlovich said.
"I think it was a lot of fun,'
Super said. "I liked seeing who
could make decisions on i lien
own.

expelled tu travel to Rome next

year
The end of the millennium is

being used to sell not only products and services, but advertisements as well. A web page
aimed at potential advertisers
for Channel 11 WTOL's "Toledo
2000" series called it the event
of a century. "An advertising
opportunity like this only
comes around once every 1000
years." it said.
In addition to selling excitement for the new millennium,
some vendors are marketing to
people tired of Y2K. Spencer
Promotional
Products, for
example, sells "Y2WhoKares
Stuff," a line of clothing, mugs
and mouse pads with the slogan "Y2WHOKARES" prominently displayed.

Correction
Last week The News inaccurately reported that the Partnerships for Community Action has made $40,000 available in grants
this year. The available amount is actually $30,000.

Minorities making little progress in corporate world
Assoi iated Preu Writer
CI.KVELAND - In a city
known lor electing blacks and
Women, only 8 percent of the
nearly 500 corporate executives
are minorities
A survey by The Plain Dealer of the 50 largest public companies in northeast Ohio found
that integration has not made
much progress in Cleveland's
corporate community

•lames Copeland, president of
the Greater Cleveland Roundtable

For example, 70 of the lot)
managers at KeyCorp are
women or minoril ies

officer,

The newspaper pegged part
of the hiring discrepancy on
whites and blacks in Cleveland
being segregated — often living, eating and praying in different places

"We think we'll be seeing
more progress there because
we have a pretty rich pipeline."
said KeyCorp chairman and
chief executive Robert tullespie.

"I don't think we can claim
that we are successful as a community until we deal with this
issue collectively." said Margot

Several companies said they
arc preparing mure woman and
minorities for leadership roles
through in-house programs.

Twenty-five
percent
ol
TRW's 600 managers are
women and minorities, compared with just 111 percent in

Just five of the 497 executive
officers at the companies are
black, and the number rises to
just 38 when other minorities
and white women are added,
the newspaper reported Sunday Only 22 of the 50 companies have a minority executive

%f^Prt!f^OjfBGSU
Homecoming Pance
October 7, 1999
Union Grand Ballroom
7:30 -11:00 p.m.

1990
None of those managers has

made ii to the company's management committee, but chairman and chief executive Joseph
Gorman said. "I'd hi' amazed if
we don't

have a woman or

minority on our management
committee, or both, over the
next several years
Critics said that is limited
progress for those who want
companies to work together to

hire more minorities into top
level positions.
"There has not been any
major effort as far as I know on
the part of the Cleveland corporate community to try and get
together and address there
kinds of issues," Gorman said.
"We're each trying to address
them on our own. And that's as
it should be."
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Three Kings' rules at box office
By JAMES ELDRED
The BG News

w„„

thought that a
movie starring
George
Clooncy,
In
Cube,
and
Mark Wahlberg would turn out
to be one of the best films of the
year? Three Kings, the first bigbudget film by indie-director
David O. Russell (Flirting With
Disaster), is not your typical
war film, and that's exactly
why it's so good. It breaks all
the rules and goes where few
war movies have.
The film begins just as the

Clooney and
Spike Jonze

Photo Provided
fourth king.

Gulf War ends, with
Vig. Jonze, primarily a few other films attempt to do,
American soldiers partymusic video director they are shown to be human,
ing all night and Iraqi
(Fatboy Slim's "Praise just like everyone else. Too
soldiers surrendering all
You," and Bcastie Boys' often in American cinema today
day. While stripping one
"Sabotage"), is very con- are Arabs sterotyped as mindIraqi soldier of weapons,
vincing as someone that less villians but it is not pretwo American army-men
wants to do the right sent in this film.
(Mark Wahlberg and
thing, but doesn't always
Three Kings is one of the
Spike Jonze) find a map
know what that, is. I most innovative war films in
lodged in a certain bodywould not be surprised if years. It combines the best
cavity of the Iraqi's body.
he does get nominated aspects of every type of war
Upon taking it. the two
for some awards later film, with the humor of
discover, along with their
M*A*S*H and the horror of
this year.
Chief (Ice Cube) and a
What really makes Saving Private Ryan.
special forces soldier
this film stand.out from
When this is combined with
(George Clooney), that
every other war movie, great performances by the
the map holds the locahowever, is its very entire cast, a fantastic director,
tion to a secret Iraqi
unusual
directorial and some of the greatest action
bunker. And that this
style. With a heavy scenes in recent memory, make
secret bunker is loaded
reliance on flashbacks Three Kings a great war film
with millions of dollars
and
imaginary that is sure to be remembered
worth nf Kuwaiti gold
sequences, you are taken at the Oscars.
that Saddam stole. So
inside the characters'
'Three Kings'
they decide to go out and
minds very often, and it
steal it from him.
gives you a unique perWhat at first sound
spective on them.
STARRING
relatively simple in the
What also gives you a
George Clooney
1
Ice
Cube.
Mark WaMberg
realms of the cease-fire
very unique perspective
and
becomes almost impossiPhoto Provided is the director's choice to
Spike Jonze
ble as they deal with the Mark Wahlberg, George Clooney and Ice Cube are the 'Three Kings.'
show what happens to
BG News says.One of the
best films of the year, a
Iraqi soldiers, rebel resis
almost every single bulmust-see
tance. and ordinary citilet durin;; several scenes
their urge to get the gold and his career, and Mark Wahlberg,
zens trying to survive When get home.
who has continuously been of the movie.
tensions arise between all three
At one point, he even cuts to
To match the complex and improving after each film, is
groups, the American soldiers
inside the actor's body to show
excellent
here.
excellent
story-line
are
equally
quickly make a decision that
just what the bullet does to
The surprise of the cast, him. It's very odd but it works.
jeopardizes their lives as they impressive performances by all
struggle between their urge to four leads George Clooney however, is by Spike Jonze, who
The enimies of the film are
trv to do the right thing and gives the best performance of plays Wahlberg's idiotic friend also portrayed in a way that

New Albums
This Week:
AJ.I, All Hallows EP (Nitro)
David Bowie, hours... (Virgin)
Victor Calderone, E=VC2 (Tommy Boy)
DJ U-Neek. Presents Gemini (Thump)
Melissa Etheridge, Breakdown (Island)
F-Minus, F-Minus (Epitaph)
The Fastbacks, The Day That Didn't Exist (spinART)
Glimmer, Glimmer (Atlantic)
.la/.*, Jaz* (Universal)
B.B. King, Let the Good Times Roll:
The Music of Louis Jordan (MCA)
La Costumbre, La Cost,umbre (Hollywood)
Live, The Distance to Here (MCA)
Paul McCartney, Run Devil Run (Capitoll
Misfits, Famous Monsters (Roadrunner)
Katy Moffatt, Loose Diamond (HighTone)
Neal Morse, Neal Moree (Metal Blade)
No Use for a Name, Let's Kill Each Other
(Fat Wreck Chords)
Various Artists, A Taste of Chanuka (Rounders)
XTC, Homespun: The Apple Venus Vol. One: Demos (TVT)

'Noises Off opens this week
Bowling Green State University's Department of Theatre
begins it's season with "Noises
Off, a last-paced, hilariously
funny British comedy by
Michael Fravn
"Noises Oil" will be shown at
8 p.m. on Oct. 6-9 and at 2 p.m.
Oct. 10 in the Eva Mane Saint
Theatre. The theatre is located
on the second floor of the University I (all on campus.
Tickets are $7 for adults and
$5 for students and senior citizens. Group discounts are also
available. Also available are
reserved seal tickets which

Traces: time passing by
Then, the light quickly
comes again.
- Khyan Byrd

- Bv Christine

We'll help you make il happen. We're winning new
hnsinens ami strengthening estahlished cnslomer relationships through
continuous innovations in our products and (services, rheres never
heen a nude exciting lime lu join ns!

Then come meet an
outstanding company
that offers superb
growth opportunities!

Are you...
• a lalenled, uinhitions entrepreneur with 11 "niuke-it-happen spiriti*• somei WIKI ihrives in a fusl-iiared. changing environment"r"
• eager lo make a difference?

A representative from Tractor Supply Company
will be on campus October 5,1990 at the Career Fair.
Location: Lenhart Grand Ballroom in the Student Union
Time: 10:00 am - 5:00 pm

II Mm ic rciidv in he port of a winning leant:

We Need Retail Managers
with a Business or Agricultural Degree

Al m tqud OHXttUHntmrbra. w* »Wt«t*wm woHdorcr. Vfat our wfb*it« lit. wwH.troclonvpp>rcoxom

Flickers away

Kxprcss we dun I Ural (iiir Iran I lUCIIlhcrs like commodities. We deal
iliiiii like <(iu most important asset, with ihe respect lliey deserve. Vie
value their opinions. Vic invest Ireiiieiidnus resources and time in the.ir
development. We fire I hem up. mil hum them ant.

13040 Bishop Rd„ Bowling Green, OH -353-2526

W TRACTOR
SUPPLYC9

comes

Ready to experience the difference? \i American

B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding

• Adrvancemer* Opportunities • Paid Training
• Flexible Scheduling • Merchandise Discounts
MedicaVDentaWision Insurance
• Monthly Bonus Opportunities • 401 (k)

The light, as quickly as it

American K.vpress, 1 lii- worlds inosi respected anil rccngnixuhlc hrand
in financial .mil travel si'iviris. luis r.reatetl I lit* ideal environment tor
jour career.

Transmission
• Tires
All Mechanical Work • Bearings
• Brakes
• All Farm Equip
• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates -24 HOUR TOWING - Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)

Siqn wp at the Career Fair for interviews to be conducted
the following day, October 6,1999 • 8:00 am - 4:45 pm
Location: Lenhart Grand Ball Room in the Student Union.
If you are unable to attend the Career Fair or interview session, resumes may be faxed to: 615-366-4840.
Vfe offer:

Sunday

11

It seeps inside me slowly,
Growing like flowers on a
grave.
Never forgetting that it is
there.
Publicly, I put on many
bandaids.
Not even close to being
strong,
Wanting to be a great beat.
But always wishing for that
night,
that night without despair.

Imagine
The Possibilities!

Transmission Service
Foreign & Domestic

Confused
about what
to do after
graduation?

Poetry Corner...

may be purchased al the theatre box office in University
Hall They are also available by
calling (419) 372-2719 during
box office hours-10 a.m.-2 p.m.
and 4-7 p.m. Monday through
Friday, All tickets that remain
will be sold at the box office
immediately before each performance.
This production of the Theatre Department is being
directed bv Or. Allen White.
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Vision sponsors Campus Issues Conference
By IRENE SHARON SCOTT
The BG News
■• The Campus Issues Conference, sponsored by Vision, gave
University students and students
from other colleges an opportunity to ask questions, share their
perspectives, have in-depth discussions, and learn more about
the issues pertaining to the Gay.
Lesbian. Bisexual. Transgendered (GLBT) community.
Vision is an organization
which addresses issues pertaining to the gay/lesbian/bisexual/queer/questioning/straight
supportive community. Their
purpose is to challenge people's
views, to educate via panel discussions, films and lectures and
lo provide support. Some of the
Issues with which the GLBT community and GLBT organizations
work involve visibility, getting
support from family and peers,
having faculty/staff mentors,
and providing resources.
The- conference
entitled
"Alphabet Soup." took place over
the weekend. Films were shown
on Friday and there were presentations Saturday and Sunday.
There were 18 sessions, each an
flour and fifteen minute long.
;t Some of the issues examined
included homosexuality in the
Bible, violence and vandalism
experienced by the GLBT com-

munity, gender issues, being visible, assisting a friend In the
coming-out process and race and
ethnicity In the GLBT community"We wanted to educate as
many people as possible," he
said. "We've invited people from
colleges in Michigan, Illinois,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana,
New York. We want to clear up
misconceptions people might
have and provide an opportunity
for people to share their viewpoints. Our goal is diversity and
trying to educate people."
Students that attended sessions said they learned new
things and became knowledgeable of issues affecting the GLBT
community.
A junior music education
major, who wish to remain
anonymous, said issues discussed in the Trans-Tabulous!
An Interactive Panel on Trans
Issues and Lives" session were
informative. According to her. the
transgendered
community
believes it Is more difficult
changing from male to female, as
opposed to changing from female
to male. Also it is easier to put on
the clothes rather than have a
surgical transformation.
"In our society it is more
acceptable for a girl to be a
tomboy, but not vice versa,"

"African Americans perceive homosexuality as
a 'white man disease' and often shun these
individuals because they don't want to
experience further oppression,"
Doug Ramsey
Assistant Professor of Education from Heidelberg College

she said.
She said the session was educational and taught her a lot.
"I liked the transgendered session because It was educational,
there were speakers from the
community and we had a chance
to ask questions." she said. "I
learned the operational status
they were in: the friends of a
transgendered person arc very
uncomfortable once their friend
went through the operation.
Also, there Is a very low percentage of female to male."
In the session entitled "GLBT
Issues on the Small Campus", a
roundtable discussion of issues
affecting the GLBT community
took place, suggested resources,
and possible support systems.
The guest speakers of this session from Heidelberg college said
that an organizations loses
approximately 20 percent of its
members because the organization is in a college setting.
Another Issue discussed was

Faculty sponsors ice cream social
The Faculty Senate-sponsored Ice Cream Nights will take place Monday, Wednesday and
TWl'Bday.l'he dates arid locations are:
• Monday, Oct. 4, S- 10 p.m.
Kreischer Sundial, Harshman Galley and Commons Dining Hall. .
• Wednesday, Oct. 6, 8-10 p.m.
Founders Keepers, Prout Dining Hall and McDonald Dining Hall.
Hall,
• Thursday, Oct. 7,11 a.m-1 p.m.
The Qff-Campua Commuter Center.
•1 Thursday, Oct. 7, 2-4 p.m.
Jerome Lilirafy.
There will also be an ice cream social before the Faculty Senate meeting at Firelands College
on Tuesday, Oct. 5. Please call (419) 372-2751 for further information.

Think
Back to School
Show Your
School Spirit

Tan for One Month for the Price of 10 Visitsl

tTHE
TANNING
CENTER

$25 For Bed
$30 For Booth
E.pk.iOcl II, 1999

.« LOCATIONS

THK WASH HOUSE

SOUTHSIDK LAUNDROMAT

THE HKAT

248 N. MAIN ST.
354-1559
10 BEDS/ 2 BOOTHS

993 S. MAIN
353-8826
5 BEDS/ I BOOTH

904 E. WOOSTF.R

352-3588
5 BEDS

Serving BG since 1980
)ll
School Jackets
& Sportswear
Sweatshirts • T -shirts • Hats • Bags
with these school logos
•BGHS • BGSU • EASTWOOD
•ELMWOOO • OSTEGO
Nylon School & wool Varsity
Lay-away available
■Tackle TwiH Lettering •
-Embroidery-
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Monday. October 4. 1999
Rl proceeds w«l sponser Megan O Donnell and Ann Pattenburg in
the Joints in Motion Morothon m Dublin Ireland
Sign-ins will begin at 900 pm at the AOn house

Donations

con be sent to AOn n care of the Walk for Rrthritis
Questions con be drected to Vblerie ot 372-3J06

'Your Athletic & Sportswear
Headquarters inBG"
123 S Main Downlown B G
Hours Mon-Fn 108 Sal 10-5 30
Phont 352-3610

See you tonight!
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Presents

Noises
Off

AOII

October 6-9
at 8:00 p.m.
and
October 10
at 2:00 p.m.
In the Eva Marie Saint
Theatre in University Hall
Tickets are $7 for adults
$5 for senior citizens

To Reserve Tickets, call the Box Office

a.372-2719

By DINA KRAFT
Associated Press Writer

JERUSALEM — In the first
major setback in the revived
peace process, Israelis said
Sunday that only technical
issues delay the opening of a
land link for Palestinians
between the West Bank and the
Gaza Strip.
Palestinians insisted issues
of principle are at stake.
The "safe passage," which
had been scheduled to open
Sunday, is to provide the first
unfettered route for Palestinians between the two areas, and
is key to smoothing peace talks
revived last month by Prime
Minister Ehud Barak and
Palestinian
leader Yasser
Arafat.
Palestinians
say
the
eleventh-hour delay is due to
Israel's insistence that it issue
the magnetic card passes and
maintain power of arrest along
the route running from the
northern Gaza Strip to the
southern West Bank.
"We consider these points
degrading and humiliating
towards the Palestinian people
and the Palestinian Authority,"
negotiator Jamil Tarifi said
Sunday. "If Israel maintains
their position, safe passage is
meaningless."
Public
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"Israel's sovereignty should
be under no discussion and our
right to guarantee the security
of the passage is unquestionable," he told The Associated
Press. "I trust that we will find
a way to iron out our differences."
He said the only differences
remaining are over the passes,
telling Israel radio only that
the differences were "technical"
and uninteresting.
Israeli newspapers have
reported that Israel wants to
control distribution of the magnetic cards in order to prevent
forgeries by militants planning
attacks.
A security adviser to Barak,
Danny Yatom, predicted the
opening would take place within days.
Concerns by Israeli security
officials that Palestinian militants might leave the road and
carry out attacks against
Israelis have delayed the
arrangement for four years.
Elsewhere, Israeli peace
activists demonstrated against
a decision to confiscate 5,750
acres of land near the West

FREE

Bank village of Idna. Palestinians claim the land for agricultural use; the hard-line government defeated by Barak in May
designated the land for Jewish
settlement expansion. The
activists urged Barak to
reverse that decision.
In Jerusalem's Old City on
Sunday, Prime Minister Ehud
Barak swore the city would
remain united under Israeli
sovereignty and accessible to
all peoples. Speaking at a ceremony to celebrate archaeological finds, Barak quoted the
Bible as upholding the Jewish
claim to sovereignty over
Jerusalem.
Archaeological discoveries
related to the Second Temple
"forever bind us to our beginnings as a free nation in our
homeland and eternal capital."
On Saturday night, Palestinian police arrested 15 members
of the militant Islamic Jihad
group after three of its members escaped from prison,
sources close to the group said
Sunday. Islamic Jihad opposes
peace with Israel and has
claimed responsibility for deadly suicide bomb attacks.
The Palestinian Authority
has been trying to prevent
fresh attacks against Israel
during the sensitive period
after the revival of the peace
process.
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Shlomo Ben-Ami insisted that
the differences were "technical," and said he was certain
the Palestinians would come to
understand why Israel needs to
maintain the power of arrest.

2 Medium Piuasi

$4AOO
2nd Large Pizza
only $6.95

about GLBT Issues and was
informative. "It was very nonoffensive and for anyone that was
curious or had interest." he said.
Jessica Teaman. Vision president, said the turnout was good
and they accomplished their
goals.
"Most of our participants were
from the University and that was
our aim," she said
Teaman encourages students
to increase their knowledge
about GLBT issues by asking
questions and talking to people.
"It is not all about sex or race."
she said. "It is all about people.
[GLBTI are not abstract concepts."
Despite the fact that some of
the sessions received more
response in comparison to others, Patterson believes It was still
beneficial.
"Even the smaller sessions
were good." he said, "It were
more interactive, the attendees
got a chance to know each other,
and those who are shy in the
presence of a crowd talked
more."

Israelis describe differences
over safe passage as 'technical'

m
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the minority impact on being
GLBT. Minorities that are GLBT
are often shunned and experience more oppression, said Doug
Ramsey, an assistant professor
of education from Heidelberg college.
"African Americans perceive
homosexuality as a 'white man
disease' and often shun these
Individuals because they don't
want to experience further
oppression," he said. "In Hlspanics it's okay for a gay man to do
the act but not receive it. The
men must portray the dominant
role. In its okay to be gay. as long
as the men have children."
Another session entitled "How
to Handle Coming Out Issues
Amongst your Members," shared
techniques in which students
can guide and assist a friend or
organization member who might
be GLBT and going through the
process of "coming out."
"Coming out is a major life
change and feels like you're
starting new," he said. "It Is

important to have emotional support and provide resources. Gay
teens have the highest suicide
rates."
Jason Brewer, a senior blology/pre-dentistry major said this
session, entitled
"Leave Your
Gender at the Door," challenged
him by It being interactive and
having its attendees participate
in several activities.
"I was able to learn not only
about gender Issues, but also
examine more closely views that I
had," he said.
Participants that attended
that conferences said that it was
beneficial, challenged them mentally and made them knowledgeable about issues affecting
Vision.
"I was impressed with the
diversity and quality within the
conference." Brewer said. "By
this being Vision's first year
doing this conference, they did
an excellent job in covering and
dealing with a wide spectrum. I
believe that g/1/b/t/q/q/ss
issues are the type of issues that
any organization has to deal
with."
Brewer highly recommended
that other organizations show
representation next year.
Anthony Randleman. a freshman music education major, said
the conference covered a lot

I
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Controversial art exhibit draws criticism from New Yorkers
By LUKASI.ALPERT
The Ass< ■ ated Press
NEW VORK — At last, the
day of reckoning.
"Sensation," the controversial art exhibit that set New
York on its ear even before it
arrived, was scheduled to open
today at the Brooklyn Museum
of Art amid cheers of First
Amendment advocates and

jeers of disgusted detractors
"1 thought it Vi.:8 a very
provocative, enduring show,"
said Mimi Zahka, who viewed
the exhibit in advance, and was
among about 600 pro-museum
demonstrators that formed a
sometimes raucous crowd at a
rally in Brooklyn on Friday
night.
Katie Browning said the
exhibit is "a little bit shocking,"

adding: "Some of the pieces
made me feel kind ol queasy —
|but| not in a moral way."
The exhibit includes a painting of the Virgin Mary decorated with elephant dung; another
of a serial child-killer whose
face is formed with hundreds of
children's handprints; and a
bisected
pig
floating
in
formaldehyde.
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani has

Called the show '"sick" and has
vowed to cut the city'fl $7 million annual contribution to the
museum because of it
But hundreds voiced support
of the museum, both in public
opinion polls and at the rallj
Homemade signs there featured pointed statements about
the mayor's purported lack of
respect for the First Amendment.
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Homecoming King & Queen

Clori Cayton
Perrysburg, OH
Alpha Phi Omega
Kappa Delta Pi
Supervising at Offenhauer

Christie Lee Chipps
Chagrin Falls, Oil
USG Vice President
Entertainment ChairDance Marathon
Alpha Phi

Jennifer Claser
Parma, OH
Resident Advisor-McDonald
Volunteers In ProgressPresident
Campus Sisters Big Sister

M.indv Kerber
Sidney, Oil
Phi Mu
Who's Who Among
American Colleges & Univ.

Kelly MaUger
South Euclid. OH
USG
Dance Marathon
Welcome Week Leade

Angela Meraz
New Knoxville, OH
University Ambassadors
The Way Campus Fellowship
Resident Advisor-Compton

Becca Ferris
Dallas, Texas
Gamma Phi Beta-President
University Ambassadors
Gamma Sigma Alpha
Honorary Society President

Fraternal Values and &
Ethics

Beth Koscho
l.orain, OH
Alpha Gamma Delta
Dance Marathon

Springboard

Meg Cam

Perrysburg. Oil
Resident Advisor-Dunbar
Health Science
KcsidentialCommunity
Honors Student/Academics

Hope To See You There!

Jessica LaFene
Sandusky, Oil
Woolens Cross Country & Tr.trk Tejn
Association for Systems Mgmt. Club
Golden Key National Honor Society

BCSF.A

Ginger Sturgeon

Maryann Russell
New Philadelphia
USG
Dance Marathon
Delta Gamma

Resident Advisor
University Ambassadors

Kevin Cady
Louisville, OH
Resident Advisor
Student Nurse's Association
Dance Marathon

Cincinnati, OH

Alpha Phi

Panhellenic Council

Bowling Green, Oil
Sigma Alpha lota

Delta Gamma
United Way Campaign

UAO

Sarah Wayne
Farmington. Ml
University Ambassadors
Alpha Gamma Delta

Ohio Collegiate Music Edu. Assn.

Panhellenic Council

Brad Dickenson

Joe Dose
Madison. OH
S1CSIC
Student Organization

John B. Cest Jr.
Hope Valley. Ill
Sigma Chi

Funding Board

ire

Jon Griffith
Mentor, OH
Resident Advisor
CASO Program Facilitator
BCSU FootballEquipment Assistant

a Speaker
Discussing

Where? Alumni Roon in the Union
& When? Tonight at 9:00 pm
/J

''«-

Jim Connell
Oak Harbor
Senior Resident Advisor
President- Phi Eta Sigma
National Honor Society
Financial Management Society

"'I'llis should happen in a psychiatric hospital, not in a Icityfundedl museum "
Both BMA and the city have
tiled lawsuits over the conflict.
The museum filed suit in federal court, responding to Giuliani's threat to withhold the
museum's funding, which is
about one-third of the muse-.
urn's annual budget.

TOB is Sponsoring

l^B

Mary Beth Urban
Painesville, Oil

Actress and activist Susan
Sar.union saluted the large
crowd, urging them: "don't roll
over on this one, this is rcalh .1
big deal "
Giuliani was unmoved.
"1 don't want any money
coming out of my pocket to pay
for this kind ol sick demonstra
tion of clear psychological problems," he said at City Hall.

Alison Vogel

Grafton, 011

Phi Gamma Delta
Interfraternily Council
Executive Officer
BGSU Cheerleader

Jeremy Hackworth
Carey, OH

Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonian
OCMEA
Teaching at St. Patricks

USG

Instructional Media Service

Tom Menchhofer
Celina
Student Alumni Association
University Ambassadors
Honors Program

Jason Scasny
Huntsville, OH
Kappa Sigma
College Republicans
Childrens Miracle Network

Fall 1999 Leadership
Workshop Series
Greg Stoner
Prospect, OH
Alpha Sigma Phi
Order of Omega
BG Student Education Association

Mike Strickland
Mentor, OH
President-Sigma Phi Epsilon
Volunteer Football CoachEdgerton High School
Dance Marathon

Vote in the Student Union Mall today
through Wednesday.
Must bring a valid student ID.

TUESDAYS
Ohio Suite-Union
from 7:30-9 pm
Office of Student Activities
a Unit of the Office of Student Life Division ot student Affau
For Questions please call 57J-3M! or visit sso University Unit
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Discover Great Savings!

■MEI
Save
26

, ■-•ay*

- IP

« •

^"^3"'
•*s- V

/Vice
WljlR

1% $

Fresh Express
Garden Salad
2 lb. bag.

Meijer Milk Half Gallon

O

Vitamin D, 2%, 1% or fat free.
Limit 4 total.
Additional items at regular retail.

'^'

1 *l

a* - '

Gourmet Breaded
Stuffed Chicken Breast
5.5-6 oz. All varieties. Previously
frozen. Also, Italian breaded fillets.
Limit 4 total.

3*f
at least

8(T

TX

1

Mamma Bella Garlic Bread
7 oz. pkg. Limit 2 total.

\02

Additional items at regular retail.

Kraft Miracle Whip
32 oz. jar. Regular or lite.
Limit 2 total.
Additional items at regular retail.

Coca-Cola Classic,
Diet Coke or Sprite

Prices Good 6 a.m.
Monday, Oct. 4, thru
Sunday, Oct. 10,1999
at location listed.

2 liter bottle. Limit 3 total.

Wt imm tt» rtfM to IhnH VMNUM
la iwrmil rmil pirtMm.

Each additional item 880.

BOWLING GREEN
1-78 (Exrt 181) * E. Wocwtar
Vis 11 Mcin'i on ilu- Internet'
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Matt Steiner
Sports Editor
372-2603

SPORTS

Sahm leads Falcons' air assault
By PETE STELLA
The BG News
As most of the Bowling
Green fans could see,
starting quarterback
Ricky Schneider did not play
one minute of the Toledo game
Saturday under the lights.
Instead, redshirt freshman
Andy Sahm got the start.
Now, you would think that in
a game that was hyped up as
much as this one was and also
because of the strong rivalry
between the teams, a coach
would want all of his veterans
playing.
"I think Ricky Schneider is
one of the finest young men I
have coached and been associated with," BG coach Gary
Blackney said. "We had a team
meeting at 4 p.m. Friday and
Ricky showed up late. I full we
had to enforce some discipline,"
Sahm came in as poised and
calm as a veteran and lead the
Falcons to a 34-23 victory over
the Rockets.
"Originally, my plan was to
let Andy Sahm play for a series
and then put Schneider into the
game," Blackney said. "Andy
was going so well and looked so
comfortable out there and so
poised and assertive and we
were moving the ball that after
the first series, I called up to
Mike Faragalli, our quarterbacks coach, and we both
agreed that we should stay
with Andy at that point."

Sahm, who saw some action
against Tennessee Tech and
Marshall games earlier in the
season, completed 20-of-30
passes for 302 yards and two
touchdowns. Sahm was given
the news about his start Friday
afternoon in a meeting with
Blackney.
"Coach called me in his office
and said 'you're starting',"
Sahm said. "I was startled for a
second and he said you're going
to be the guy. J had all day Saturday to think about it, but I
just tried to stay focused the
whole day and believe in myself
and believe in the team and it
just worked out for the best."
Sahm tore up the Toledo secondary all night and connected
with four different receivers.
"I think we have to look at
the films and see how technically correct he was and factor
in the way he played tonight
and then go from there," Blackney said. "We didn't change a
thing in our game plan and I
think Andy executed very well."
Sophomore Robert Redd
caught eight passes for 128
yards and one touchdown. Redd
also had four punt returns for
18 yards.
"It feels really good to be able
to come out and practice as
hard as we practiced and get
results like these," Redd said.
"Coach IBIackneyl had confidence in us as a receiving corps.
If you just carry what you do in
practice into the game, you'll

line and certainly some to thf
receivers. They did a nice jobs
Toledo coach Gary Pinkjj
was impressed with the B}1
wide receivers.
"I knew they were good plap
ers before the game sta 11
Pinkel said. "They made groii
catches — diving catches out
there That's how you v. in
games like this. I felt thej
deserved to win in every waj "
Sahm also connected w ■
fifth year senior fullback Bn o<
Martin (four catches for 47
yards) and recently returned
tailback Lewis, who grabbed
two catches for 12 yards " &
bad for a quarterback who diijn't sleep much before the garni
"I didn't get a whole lol ■
sleep Friday night," Sahm -. d
"I just tried to stay calm all d^y
1 had total confidence in oii)offensive line tonight, I
guys were just amazing, i
all the time in the world U
throw which gave me the cor.fi
BG News Photo/ MIKE LEHMKLHLE
dence to play. Tonight's |
Redshirt freshman quarterback Andy Sahm rifles one of his 20 pass completions against Toledo has got to go to the offensive
Saturday at Doyt Perry Stadium. Sahm became the starting QB when regular starter Ricky Schnei- line."
der faced disciplinary action for arriving at a team meeting late.
We have seen some bigggk
division one college teams h;ivi
get results."
they never lost.
Gerling also caught a 13 success and failure with thi
Junior Kurt (ierling grabbed
"I think the turning point yard touchdown pass early in two quarterback system. Wil
that be the case at BG?
five balls for 72 yards, includ- was when they got that touch- the fourth quarter
"Nobody has lost faith ii
ing a huge, 22 yard catch in the down coming of the second
"Kurt Gerling and Robert
third quarter, that took the Fal- half," Toledo senior linebacker Redd are really two fine Ricky Schneider," Blackne;
cons down to the Toledo one Jason Lamar. "1 missed the receivers." Blackney said. "I said. "Is there a quarterbap
yard line. Gerling's catch set up running back and I take a guess you gotta (leal the credit controversy, I don't kno\\
a Godfrey Lewis touchdown major fault in that. They got a around a little bit; a little bit to will review the films and gi
that gave BG the lead, which lot of momentum off of that "
Andy, a little to the offensive from there."

Volleyball team goes
0-2 over weekend
By NICK HURM
The BG News
Ball State and Miami came
into Anderson Arena and at
times struggled against the
Bowling Green volleyball team,

BG New* Photo/ BEN FRENCH
Lori Kemerer goes for a dig
Friday against Ball State.

but the two teams are used to
finding ways to win. Against
the Falcons, they found a way.
At times the Falcons played
like top contenders in the MidAmerican Conference. BG was
fired up and its offense and
defense were playing like
champions. But Ball State and
Miami have already been at the
top. No BG player on the court
had ever won against either
team since putting on a Falcon
uniform. Last year they both
won their divisions in the conference. When BG made mistakes the two teams made the
Falcons pay.
The Falcons lost both matches this weekend to the divisional powerhouses. BG fell to the
Cardinals (15-9, 15-13, 15-5).
The Falcons gave Miami a little
more trouble but the final
result was still the same. The
RedHawks overcame their
early troubles winning in four
sets (15-6, 7-15, 13-15,10-15).
"The problem we are having
right now is were having trouble sustaining our good play,"
BG coach Denise Van De V/alle
said. "The good teams in the
conference like Miami and Ball
State don't have trouble doing

that. We're just this close to
getting it all together."
BG came out Friday night
with fire in their eyes, but the
Cardinals found a way to extinguish it. After losing the first
game, the Falcons came out
and took a commanding 8-2
lead which was led by a couple
of kills by BG senior right side
hitter Kris Pesorda. Ball State
stayed composed and got right
back into the match. As soon as
the crowd knew it, BSU took
the lead 8-9. The Falcons
fought back with the help of a
Pesorda ace and a kill by sophomore left-side hitter Amber
Vorst to retake the lead 11-9.
But the Cardinals had BG's
number. BSU scored five
straight points to bring the
score to game point. BG once
again fought back with an ace
by sophomore setter Natalie
Becker and a couple of kills by
senior left-side hitter Melissa
Lewis and sophomore middle
hitter Katie Rommeck, but it
was too little and too late The
Falcons gave up a service error
and BSU capitalized and won
the game 13-15. After the sec• See VOLLEYBALL, page
thirteen.

^

Scores from around
the MAC

Marshall 32, Miami 14

Northern 111. 45, Buffalo 21

Akron 31, Ball St. 9

Louisville 45, Eastern Mich. 10

^

Western Mich. 38, Central Mich. 16

Road meets prove competitive
for men, women runners
By MATTHEW P. LYONS
The BG News
The
Falcon
men
and
women's cross country traveled
to meets on Friday. The men
returned with a 15th place finish out of 34 teams, while the
women finished 12th out of 21

teams.
The BG men traveled south
to Auburn, Ala. to run at the
Auburn Cank Cross Country
Invitational. Along with MAC
foe Central Michigan, Michigan State joined BG as the only
teams at the meet from this
area of the country. Most of the
remaining competition came
from the southern part of the
country.
Princeton University won
the meet with a score of 85
points, followed by the University of South Florida and
Southern Mississippi.
Kavid Kimani. of the Univer-

sity of South Alabama, won the
meet with a time of 24 minutes
16 seconds. Runners from
Southern Mississippi captured
the second and third places,
while members of the Princeton
University and Central Michigan took the fourth and fifth
place spots.
For the Falcons, senior Dan
Flaute finished first for the
team with a 67th place finish.
Other BG runners finished
from 75th to 171st out of 269
total runners. Overall, BG
coach Sterling Martin was
pleased with his team's performance
"We ran well this weekend,"
Martin said.
The women headed to South
Bend, Ind. for the Notre Dame
Invitational. BG finished 12th
out of 21 teams participating.
Along with the Falcons, MAC
opponents Eastern and West-

ern Michigan made the trip Ji
Notre Dame as well.
Joanna Deeter of No jg
Dame won the meet with a i;m
of 16 minutes 52 seconds. Irish
runner Alison Klemmer fin
ished third. Runners from MJisouri finished second and Bra
Domtila Mwei, of Eastern
Michigan, finished in fourth
place
Falcon runners modeled
pack running with a 30 second
difference between the first aifei
last BG runner crossing the fmish line. Junior Christin*
Thompson crossed the line firfe.
for the Falcons with senior
Nikki Monroe right behind V
finish 44th and 45th respectively The final BG runner finisljfrl
78th out of a total of 140 rah
ners participating.
Both teams are in action tpi
Friday. All-Ohio Championshji
meet in Deleware, Ohio.

Kentucky spoils BG men's soccer team's MAC opener
streak to 7 games and was the
By DAVE TRUMAN
team's first at home this year.
The BG News
Kentucky used its fast paced Kentucky improved to 2-0 in
offense and a fluke goal to hand the MAC and 5-3 overall.
the Bowling Green men's soccer
The Wildcats finished with
team a 1-0 loss in the Falcons' ■ 16 shots, 8 on goal, and keeper
Mid-American
Conference Brian O'Leary was forced to
opener at Cochrane Field Sun- make only 1 save.
Ty Fowler
day.
The Falcons struggled offenmade 10 saves
sively all day and did not get a
for BG but the
shot on goal until the 81:37
team
only
mark.
managed
7
"It was a tale of two halves,"
shots.
Wildcats coach Ian Collins said.
"There
is
"The first half I thought Bowldirect
and
ing Green was the better team,"
there is very,
We reassessed some things at
very
direct,
half-time and the second half I
Mel Mahler
and
that
is
thought we were by far the bethow they play," Falcons' coach
ter team."
The loss brings BG's (3-7,0-1 Mel Mahler said. "It's upMAC) school record losing tempo. It's in your face. Their

whole scheme is to be uptempo, and by doing so, unsettle your offense. And that's
what they did."
Mahler said he knew Kentucky would play that style
going in and he felt before the
game that one goal would be
enough to win.
That one goal came at 65:31
when Kentucky's Todd Stonestreet kicked a high floater
into the right corner from 30
yards out.
"There was no intent to
score, that's for sure, but a lot of
guys went up to challenge and
anything can happen," Collins
said. "I give our guys credit for
not just letting the goal keeper
get it and for putting him under
pressure. It was a freak thing

I

but it went in."
Fowler was visibly upset
after the play and expressed his
point of view to the referee.
Mahler said the Falcons players thought he was interfered
with but that he didn't see that.
"But that's the style," Mahler
added. "Kick the ball into the
box and create havoc. Get bodies running into each other,
look for mistakes and try to
capitalize."
Bodies were running into
each other all game - in and out
of the box. Kentucky drew five
yellow cards and a red card.
Jason Bell was ejected with his
second yellow card with 23:19
to play.
BG's Adam Erhard drew a
yellow card at 72:42.

BG's Tommy Thomas attempts to elude two Kentucky defend
ers.

Light Ink
The BG News
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(right) The BG Fighting Falcons take to the field prior to their victory over Toledo.
(below) The offense celebrates after a big play made by tailback
Godfrey Lewis.
(bottom) The crowd of nearly 24,000 roars as Godfrey Lewis
makes it to the endzone.

fCoyal fvumble
The BG News Photo Essay

Ben French
Mike Lehmkuhle

(above) Quarterback Andy
Sahm waits to take a snap
from center Doug Dorley.
(right) Kyle Laberdee. 8, hangs
out with some friends prior to
the game in the practice field.

^^^^■■■H

j» <'Ml^t

(top left) Khary Campbell and ■
Joe O'Neill listen to linebacker
coach Bob Ligashesky.
(middle left) The BGSU Marching Band performed at halftime and after the victory,
(bottom left) Lauren Salon,
Anne Clark, Meghann Kime,
and Hannah Tracy show their
spirit at the game,
(above/right) The cheerleaders
kept the crowd alive during the
game.

(top right) Fans filled the stadium with their faces painted
and signs to show their Falcon
spirit.
(bottom right) Flanker Robert
Redd runs the ball.
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Tennis men start
fast, end slow
By MARY BETH WILFONG
The BG News
The BGSU men's tennis team
started out their weekend successfully and ended somewhat disappointingly at the BGSU Keefe Invitational.
Jay Harris, head coach of the
men's tennis team, said the first
two days of competition were excellent. Going into the final day of
competition the Falcon's were
fighting for a first place finish in
every doubles and singles flight. At
the end of the day, exactly half of
the men finished in the first place
spot, and the other half finished in
the second place spot.
"The first two days were two
great days, we were in every single
final, but today was a little disappointing." Harris said.
In flight six, the Falcon's had
two players playing a difficult
match against each other for the
title. Sophomore Ed Kuresman

defeated teammate junior Brandon Gabel with a score of 7-6, 6-3,
(7-4).
"It is very difficult to play someone from your team because you
want to be respectful of their feelings, and playing with my good
friend, we both want to win, but we
both want to be respectful of each
other and not piss anybody off'
sophomore Ed Kuresman said.
Winning for the second consecutive time was freshman Micael
Lopez-Acevedo, finishing with a
score of 6-4, 4-6, (6-4) against Eastern Michigan's Mike Case in flight
three. Micael's twin brother Nicolas also recorded a win in flight
three doubles play with sophomore
partner Miko Kossoff, defeating
Ferris State's Pat Fisher and Matt
Vredenburg with a score of 8-3.
Ben Ashford and partner Sonny
Huynh won their doubles match,
and they both were victorious in
their singles matches as well.

Patriots 19, Browns 7
CLEVELAND (AP) — Terry Glenn wasn't perfect, and once again neither were the New England Patriots, the NFL's most unimpressive
unbeaten team.
Glenn overcame two costly first-half fumbles
with a club-record 13 receptions for 214 yards and
a touchdown Sunday as the Patriots won their
fourth straight, 19-7 over the Cleveland Browns.

Rams 38, Bengals 10

BG New* Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE
Falcon freshman Micael Lopez-Acevedo chases a volley Sunday, the
final day of the BGSU Keefe Invitational.
Ashford and Huynh defeated
Xavier's Michael Kleinert and Zeeshawn Siddiqui with a score of 9-8
in flight four. Huynh captured
flight seven against Dayton's Chris
Wartman 6-1, 6-1. Ashford won his
flight eight match against Xavier's

Christian Lovelace 6-2, 6-0.
Other teams participating in the
event were Dayton, Eastern Kentucky, Eastern Michigan, Ferris
State, Wright State, Xavier and
Youngstown State.

Falcon hockey plays annual scrimmage
By DAN NIED
The BG News
In the world of college sports, the
annual intrasquad scrimmage is a
meaningless break from practice
that gives fans a chance to see their
favorite team in preseason form.
But then again, it also helps a
coach see how his players will fare
in game situations.
Either way, Falcon head
coach Buddy Powers liked
what he saw in the
annual Brown and
Orange game Saturday.
"With two lines
per team it's a lot
of work for these i
guys but I thought the ®
pace was good," Powers said.
"We look to get sharper with
each passing week so we can tighten things up in the defensive zone a
little bit and be a little bit more creative on our attack."
The Falcons played with 10
skaters on each team for two 25minute halves. The second half was
cut short when Powers ended the

game because of a one hour time
limit.
"It was a pretty good pace overall," senior forward Adam Edinger
said. "I thought everybody skated
well. We still need to clean up the
forecheck and backcheck. Hopefully
it'll give the younger guys their confidence and the older guys their
touch back. "
For the record, the white
team
outdueled
the
brown team by a score of
4-2. Sophomore Austin
de Luis kicked off the
scoring for the white team by
slapping a backhand rebound
past brown junior goalie
Shawn Timm. Sophomores
Grady Moore and Greg Day and
freshman Tyler Knight also
tallied for the white team.
Sophomore Ryan Wettcrberg
scored on a breakaway goal for the
brown and senior Mike Jones
slapped a shot past white goalie
Tyler Masters.
Powers said that the importance
of the scrimmage was to get the
team involved in game situations.

"Today was just to kind of get the
referees in and get our players in a
situation where our players were
going to have to make decisions,"
Powers said. "And if they made a
bad decision then there could be a
referee making the call."
The scrimmage came complete
with a half hour lecture from the
referees to tell the players how
things were going to be called in the
Central Collegiate Hockey Association this season.
The biggest question mark after
the game was the goaltending situation. Last year's number one guy
Mike Savard was lost to graduation. Timm would be the most likely candidate to replace him, however, his shaky play last season, combined with the arrival of two freshman goalies has left the net open.
Not much was resolved in the
scrimmage as each goalie looked
good at times and bad at others.
Timm gave up two goals in the
first half for the brown team but
then stopped all five shots he faced
in the second half for the white
team. Tyler Masters played the

most of the three with over 32 minutes. The freshman also gave up
two goals while making 13 saves for
the white team. However he managed to impress Powers a few times
both in the scrimmage and earlier
in the week.
"Masters handled himself well in
our scrimmages," Powers said.
"Masters made some good saves."
Freshman Tom Lawson gave up
two goals for the brown, stopping
five shots.
"Right now the goaltending situation is wide open, in the game and
today each goalie let up a goal that
shouldn't have gone in. but I don't
think there is a clear cut number
one right now."
The Falcons will start play
against other teams next Saturday
with 4:05 home exhibition against
Toronto. The Falcons will try to
accomplish the same thing as they
did in the scrimmage.
"We just want to get that game
atmosphere back and high competitiveness," Edinger said "We'll run
some systems and see how things
go from there."

VOLLEYBALL
Continued from page one.
ond set loss, BSU made sure that
the Falcons stayed down winning
the third and deciding game 15-5.
"I honestly think sometimes we
get intimidated by them I liSI' and
MU)," Pesorda said. "We see that
they are not even flustered at all.
Once they get on the court with us
they think they are going to win."
Bowling Green came into Saturday with fire and composure. They

shocked Miami, dominating the
first game 15-6. Passing by captain
senior setter Heather Greig was on
target and mixed up the Falcon
offense leaving the RedHawks
guessing. Everything just was
falling into the Falcons' favor. Rommeck had two kills with her back to
the neck attempting to get the ball
to the other side. Both times the
ball fell perfectly between the
Miami defense.
"Our first game against Miami

was some of the best volleyball we
have playqd," Van De Walle said.
"We won the game almost effortlessly."
Miami stayed composed and
quickly got right back into the
game. The momentum swung to the
Miami side and they quickly won
the second game 15-7.
Once the momentum swung it
stayed with the RedHawks. Game
three and four were repeats of two.
MU used strong hitting by their

outside hitters and solid defense to
beat the Falcons 15-13 and 15-10.
"This certainly is a great win to
beat Bowling Green at home,"
Miami coach Carolyn Conditt said.
"They came out hot and focused. I
wasn't surprised in how they were
playing. But I was real pleased
because we stepped it up and our
outside hitters did a great job for

MCA, FOOTBALL IULM FOOD
Happy Hour Daily
from - 7-9pm
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Monday Night Football
& WWF Action on
Several Screens
Monday
Night
v\Buffet
$4.00
N
8-llpm
$2.50 22 oz.
Bud & Bud lite

CINCINNATI (AP) — The NFL's worst team of
the 1990s? Kurt Warner and Az-Zahir Hakim
proved that it's not the St. Louis Rams. Not even
close.
Hakim tied the franchise record with four
touchdowns — three on passes from Warner,
another on a punt return — and the Rams defeated the Cincinnati Bengals 38-10 Sunday to shed
their distinction as the league's worst team of the
'90s.

Jaguars 17, Steelers 3
PITTSBURGH (AP) — The Jacksonville
Jaguars finally figured out how to win in Pitts- ■
burgh. The Steelers only wish they could.
Mark Brunell threw a short touchdown pass in
the second quarter and the Jaguars' stifling
defense caused two safeties and outscored Pittsburgh's offense in a 17-3 victory Sunday over the
Steelers.

49ers 24, Titans 22

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Jeff Garcia is the latest
backup to keep the San Francisco 49ers on a winning
track in the absence of an injured Steve Young.
Garcia threw for two touchdowns and ran for
another as the 49ers held off Tennessee 24-22 Sunday.
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Themt
Fleet is here!
Transportation Services has
brand-new vehicles for rent.
• Full Size Sedans
• 15 Passenger Vans
• Minivans
The most competitive rates available,
all with unlimited mileage!
Some of the benefits of renting vehicles through
Transportation Services include reduced department travel expenses, complete insurance coverage through the University at no additional cost,
and direct budget billing.
Please feel free to contact Don Coppes,
372-7654 to assist you in coordinating all of
your vehicle needs for University
sponsored events.
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(right) The BG Fighting Falcons take to the field prior to their victory over Toledo.
(below) The offense celebrates after a big play made by tailback
Godfrey Lewis.
(bottom) The crowd of nearly 24,000 roars as Godfrey Lewis
makes it to the endzone.

oyal

umble
The BG News Photo Essay

Ben French
Mike Lehmkuhle

(above) Quarterback Andy
Sahm waits to take a snap
from center Doug Dorley.
(right) Kyle Laberdee, 8, hangs
out with some friends prior to
the game in the practice field.

(top left) Khary Campbell and ■
Joe O'Neill listen to linebacker
coach Bob Ligashesky
(middle left) The BGSU Marching Band performed at halftime and after the victory,
(bottom left) Lauren Salon,
Anne Clark, Meghann Kime,
and Hannah Tracy show their
spirit at the game,
(above/right) The cheerleaders
kept the crowd alive during the
game.

t
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(top right) Fans filled the stadium with their faces painted
and signs to show their Falcon
spirit.
(bottom right) Flanker Robert
Redd runs the ball.
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Tennis men start
fast, end slow
By MARY BETH WILFONG
The BG News
The BGSU men's tennis team
started out their weekend successfully and ended somewhat disappointingly at the BGSU Keefe Invitational.
Jay Harris, head coach of the
men's tennis team, said the first
two days of competition were excellent. Going into the final day of
competition the Falcon's were
fighting for a first place finish in
every doubles and singles flight. At
the epd of the day, exactly half of
the men finished in the first place
spot, and the other half finished in
the second place spot.
The first two days were two
great days, we were in every single
final, but today was a little disappointing." Harris said.
In flight six, the Falcon's had
two players playing a difficult
match against each other for the
title. Sophomore Ed Kuresman

defeated teammate junior Brandon Gabel with a score of 7-6, 6-3,
(7-4).
"It is very difficult to play someone from your team because you
want to be respectful of their feelings, and playing with my good
friend, we both want to win, but we
both want to be respectful of each
other and not piss anybody off"
sophomore EM Kuresman said.
Winning for the second consecutive time was freshman Micael
Lopez-Acevedo, finishing with a
score of 6-4,4-6, (6-4) against Eastern Michigan's Mike Case in flight
three. Micael's twin brother Nicolas also recorded a win in flight
three doubles play with sophomore
partner Mike Kossoff, defeating
Ferris State's Pat Fisher and Matt
Vredenbiirg with a score of 8-3.
Ben Ashford and partner Sonny
Huynh won their doubles match,
and they both were victorious in
their singles matches as well.

Patriots 19, Browns 7
CLEVELAND (AP) — Terry Glenn wasn't perfect, and once again neither were the New England Patriots, the NFL's most unimpressive
unbeaten team.
Glenn overcame two costly first-half fumbles
with a club-record 13 receptions for 214 yards and
a touchdown Sunday as the Patriots won their
fourth straight, 19-7 over the Cleveland Browns.

Rams 38, Bengals 10

BG Newt Photo/ HIKE LEHMKUHLE
Falcon freshman Micael Lopez-Acevedo chases a volley Sunday, the
final day of the BGSU 'Keefe Invitational.
Ashford and Huynh defeated
Xavier's Michael Kleinert and Zeeshawn Siddiqui with a score of 9-8
in flight four. Huynh captured
flight seven against Dayton's Chris
Wartman 6-1, 6-1. Ashford won his
flight eight match against Xavier's

Christian Lovelace 6-2, 6-0.
Other teams participating in the
event were Dayton, Eastern Kentucky, Eastern Michigan, Ferris
State, Wright State, Xavier and
Youngstown State.

Falcon hockey plays annual scrimmage
By DAN N1ED
The BG News
In the world of college sports, the
annual intrasquad scrimmage is a
meaningless break from practice
that gives fans a chance to see their
favorite team in preseason form.
But then again, it also helps a
coach see how his players will fare
in game situations.
Either way, Falcon head
coach Buddy Powers liked
what he saw in the
annual Brown and
Orange game Saturday.
"With two lines
per team it's a lot
of work for these i
guys but I thought the ®
pace was good," Powers said.
"We look to get sharper with
each passing week so we can tighten things up in the defensive zone a
little bit and be a little bit more creative on our attack."
The Falcons played with 10
skaters on each team for two 25minute halves. The second half was
cut short when Powers ended the

"Today was just to kind of get the
game because of a one hour time
referees in and get our players in a
limit.
"It was a pretty good pace over- situation where our players were
all," senior forward Adam Edingcr going to have to make decisions,"
said. "I thought everybody skated Powers said. "And if they made a
well. We still need to clean up the bad decision then there could be a
forecheck and backcheck. Hopefully referee making the call."
The scrimmage came complete
it'll give the younger guys their confidence and the older guys their with a half hour lecture from the
referees to tell the players how
touch back. "
For the record, the white things were going to be called in the
team
outdueled
the Central Collegiate Hockey Associabrown team by a score of tion this season.
The biggest question mark after
4-2. Sophomore Austin
de Luis kicked off the the game was the goaltending situscoring for the white team by ation. Last year's number one guy
slapping a backhand rebound Mike Savard was lost to graduapast brown junior goalie tion. Timm would be the most likeShawn Timm. Sophomores ly candidate to replace him, howevGrady Moore and Greg Day and er, his shaky play last season, comfreshman Tyler Knight also bined with the arrival of two freshman goalies has left the net open.
tallied for the white team.
Not much was resolved in the
Sophomore Ryan Wetterberg
scored on a breakaway goal for the scrimmage as each goalie looked
brown and senior Mike Jones good at times and bad at others.
Timm gave up two goals in the
slapped a shot past white goalie
first half for the brown team but
Tyler Masters.
Powers said that the importance then stopped all five shots he faced
of the scrimmage was to get the in the second half for the white
team. Tyler Masters played the
team involved in game situations.

most of the three with over 32 minutes. The freshman also gave up
two goals while making 13 saves for
the white team. However he managed to impress Powers a few times
both in the scrimmage and earlier
in the week.
"Masters handled himself well in
our scrimmages," Powers said.
"Masters made some good saves."
Freshman Tom Lawson gave up
two goals for the brown, stopping
five shots.
"Right now the goaltending situation is wide open, in the game and
today each goalie let up a goal that
shouldn't have gone in. but 1 don't
think there is a clear cut number
one right now."
The Falcons will start play
against other teams next Saturday
with 4:05 home exhibition against
Toronto. The Falcons will try to
accomplish the same thing as they
did in the scrimmage.
"We just want to get that game
atmosphere back and high competitiveness," Edinger said "Well run
some systems and see how things
go from there."

VOLLEYBALL
Continued from page one.
ond set loss, BSU made sure that
the Falcons stayed down winning
the third and deciding game 15-5.
"I honestly think sometimes we
get intimidated by them [BSU and
MU)," Pesorda said. "We see that
they are not even flustered at all.
Once they get on the court with us
they think they are going to win."
Bowling Green came into Saturday with fire and composure. They

shocked Miami, dominating the
first game 15-6. Passing by captain
senior setter Heather Greig was on
target and mixed up the Falcon
offense leaving the RedHawks
guessing. Everything just was
falling into the Falcons' favor. Rommeck had two kills with her back to
the neck attempting to get the ball
to the other side. Both times the
ball fell perfectly between the
Miami defense.
"Our first game against Miami

was some of the best volleyball we
have played," Van De Walle said.
"We won the game almost effortlessly."
Miami stayed composed and
quickly got right back into the
game. The momentum swung to the
Miami side and they quickly won
the second game 15-7.
Once the momentum swung it
stayed with the RedHawks. Game
three and four were repeats of two.
MU used strong hitting by their

outside hitters and solid defense to
beat the Falcons 15-13 and 15-10.
"This certainly is a great win to
beat Bowling Green at home,"
Miami coach Carolyn Conditt said.
"They came out hot and focused. I
wasn't surprised in how they were
playing. But I was real pleased
because we stepped it up and our
outside hitters did a great job for
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& WWF Action on
Several Screens
Monday
Night
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CINCINNATI (AP) — The NFL's worst team of
the 1990s? Kurt Warner and Az-Zahir Hakim
proved that it's not the St. Louis Rams. Not even
close.
Hakim tied the franchise record with four
touchdowns — three on passes from Warner,
another on a punt return — and the Rams defeated the Cincinnati Bengals 38-10 Sunday to shed
their distinction as the league's worst team of the
'90s.

Jaguars 17, Steelers 3
PITTSBURGH (AP) — The Jacksonville
Jaguars finally figured out how to win in Pitts- burgh. The Steelers only wish they could.
Mark Brunell threw a short touchdown pass in
the second quarter and the Jaguars' stifling
defense caused two safeties and outscored Pittsburgh's offense in a 17-3 victory Sunday over the
Steelers.

49ers 24, Titans 22

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Jeff Garcia is the latest
backup to keep the San Francisco 49ers on a winning
track in the absence of an injured Steve Young.
Garcia threw for two touchdowns and ran for
another as the 49ers held off Tennessee 24-22 Sunday.
NFL Standing*
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Dallas
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1
N.Y Giants
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2
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1
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0
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Detroit
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1
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1
2
2
Chicago
2
2
Minnesota
Tampa Bay
2
2
West
0
SI Louis
3
3
San Francisco
1
Carolina
1
3
New Orleans
1
2
Atlanta
0
4
Sunday's Gamei
Late Games Not Included
Dallas 35, Arizona 7
Baltimore 19. Atlanta 13. OT
Jacksonville 17, Pittsburgh 3
New England 19, Cleveland 7
Chicago 14, New Orleans 10
New York Giants 16, Philadelphia IS
St. Louis 3P. Cincinnati 10
Minnesota 21, Tampa Bay 14
Washington 38, Carolina 36
San Diego 21, Kansas City 14
New York Jets 21 Denver 13
San Francisco 24 Tennessee
Oakland, at Seattle. In)
OPEN Detroit. Green Bay. Indianapolis
Monday's Game
Buflalo at Miami 9 p.m.
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The
Fleet is here!
Transportation Services has
brand-new vehicles for rent.
• Full Size Sedans
•15 Passenger Vans
• Minivans
The most competitive rates available,
all with unlimited mileage!
Some of the benefits of renting vehicles through
Transportation Services include reduced department travel expenses, complete insurance coverage through the University at no additional cost,
and direct budget billing.
Please feel free to contact Don Coppes,
372-7654 to assist you in coordinating all of
your vehicle needs for University
sponsored events.
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(right) The BG Fighting Falcons take to the field prior to their victory over Toledo.
(below) The offense celebrates after a big play made by tailback
Godfrey Lewis.
(bottom) The crowd of nearly 24,000 roars as Godfrey Lewis
makes it to the endzone.

Royal

umble
The BG News Photo Essay

Ben French
Mike Lehmkuhle

(above) Quarterback Andy
Sahm waits to take a snap
from center Doug Dorley.
(right) Kyle Laberdee, 8, hangs
out with some friends prior to
the game in the practice field.

CTLHPBEU'
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(top left) Khary Campbell and •
Joe O'Neill listen to linebacker
coach Bob Ligashesky.
(middle left) The BGSU Marching Band performed at halftime and after the victory,
(bottom left) Lauren Salon,
Anne Clark, Meghann Kime,
and Hannah Tracy show their
spirit at the game.
(top right) Fans filled the stadi(above/right) The cheerleaders um" WV their faces pamted
kept the crowd alive during the an(j
to ghow ,he(r Fa|con
9ame

spirit.
(bottom right) Flanker Robert
Redd runs the ball.
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Tennis men start
fast, end slow
defeated teammate junior Brandon Gabel with a score of 7-6, 6-3,
(7-4).
The BGSU men's tennis team
"It is very difficult to play somestarted out their weekend success- one from your team because you
fully and ended somewhat disap- want to be respectful of their feelpointingly at the BGSU Keefe Invi- ings, and playing with my good
tational.
friend, we both want to win, but we
Jay Harris, head coach of the both want to be respectful of each
men's tennis team, said the first other and not piss anybody ofT
two days of competition were excel- sophomore Ed Kuresman said.
lent. Going into the final day of
Winning for the second consecucompetition the Falcon's were tive time was freshman Micael
fighting for a first place finish in Lopez-Acevedo, finishing with a
every doubles and singles flight. At score of 6-4, 4-6, (6-4) against Eastthe end of the day, exactly half of ern Michigan's Mike Case in flight
the men finished in the first place three. Micael's twin brother Nicospot, and the other half finished in las also recorded a win in flight
the second place spot.
three doubles play with sophomore
"The first two days were two partner Mike Kossoff, defeating
great days, we were in every single Ferris State's Pat Fisher and Matt
final, but today was a little disap- Vredenbiirg with a score of 8-3.
pointing." Harris said.
Ben Ashford and partner Sonny
In flight six, the Falcon's had Huynh won their doubles match,
two players playing a difficult and they both were victorious in
match against each other for the their singles matches as well.
title. Sophomore Ed Kuresman

Patriots 19, Browns 7
CLEVELAND (AP) — Terry Glenn wasn't perfect, and once again neither were the New England Patriots, the NFL's most unimpressive
unbeaten team.
Glenn overcame two costly first-half fumbles
with a club-record 13 receptions for 214 yards and
a touchdown Sunday as the Patriots won their
fourth straight, 19-7 over the Cleveland Browns.

By MARY BETH WILFONG
The BG News

Rams 38, Bengals 10

BG Nen Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE
Falcon freshman Micael Lopez-Acevedo chases a volley Sunday, the
final day of the BGSU Keefe Invitational.
Ashford and Huynh defeated
Xavier's Michael Kleinert and Zeeshawn Siddiqui with a score of 9-8
in flight four. Huynh captured
flight seven against Dayton's Chris
Wartman 6-1,6-1. Ashford won his
flight eight match against Xavier's

Christian Lovelace 6-2, 6-0.
Other teams participating in the
event were Dayton, Eastern Kentucky, Eastern Michigan, Ferris
State, Wright State, Xavier and
Youngstown State.

Falcon hockey plays annual scrimmage
By DAN NIED
The BG News
In the world of college sports, the
annual intrasquad scrimmage is a
meaningless break from practice
that gives fans a chance to see their
favorite team in preseason form.
But then again, it also helps a
coach see how his players will fare
in game situations.
Either way, Falcon head
coach Buddy Powers liked
what he saw in the
annual Brown and
Orange game Saturday.
With two lines
per team it's a lot
of work for these.
guys but I thought the ®
pace was good," Powers ;
"We look to get sharper with
each passing week so we can tighten things up in the defensive zone a
little bit and be a little bit more creative on our attack."
The Falcons played with 10
skaters on each team for two 25minute halves. The second half was
cut short when Powers ended the

game because of a one hour time
limit.
"It was a pretty good pace overall," senior forward Adam Edinger
said. "I thought everybody skated
well. We still need to clean up the
forecheck and backcheck. Hopefully
it'll give the younger guys their confidence and the older guys their
touch back. "
For the record, the white
team
outdueled
the
brown team by a score of
4-2. Sophomore Austin
de Luis kicked off the
scoring for the white team by
slapping a backhand rebound
past brown junior goalie
Shawn Timm. Sophomores
Grady Moore and Greg Day and
freshman Tyler Knight also
tallied for the white team.
Sophomore Ryan Wetterberg
scored on a breakaway goal for the
brown and senior Mike Jones
slapped a shot past white goalie
Tyler Masters.
Powers said that the importance
of the scrimmage was to get the
team involved in game situations.

"Today was just to kind of get the most of the three with over 32 minreferees in and get our players in a utes. The freshman also gave up
situation where our players were two goals while making 13 saves for
going to have to make decisions," the white team. However he manPowers said. "And if they made a aged to impress Powers a few times
bad decision then there could be a both in the scrimmage and earlier
in the week.
referee making the call."
"Masters handled himself well in
The scrimmage came complete
with a half hour lecture from the our scrimmages," Powers said.
referees to tell the players how "Masters made some good saves."
Freshman Tom Lawson gave up
things were going to be called in the
Central Collegiate Hockey Associa- two goals for the brown, stopping
five shots.
tion this season.
"Right now the goaltending situThe biggest question mark after
the game was the goaltending situ- ation is wide open, in the game and
ation. Last year's number one guy today each goalie let up a goal that
Mike Savard was lost to gradua- shouldn't have gone in. but I don't
tion. Timm would be the most like- think there is a clear cut number
ly candidate to replace him, howev- one right now."
The Falcons will start play
er, his shaky play lust season, combined with the arrival of two fresh- against other teams next Saturday
with 4:05 home exhibition against
man goalies has left the net open.
Not much was resolved in the Toronto. The Falcons will try to
scrimmage as each goalie looked accomplish the same thing as they
did in the scrimmage.
good at times and bad at others.
"We just want to get that game
Timm gave up two goals in the
first half for the brown team but atmosphere back and high competithen stopped all five shots he faced tiveness," Edinger said "Well run
in the second half for the white some systems and see how things
team. Tyler Masters played the go from there."

VOLLEYBALL^
Continued from page one.
ond set loss, BSU made sure that
the Falcons stayed down winning
the third and deciding game 15-5.
"I honestly think sometimes we
get intimidated by them [BSU and
MUJ," Pesorda said. "We see that
they are not even flustered at all.
Once they get on the court with us
they think they are going to win."
Bowling Green came into Saturday with fire and composure. They

shocked Miami, dominating the
first game 15-6. Passing by captain
senior setter Heather Greig was on
target and mixed up the Falcon
offense leaving the RedHawks
guessing. Everything just was
falling into the Falcons' favor. Rommeck had two kills with her back to
the neck attempting to get the ball
to the other side. Both times the
ball fell perfectly between the
Miami defense.
"Our first game against Miami

was some of the best volleyball we
have played," Van De Walle said.
"We won the game almost effortlessly."
Miami stayed composed and
quickly got right back into the
game. The momentum swung to the
Miami side and they quickly won
the second game 15-7.
Once the momentum swung it
stayed with the RedHawks. Game
three and four were repeats of two.
MU used strong hitting by their

outside hitters and solid defense to
beat the Falcons 15-13 and 15-10.
"This certainly is a great win to
beat Bowling Green at home,"
Miami coach Carolyn Conditt said.
"They came out hot and focused. I
wasn't surprised in how they were
playing. But I was real pleased
because we stepped it up and our
outside hitters did a great job for
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CINCINNATI (AP) — The NFL's worst team of
the 1990s? Kurt Warner and Az-Zahir Hakim
proved that it's not the St. Louis Rams. Not even
close.
Hakim tied the franchise record with four
touchdowns — three on passes from Warner,
another on a punt return — and the Rams defeated the Cincinnati Bengals 38-10 Sunday to shed
their distinction as the league's worst team of the
'90s.

Jaguars 17, Steelers 3
PITTSBURGH (AP) — The Jacksonville
Jaguars finally figured out how to win in Pitts-1
burgh. The Steelers only wish they could.
Mark Brunell threw a short touchdown pass in
the second quarter and the Jaguars' stifling
defense caused two safeties and outscored Pittsburgh's offense in a 17-3 victory Sunday over the
Steelers.

49ers 24, Titans 22

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Jeff Garcia is the latest
backup to keep the San Francisco 49ers on a winning
track in the absence of an injured Steve Young.
Garcia threw for two touchdowns and ran for
another as the 49ers held off Tennessee 24-22 Sunday.
NFL Standing,
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Sunday's Cames
Last Games Not Included
Dallas 35, Arizona 7
Baltimore 11. Atlanta 13. Ol
lacksonville 17 Pillshurgh i
New England 9. Cleveland 7
Chicago 14, New Orleans 10
New York Giants 16, Philadelphia 15
St. Louis 38. Cincinnati 10
Minnesota 21, lampa Bay 14
Washington 38, Carolina 36
San Diego 21.
New York lets 21, Denver 13
San Francisco 4. Ti-nnc-** 2!
Oakland at Seattle, (n)
OPEN: Detroi Green Bay, Indianapolis
Monday's Gar
Buffalo at Miami, 9 p.m.
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The
Fleet is here!
Transportation Services has
brand-new vehicles for rent.
• Full Size Sedans
•15 Passenger Vans
• Minivans
The most competitive rates available,
all with unlimited mileage!
Some of the benefits of renting vehicles through
Transportation Services include reduced department travel expenses, complete insurance coverage through the University at no additional cost,
and direct budget billing.
Please feel free to contact Don Coppes,
372-7654 to assist you in coordinating all of
your vehicle needs for University
sponsored events.
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Polls show vote in favor of
Hindu nationalist party
By KRISHNAN GURUSWAMY
Associated Press Writer
NEW DELHI, India (AP) — A
rag-tag coalition led by Hindu
nationalists
probably
won
India's parliamentary elections
that ended Sunday, giving the
nation the chance of its first stable government in three years,
exit polls predicted.
Two exit polls conducted by
television networks at the end of
the world's biggest election said
the Bharatiya Janata I'arty, headed by Prime Minister Atal Bihari
Vajpayee, would return to power
with help from 21 parties in its
campain alliance.
The main rival Congress Party
— led by Italian-born Sonia
Gandhi, widow of former Prime
Minister Rajiv Gandhi — and its
allies placed second, but with loo
few seats to form a government.
Results of the five-phase,
month-long election, in which
605 million Indians were given
the opportunity to vote, are
expected this week after the ballots are counted.
Vajpayee will probably return
as prime minister, a post he held
for 13 months before his minority government was toppled in
April by a no-confidence vote in
parliament, forcing India into its

third election since 1996.
The B]P had two seats wh.-n it
first entered the parliament in
1984, and has gained strength on
a platform of Hindu nationalism.
However, with Vajpayee at the
helm of a coalition government,
the party has not pursued many
of its more radical issues.
An exit poll conducted for
state-run Doordarshan television
by Development Research Survey gave Vajpayee's coalition,
the
National
DemocraticAlliance, 287 seats. That's slightly more than half the 543 elected
seats in parliament needed to
form a government.
Another poll, conducted by
Insight Ltd. -for the private
STAR-TV network, said the
alliance would win 295 to 305
seats. Both exit polls, which have
a margin of error of one percentage point, were conducted on the
five voting days that began Sept.
3.
A handful of districts will vote
Monday and Tuesday and on
Oct. 28. Flooding, the assassination of candidates and electoral
fraud required postponements or
revotes.
"We can take some satisfaction that with a difficult election
with limited forces ... it's gone off

very well," said Chief Election
Commissioner Manmohar Singh
Gill.
While violence marred the
election — with about 95 people
killed since the voting process
began Sept. 3 — that death toll
was far below past elections.
Most deaths came in clashes
between rival party supporters
and in attacks by separatist militants trying to enforce election
boycotts.
On Sunday, about half a million armed soldiers, police and
government
officials
were
deployed in 10 states to ensure
safe and fair elections, Gill said.
Still, 39 people died over the
weekend, mostly in shootings
and bombings by separatist
rebels in three northeastern
states.
Jusl over half of registered
voters cast ballots in the election,
Gill said. Voter turnout has
decreased rapidly in recent
years, partly because of the frequency of elections.
Participation was even lower
this year as most candidates
traded insults instead of discussing basic issues, such as
clean water, health, education
and employment.

By JAMES HANNAH

The center is considered a
model by state officials who arcpreparing to merge the Ohio
Department of Human Services
with the Ohio Bureau of Emplo)
ment Services.
"We are the largest employment and training center in the
United States," said director
Gary Williamson. "There's nothing like it, in scale."
The center opened in June
1997 to offer one-slop assistance
to welfare recipients and job
seekers so they don't have to
troop all over town, agency to
agency.
Between 1,500 and 2,000 people use The Job Center every day,
with six city buses slopping at its
front doors each hour.

There are no long lines. People
are ushered from the front desk
into a ma/e of cubicles housing
agency after agency.
Onlv one of every four people
who walks through the door
comes for welfare benefits. The
rest are there to look for jobs, to
get job-training, or to seek unemployment-related services.
"A lot of people who come in
have jobs," said Williamson.
"They jusl heard we have a lot of
jobs available."

Classified
Ads

372-6977
me
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Campus Events
8-Week
Stop Smoking Program
Inaugural Meeting
Wednesday, October 6. 1999
From 7 00-8.00 p.m.
Located @ 170 Health Cenler
For Further Inlormation
please call The Wellness
Connection @ 372-9355

More than 9,000 job openings
with over 1.000 companies are
currently posted at The Job Center. Free access to telephones,
computers and fax machines is
provided to job seekers. Interview rooms enable employers to
talk with prospective employees
on-site.

CAVS vs KNICKS
SAT., Nov. 6th - 2pm-lam Gund Arena
$20.00 per ticket <NI tour & transportation
$17.00 per ticket w/o lour & transportation
Ticket sales begin
Sept 27lh e 11:30am - Oct. 4th © 2pm
in the UAO office - 330 Student Union
Sign-up table will be available on Oct. 1st
from 11:30 - 2:30pm in the Union Foyer
BURSAR ABLE
Sponsored by UAO

Williamson said the modern
furnishings and cooperative
spirit give a lift to people who
may be down on their luck.

Dance Marathon Core Committee applications now available m 440 Student
Services Applications are due Oct 6th by
5:00 in 440 Student Services.

"We created class-A office
space, created a nice environment," he said. "We treat people
respectfully, no matter where
Ihev are in their lives."
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Informational Women's Lacrosse Meeting
October 5th 6 9:30pm
In the main lobby of Olscamp
Any interested coaches please call
353-8050, ask for Tish
Turning Points
An Informed Discuss.on Group About
Eating Disorders. Weight Issues and
Normal Eating Beginning
Wed.OcI 6, 3 30-5pm
Runs 8 weeks. To register, call 372-2081.
Co-sponsored by the Counseling Center
and Student Health Service.

. eboa,dServices Offered
Backpacking, canoeing & kayaking gear
Trips 4 Clinics to the outdoors
Discounts with BGSU student ID.
Boots, packs, sleeping bags, tents, etc.
Canoe Shop & Blackswamp Outfitters
140 S. River Rd„ Waterville. OH 43566
(419)878-3700
www.thecanoeshop.com
Bad hair, bad skin, or bad products?...Try
100% organic! Call Wolph Chiropractic
Wellness Center at 353-6394 today!
Worned about pregnancy??
Free Pregnancy Tests.
Confidential and Caring
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals
•" SKI 2000 & Millennium Fiesta •••
Crested Butte Jan. 3-8 starling at $329
(5nts). New Years in MEXICO via TWA
Dec 28 (Snts) and Jan 2 (6nts).
Book Now! 1-800-TOUR-USA
www.studentexpress.com
—SPRING BREAK 2000-Plan Now! •"
Cancun, Mazatlan, Acapulco, Jamaica
& S. Padre. Reliable TWA flights
Best packages Book now!
Campus Reps wanted - earn FREE tnps.
1.800.SURFS.UP
www.studentexpress.com
■AOH'AOII'AOir
Join the sisters ot Alpha Omicron Pi
Tonight e the AOII house
8-8:45pm lor a luau
9-9:45pm tor the kick-ott ol
Arthritis Week with the Walk-a-Thon!
Any Questions? Call 372-2840
•AOII'AOIfAOII"
Browse icpt.com tor Spnngbreak "2000".
ALL destinations ottered. Trip participants, student orgs & campus reps wanted. Fabulous parties, hotels & prices Call
Inter-Campus 800-327-6013
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: MEN'S &
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY - OCT 6
MEN'S & WOMEN'S BOWLING - OCT.
12. IF HAND-DELIVERING, DUE BY
3 P.M. IN 130 PFH. IF SENDING ELECTRONICALLY. DUE BY 12 NOON
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS
NEEDED
FOR FLAG FOOTBALL. CONTACT INTRAMURAL OFFICE AT 2-2464 BY
THURSDAY, OCT 7, FOR DETAILS.
Student Teaching Spring 2000?
Get your required PPD (TB skin test)
at the Student Health Service
(cost 58 00-bursarable)

Last names starting with J-R
Mon., Oct 4, 5:00-6:30pm
Last names starling with S-Z
Tues., Oct 19, 5:0O-6:30pm.
The brothers ol Phi Sigma Kappa wish to
congratulate Dave Czelszperger and
Christopher Muzik on their initiation into
the brotherhood.
Wanted-Men's volleyball players lor the
TOP league in BG rec. program BIG HITTER. GOOD SETTER, college & USVBA
skill level. Call Mike at 353-8161.

Wanted. Dorm sized refrigerator, no larger than 4 cubic fool. Contact Heather at
372-1645.

Help Wanted
$$ MANAGE A BUSINESS
ON YOUR CAMPUS SS
Verslty.com an Internet note taking com
pany is looking tor an entrepreneurial stu
dent to run our business on your campus
Manage students, make Ions ol money
excellent opportunity! Apply online
at wwwversity.com. contact jobs®vers
ty.com or call (734) 483-1600 ext. 888

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE

Ipdt "%

***•**•*****•

Going,after what
vou want, (living
n tout all.

Proving vou ha%T
what ii i.ikcN
People like vou
Ate finding

success ,,,.i

LAJL.

II you're finishing your degree or have just completed
it, we invite you to consider stalling your career here.
Gain all the advantages of expanding opportunity,
individual prosperity and high visibility when you
invest your talent in one of our dynamic divisions:
Retail Banking. (Commercial Banking. Investment
Advisors. Midwest Payment Systems. Operations. Data
Processing, and Support Services. See our Web site for
specific opportunities.

516 S. MAIN -2 BR duplex.
$395-1 Person/$435-2 People.
Income qualifications must be
met.
828 SEVENTH - 2 BR
Unfurnished
$400/month for 1 Person.
$435/month for 2 People.
Tenants pay utilities.

www.53.com

rewards at Fifth

NO PETS ALLOWED!!

Please join us during our campus visit!

*************

Third Bank.
We're the most

profitable bank in
the country and
a diversified
financial services
company.

BllSineSS here is
anything but
business as usual.
We're .lililf li'I
quicker to react
and totally driven
—just like |0U

Career Expo 99
Oct. 5, 1999
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
The Lenhart Grand Ballroom
(located in the Student Union)

^i^B ■■

COUPON

gg| l^fw

f 4 MEDIUM*/]'
Voted Host Pizza

m Over 3 Million Pizzas Sold _
■

*************

Vfartin, hUrt To ■< Tfc. IW, l~k Vo.ll ST, Nad

Lohcona&rkillK-

|TWO ITEM PIZZA!

If yon are unable to attend, please contact: Fifth
Third Bank, Fifth Third Center MD 109021,
( imiim.iti. OH 45263. Fax: 513-744-1960. Email:
tracey.hilgeman#53.com. Fifth T/hird is committed to
diveisitv and equal employment opportunity. We support an enviionment in which all people can succeed.

127
Fifth Third Bank

HAPPY 21" BIRTHDAY
Otvaittatl>f\'j^
Pis. Shenee PlcCog

*************

enjoying all its

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL
ESTATE RENTAL OFFICE
354-2260
319 E. Wooster. B G.
Across street from Taco Bell

Help Wanted

$1,000's WEEKLY! Stuff envelopes at
home lor $2 each plus bonues. FrT. P/T.
Make $800. weekly guaranteed! Free
supplies For details, send one stamp to:
N-181, PMB 552, 1021 Wilshire Blvd..
Los Angeles. CA 90025

Direct Care/Res.dentlal Specialist Full
and part time positions available to provide care and support to individuals with
developmental disabilities living in the
Children's Home and area group homes.
Primarily afternoons, evenings, and weekends. Starting wage $7.14-$8.52 depending on experience/education. Comprehensive training program and uxcellenl benefits. Must be 18, have a valid driver's license and good driving record, physically
lit and able to lift 60lbs Applications accepted at Sunshine Inc. ol Northwest
Ohio. 7223 Maumee-Westem Rd.. Maumee, Ohio. M-F from 8:30am-4:30pm.

S15O0 weekly potential mailing our circulars. For Info call 203-977-1720.
""Put posters up on campus or get a
group and go tree to Bahamas, Cancun,
Jamaica or Florida for Spring Break. No
selling involved. Lowest prices and reputable company make it easy,
spnngbreaktravel com 1-800-678-6386
3pm-6pm Monday - Friday after school
program Children ages 6-12. II interested, call 878-0911 lor more informal! n.
ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
Now hiring lor Fall Semester
Part Time
Less than one block Irom campus
S6/HR. STARTING PAY
3 shifts available:
A Shift: 7:00am-10 00am
B Shift: 10:15am-1:15pm
C Shift: 1:30pm-4:30pm
D Shift 4:30pm-7:30pm
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid tor 3!
354-8802
354-8703

r

Babysitter needed in our BG home. 5
mornings/week. 8:15-9'15am. $25/week.
Karen-352-2850.
Daily newspaper seeks reporter/photographer. Send resume and samples to John
Peaspanen, Editor, The Evening Leader,
102 E. Spring St., St Mary's, OH 45885
Dancers wanted, all new adult cabaret.
511 Monroe St.. Toledo, OH. 419-2553864.
Deja Vu is now accepting applications
and auditioning for exotic dancers. Earn
great money while working a flexible
schedule in a sale, clean environment.
Apply in person at 135 S. Byrne Rd., Toledo.

EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work pad-time, lull-time, even put in overtime hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a minimum of 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overlime. Many college students work here.
Starling pay is S5.30 per hour with an au
tomatic I 25 per hour increase to $5.55
after 100 hours ot service with the company. These are unskilled gobs involving assembling and packaging ol small parts
Apply in person between the hours of
9 00 AM and 5:00 PM (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS.
INC.. 428 Clough Street. Bowling Green,
Ohio, only 2 blocks Irom campus near
Kinko's and Dairy Queen nexl to the railroad tracks.

FITNESS INSTRUCTORS
The St. James Club is in need of outgoing, energetic people. Full and parttime positions available. This position
would require you to be Included In all
areas of the fitness club. Apply In person at:
The St. James Club
7337 W. Bancroft
Toledo, OH
841-5597

FREE BABY BOOM BOX
+
EARN $1200
Fundraiser for student
groups & organizations. Earn
up to $4 per MasterCard app. Call
for info or visit our website.
Qualified callers receive a FREE
Baby Boom Box
1-800-932-0528 ext. 119 or ext. 15
www.ocmconcepts.com
PREE TRIPS AND CASH!!!
SPRING BREAK 2000
StudentCity.com is looking tor
Highly Motivated Students to promote
Spnng Break 2000!
Organize a small group and travel FREE1
Top campus reps can earn • Free Trip
• over $10,000!
Choose Cancun, Jamaica or Nassau!
Book Trips On-line.
Log In and win FREE Stuff.
Sign up now On Line!
www.StudentCity.com
or 800/293-1443

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S
FALL
SPORTSWEAR

*************

DEPOSITS EQUAL ONE
MONTH'S RENT.

Help Wanted

Wanted

722 EIGHTH - 3 BR A-frame.
Tenants pay util. $450/Mth for 1
Person. $500/Mth for 2 People.

Ajrf&y,

.[

Brewsler's Monday Nile Football
$2 33 oz. mug ot domestic beer w/lree
hot dog Watch the game on 11 large
screen TVs. tree popcorn & peanuts. 3
pool tables, darts/air hockey/A tree shut-

ie »tr rse^

Welfare alternatives
offered by center
Associated Press Writer
DAYTON, Ohio — Tney
arrive to collect welfare benefits
and leave with job prospects the
same day.
It happens all the time at The
Job Center, a one-story, 8.5-acre
office building with 47 government, private and non-profit
agencies unde' one roof.

City Events

Cou

n

Free Delivery-

\Sm

352-5166"

P°

^Coluinbia
Sportswear Company®

NOW OPEN Your Columbia sportswear dod)0( in BG - men's & women's
outdoor apparel, jackets, all weather &
casual footwear

•JACKETS
•VESTS
•T-SHIRTS
•SHORTS

'BOOTS
'SANDALS
'PANTS
'POLOSHIRTS

FALCON HOUSE
SPORTING GOODS
Your Spoils Headquarters in Bowling Green"

352-3610
123 S. Main Downtown BG
HRS-M-F(10-8)
SAT (10-5:30)

HEALTH INSURANCE
Individual experienced with office procedures, who doesn't mind dally data entry.
Would prefer someone acquainted with
insurance terminology. Located in BG
area. Please send current resume and
salary requirements to: Health Insurance
PO Box 331, BG, 43402, Attn: Amber.
Painting, roofing, cleaning and general
maintenance. BG area. Part time. $7-8/hr.
Call 352-5743.
Part time/full time positions packing
Canadian Bacon Country Smoked
Meats, $6.50/hr apply © 510 Napolean
Rd, BG
Ranch Steak and Seafood, located on E.
Wooster, is looking lor dependable AM
and PM workers II interested, come in
and fill out an application. Various positions available. 352-0461
Real Jobs
Sick ol a pointless job? Make a difference
and help Ohio Citizen Action reduce
toxic pollution. $350Aveek 2-10pm, MT
Full and part time. Benelits-perfect for
school Call 866-4463.
RESIST • RESIST • RESIST
Beat the system and fight back!
Help Ohio's largest environmental
organization protect what's ours!
Full or part time positions
Available as well as internships
offered $3SG7week 2-10pm M-F
Call 866-4463 for interview
Seeking motivated, outgoing, energetic,
goal oriented persons lor promotions position. On campus, part time, 15-20
hrs'wk. $250-$500/wk potential. Contact
Tom Weeter, CollegeClub.com regional
coordinator 814-450-1129 or tomweeteracollegeclub.com.
SPRING BREAK 2000
1-800-426-7710
www.sunsplashtours.com
Spring Break Reps Needed' Earn BMy
$$. travel free! 1-800-367-1252 or
www.springbreakdirect.com
Student to do fall yard work, 2 to 3 hrs. a
week. Call Vera O 686-4527.
Subway now hiring lor midnights Starting
pay $6.25 * $.50 bonus for midnight shift.
Must be over 18. Paid vacations, good
benelits, 401K plan. Apply in person al
RI.6 and 23 in Bradner, OH.
Trotters Tavern
Looking tor day and night cooks & waitresses Tips are great S hours are flexible. Applications are available on Fridays
12 5pm 119 N Main St . BG.
VAN DRIVER - part-time. Provide transportab'on to and from social services
agency Musi be between the ages of 2165, possess a valid Ohio drivers license
and an excellent driving record Salary
$7 69 per hour. Submit resume to Children's Resource Center. P.O. Box 738,
Bowling Green, OH 43402
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
The Wood County Senior Center needs
volunteers to deliver meals to homebound
senior citizens in BG For inlo call Stelanie @ 353-5661.
Volunteers needed to work with a
6 year old boy with autism.
Please call Cindy at 842-1739.

For Sale
"111! Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break
Specials! 7 Nights Air, Hotel, Meals.
Drinks From $399! 1 ol 6 Small Businesses Recognized lor Outstanding Ethics!
spnngbreaktravel.com 1 -800-678-6386
"111! Spring Break Specials' Bahamas
Party Cruise 5 Days $279! Includes Most
Meals! Awesome Beaches, Nightlife! Panma City, Daytona. South Beach, Florida
$129! springbreaktravet.com 1-800-6786386.
Ferret lor sale, includes cage. $40. King
Snake plus aquanum $45. 353-1522
Homes Irom $199 30 mo. repos, 4%
down. O.K. credit. For Listings & payment
details call 1-800-719-3001 ext H584.
Hondas from $500
Police impounds and tax repos
For listings call 1-800-319-3323 ext. 4558
Metabolite 358
$5.00 off a boltle w/college ID.
at Woodland Mall
Moving sale: stove, dryer, grill, computer,
car stereo, CD player, cellular phone with
accessories. Call lor more info 352-5829

For Rent
1,2,3 Bedroom Apis.
From only
$415
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apis.
353-7715
1 -4 people needed to take over apt lease
ASAP 2 large bedrooms. 2 full baths!
Water and gas paid! Pool and shuttle to
campus. $470 total per month. 352-6378.
One and two bedroom furnished apart
ments available now. 352-7454.
Village Green Apartments
Apartment for rent
354-3533

.
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EWORLD NEWS
Japan presses ahead with nuclear power
Associated Pre"ss Writer
TOKYO — Japan's worst atomic accident heightened public
worries about the country's nuclear power program, but the government has shown no sign of changing course in expanding
reliance on atomic reactors.
Three plant workers were hospitalized with radiation poisoning because of Thursday's accident and hundreds of thousands of
people were told to stay home behind closed windows.
The radiation leak from a uranium reprocessing plant northeast of Tokyo was not the first accident to shake public faith in
nuclear energy. The industry has been hit with a string of accidents in recent years.
Public unease over nuclear power dates from the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. There is also the threat of a
nuclear accident if an earthquake strikes Japan, and even a
work force renowned for its training and discipline is not
immune to human error, as shown by Thursday's accident.

Eye ©ft the Nation

Melissa Naymik
Editor-in-Chief
372-6966

Refugees want to return to East Timor
Associated Press Writer
KUPANG, Indonesia — They envisioned freedom after their
vote for independence from Indonesia. Instead, life has become a
prison for tens of thousands of East Timorese, forced into exile at
gunpoint and living in squalid camps in neighboring West Timor.
A reporter who visited two camps on Friday found appalling
conditions — and reports that other refugees face far worse.
As the refugees struggled to survive, Australian troops in East
Timor took control of several strategic border towns in the U.N.mandated peace mission's most ambitious operation yet. The 700
troops were determined to deliver aid to the refugees and to stop,
the militias who wreaked havoc on East Timor last month from
returning from their exile in West Timor.
The refugees — 230,000 of them, by Indonesia's estimate —
were driven out of East Timor and into exile beginning Sept. 4,
when the results of East Timor's independence referendum were
announced.

Spring 2000 haute couture debuts in Paris

Russia, U.S. sign nuclear safeguard accord

Associated Press Writer
PARIS — Ready-to-wear clothes for spring 2000 flew down the
runway in dashes of hot or pastel colors at Balmain's show Sunday at the beginning of a hectic fashion week.
Designed by Gilles Dufour, lately of Chanel as Karl Lagerfeld's
assistant, the clothes were light and bright.
Casual, sometimes sexy looks came out with airy little skirts,
uneven hemlines and splatter prints. They were topped by pretty, small sweaters in pastel stripes, sometimes with scattered
sequin's.
Sweaters could be worn by the small gaggle of aristocratic Balmain clients who attended the show. But they looked bemused
rather than thrilled, and would probably prefer Balmain couture
— still by Oscar de la Renta.
Other brief dresses had a castaway look with their torn-edged
hems. Pinks, blues and lavenders came out with corals in tailored little jackets with unfinished edges and silk skirts.
And there was Claudia Schiffer, former Chanel top model. She
looked great in her two-piece light beige chiffon with a touch of
flounces, plus a sprinkling of rhinestone spangles. Schiffer did
not parade in any of the hot-pants-style bikinis or monokinis.

Associated Press Writer
MOSCOW — American experts will conduct millennium-bug
tests on some of Russia's strategic facilities, including nuclear
reactors at power plants, U.S. officials said Saturday.
Russia and the United States agreed Saturday that the tests
would happen in November. They also decided to establish a crisis center to monitor and safeguard nuclear materials.
Russia, which for a long time denied it was susceptible to the
computer bug, is now considered one of the countries least prepared for computer failures that may come in the year 2000.
"We want to make sure that Soviet nuclear reactors, their
telecommunications system, their entire production system is
working efficiently and effectively," Secretary of Energy Bill
Richardson said after meeting with his Russian Atomic Energy
Minister Yevgeny Adamov.
Many of Russia's mainframe computers, including those working at nuclear reactors, were designed in the 1970s and likely
contain the glitch that renders them incapable of distinguishing
between the years 1900 and 2000.

Associated Press Photo
Three of Radio City Music Hall's Rockeries rehearse for the Monday gala reopening In New York, nearly 70 years after the
Rockettes first appeared at Radio City Music Hall in 1932.

Opposition increases pressure on Milosevic
By JOVANA GEC
Associated Press Writer
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia —
Police sealed off part of Belgrade to prevent a protest
march toward the home of
Yugoslav President Slobodan
Milosevic on Friday, as a government showdown with the
political opposition entered its
third night.
About 10,000 people attended a rally at the main Belgrade
square and joined a short
protest march toward the nearby opposition headquarters,
demanding Milosevic's resignation. The march took place
without incident, in contrast to
the two previous days, when
police beat demonstrators.
"Being here today is the
bravest thing in Europe," Zoran
Djindjic, a key protest leader,
told the crowd. "But this will be

the biggest victory in Europe had been issued against them.
Friday's march focused on
because this is the last dictatorship in Europe — and we will Cedomir Jovanovic, one of the
protest leaders. He had stayed
crush it."
Dozens of people were locked in the offices of the oppoinjured and dozens of others sition Alliance for Change since
arrested
during
protests Thursday night, when plainWednesday and Thursday clothes police attempted to
when hundreds of Milosevic's arrest him for violating public
helmetcd police squared off peace and order.
Jovanovic came out and
with tens of thousands of
marchers. The police used clubs joined the cheering crowd of
thousand
who
to chase and beat the demon- several
approached
the
alliance's
strators.
On Friday, Tanjug news offices.
In the Dedinje district of Belagency reported that a district
public prosecutor demanded an grade, where Milosevic lives,
investigation into the incidents. traffic police, backed by water
That could lead to charges cannons and armored personagainst the opposition leaders, nel carriers parked close by,
whom the police accuse of orga- prevented traffic from moving
nizing violent attacks against toward the area. All vehicles
were directed away except city
them.
At Friday's rally, protest buses and occasional cars.
The blockade prevented
leaders said arrest warrants

THE STUDENT UNION AND
UNIVERSITY DINING
SERVICES
Proudly Announce:

Bowl 'n Greenery
All You Can Eat BUFFET
Using your meal plan for
only $5.95:
MWF: All you can eat Pizza Buffet
Tuesday: All you can eat Taco and Fiesta Buffet
Thursday: Pasta Buffet
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opposition supporters from driving past Milosevic's residence,
as they had planned, but did
not result in a major traffic jam
as the protesters had hoped.
Djindjic called on the police
to suspend those who beat up
the protesters. He said the
alliance will use the photographs from the protest
marches to identify the police
and will plaster the city with
their enlarged photos.
"We will win in our peaceful
revolution," he said. "If they
put up cordons here tomorrow
... we will gather somewhere
else but we will not retreat
until [Milosevic] leaves."
The U.S. State Department
condemned what it described as
a wave of repression by
Yugoslav authorities against
demonstrators.
"Beatings and arrests are

Associated Press Photo
U.S. peacekeeping soldier Mark Passomore guards a Serb
farmer and his family working in their cornfield in Sllovo, eastern Kosovo, Yugoslavia.
occurring in conjunction with this week," said spokesman
other examples of heightened James P. Rubin,
police repression by Milosevic

Who won?
The Falcons or the bad guys? Find out, in the Sports section, Monday through .Friday, in
The BG News.

I
D
PHone
maRT
I
I
I
I
LETS GO FALCONS!
I
I
BEST PLACE TO SET UP YOUR NEW
I
I • THE
PHONE SERVICE
I • LONG DISTANCE INTRO RATES AS LOW AS I
I
I $.05 A MINUTE
• PAY BILLS IN PERSON & CHECK OUT OUR
I
I HUGE PHONE SELECTION
I • INTERNET CONNECTION SPEEDS - ONE OF I
FASTEST NATIONAL ISP'S
I
I • THE
VOICE MAIL
I
I • 10% BGSU DISCOUNT ON ALL PHONES,
I ACCESSORIES & PRE-PAID CALLING CARDS I
I
I
.1
I,
N.
Main
Located
directly
I
I
across
the
street
from
I
I the police station.
GTE
I
I Come on in and
I check out our brand W. Wooster E. Wooster I
I
I new phonesl
I
i
uur Hours Are
9a.m. to 6p.m. Monday-Friday
160 W. Wooster
(419)354-9436

I

Management Inc.
Leasing, starting January!!!

Management Inc.
Ilillsdale Apis., 1082 Fairview.
Large studios, high vaulted ceilings,
unique door plan, car ports
9 1/2-12 mo. Leases
Start at $380. Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Heinzaite Aptj., 716 N. Enterprise.
I.argc Studio. High vaulted ceilings,
unique floor plan, close to university
9 1/2-12 mo. Leases
Starts at S400

AfEfcCA
Management Inc.
Evergreen Apis., 215 E. Poe.
Efficiencies & huge I bdrms. laundry
on site, lots of parking. Eff. starts at
S250. 1 bdrms. Starts at $365.

Call 353-5800

.„

Management Inc.

Willow House Apis., 830 4th St
I bdrms gas, heat. A/C Remodeled.
Starts at $400.Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Stop by our office at 1045 N. Main
SI. for complete listing or
Call 353-5800.
vnvw.weBel.org/-meeca
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President preaches theme of tolerance
By SONYA ROSS
Associated Press Writer
PALO ALTO, Calif. —Citing
recent shootings in California
and the Midwest, President
Clinton says it is time Americans deal with "the fear of the
other" that motivates such acts
of hatred.
The president was taking his
message of tolerance before gay
and lesbian supporters Saturday night at a Los Angeles dinner expected to raise $850,000
for Democratic candidates —
the largest amount of Clinton's
three-day West Coast swing.

Serving as host for Saturday's dinner was ANGI.lv
Access Now for Gay and Lesbian Equality — and organizers
said it was one of the largest
events of its kind outside Washington.
The president tested themes
at two smaller events Friday
night with Silicon Valley executives.
He repeated his support for
legislation barring job discrimination against gays and hate
crimes. Clinton urged the
crowd to fight for "the innate
dignity and equality of every

human being" and work to
ensure "a place at the American
family table" for all, regardless
0* race, ethnicity, religion or
income.
The president noted that
technology offers vast potential
for transforming American society, but cannot deliver as long
as some segments of the population cling to prejudices
because they are afraid of
change.
"Here you are out here, all
you think about is the new millennium," Clinton said. "Isn't it
ironic that the thing that's

holding us back most
is our
inability to form a community
around our common humanity
because of o.ir vulnerability to
mankind's most ancient fear,
the fear of the other?"

"I think we need to deal with
that," he continued. "I believe
my party is on the right side of
all those issues."
Clinton said he has devoted
much of his time in office id
dealing with "the emotional
and practical and national
security demands" of international conflicts spurred by
hatreds

The same elements in those
problems,
he
said, have
appeared in America over the
past two years.
Specifically, he recalled the
slayings of gay college student
Matthew Shepard in Wyoming;
James Byrd, a black man, in
Texas; a Korean student and a
former college basketball coach
in a shooting spree by "a crazy
guy" in Illinois; and the death
of a Filipino postman and
wounding of a Jewish child in
shootings in California.
"I see people in this so-called
modern world, where we'-e cel-

ebrating all of your modern
ideas and your modern achievements, and what is the biggest
problem in the world in America? We are dragged down by the
most primitive of hatreds,"
Clinton said. "It's bizarre."
Earlier Saturday, the president spent time in Palo Alto
visiting with his daughter
Chelsea, a junior at Stanford
University, and doing some
work on his presidential
library.
Clinton was returning to
Washington early Monday.
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We didn't become Fortune magazine's America's
Most Admired Company* by accepting the status quo.
We got there by hiring and training graduates with the
confidence and courage to think in innovate and
revolutionary ways.
No other corporation can match the diversity
of opportunities at GE. Because we have small company
attitudes with large company strengths, we set no limits,
no boundaries. You can move from industry to industry,
discipline to discipline, and never leave GE.
We're a leader in every business we complete in,
and we're looking for leaders like Thanh who will take
us even further. Start your career by visiting our website
now. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

GE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
LEADERSHIP PROGRAM PRE-NIGHT
OCTOBER 4,1999 7:00PM - 9:00PM
IN THE OHIO SUITE, STUDENT UNION

GE AT THE CAREER EXPO '99
OCTOBER 5,1999 10:00AM 5:00PM IN THE GRAND BALL ROOM,
STUDENT UNION

Learn about us at

www.gecareers.com

We bring good things to life.

GE Aircraft Engines • GE Appliances * GE Capital Services • GE Corporate Research and Development • GE Industrial Systems
GE Information Services • GE Lighting • GE Medical Systems • GE Plastics • GE Power Systems • GE Supply • GE Transportation Systems • NBC
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GAMER
Continued I'rom page one.
"Taylor did a nice job a couple times on the outside toss
■^day." BG senior linebacker Joe
O'Neill said. "I think the main
people were overpursuing the
ball Everyone needed to do
their assignments. Once we did
that, we did an outstanding job
shutting down a great tail'#ack."
Falcon tailback Godfrey
.J,,cwis had a breakout game
gaining 124 yards on 31 carries

Steve Holmes, Brent Martin,
Robert Redd on a reverse and
Sahm also had rushes
The improved running game
showed signs that the highlytouted B(i offensive line is coming together. The BG offensive
linemen are tackles Rob
Fehrman, Chad McCarthy,
guards Mark Kant/man and
Eric Curl, center Doug Dorley
and tight end Kevin Stcinke
A Strasser field goal and a
Lewis five-yard run gave BG a
10-0 lead with 1:36 to go in the

first quarter. The two long Taylor runs gave I'T a 13-10 halftime cushion
The Falcon offense had just
one first down in the second
quarter. The Rockets blitzed
the linebackers creating a few
sacks but BG made adjustments in the second half
To start the third quarter,
Todd France hit a 35-yard field
goal making it 16-10 Rockets.
BG responded with 21 unanswered points to make it 31-16
with 11:21 left in the game.

"Our intensity wasn't right
when we came out in 1 he second

ami Jason Strasser put the

half," Toledo senior cornerback
Jameel Turner said "They
came out and drove the hall
right down the field Everybody
saw that. We missed tackles
and gave up big plays It you
miss tackles and give up big
plays, you're going to lose."
Donta Greene gave Toledo
one last ray ol hope hauling in a
16-yard pass from Dan Cole
making it 31-23 with I 32 left.
But BG drove down the field

yard field goal with 16 seconds
Cole, a junior, finished the
game completing 16-ot .11 passes for- 162 yards and one touchdown His longest pass was 34
yards
Emmanuel Hendrix
stalled in the Becondarj with
Will Sullivan. Chad Long and
Karl Rose
Also for BO, this marked the
first game with no turnovers to
Toledo's two Long forced and
recovered a Mike liilik fumble

and coaches in the Northern

. JDhic Girls Soccer league to
. keep their cheers and criticisms
,iu themselves Sunday.
Fed up with ovor/ealous and
gKreaming ("aches and parents,
-file league banned cheering
-Jnd leering during dozens of

Barnes. The experiment was
Killed "Silent Sunday." and
•jfred Hugh, president of the
SfJatiorial Alliance of Youth
•Sports, believes (lie ban is the
jlirst of its kind.
: "The kids had a ball. They
•Were able make decisions on
-their own without being questioned or yelled at." said Carl
SPavlovich, a coach and hoard

member for the league, which
has 3,800 girls age.- 8 to 14.
Pavlovich. who observed 10
games Sunday, said that while
some parents accidentally
cheered or clapped, most kept
quiet. They brought along signto support the players and
sucked on lollipops to keep
quiet Some even put duct tape
over their mouths.
At first, the players didn't
know how to react without the
noise, but then they realized it
was nice to play without being
second-guessed all the time,
I'av lovich said
"I loved it that it was so
quiet." said Tammy Soper, who
coached two games Sunday. "As
a coach it's really hard to he in
the position to tell parents to

support their children and not
coach them Kids are always
asking who they should listen
to. It puts me in an awkward
position because I have to till
them to ignore their parents "
Pavlovich said all of the
players and coaches he talked
to Sunday enjoyed having the
games quiet. He said he only
got one complaint from a parent
"One parent was upset about
the program because she could
n't provide the direction that
she thought her daughter needed because she was too young."
he said. "I tried to tell her that
kids have to learn to make decisions on their own, that it'.- a
gradual process that doesn't
happen overnight "

and Rose picked off a Cole pass.
The Falcon takeaway/giveaway
ratio improved to -5 as a result.
Defensively for BG. Khary
Campbell made his return felt
leading the team with 10 tackles O'Neill and Rose followed
with eight and nine respectively. About the only thing the
defense didn't do is sack Cole.
The Falcons host Travis
Prentice and the rest of the
Miami RedHawks Saturday for
Homecoming at Perry Stadium
at 1 p.m.

MILLENNIUM

Soccer coaches, parents kept
quiet during Cleveland games
jApncuUed Press Wntsr
i ILEVELANO
A noise ban
forced thousands of parents

game out of reach with a 27-

Continued from page one.

Soper said that while -lie
would like more noi.-o-free
games, she thinks it -hould be
changed so coaches caii talk to
their players.
"It was hard as a coach I
could see my girls needed a little bit of input and guidance
.ind I couldn't provide it a- a
coach." she said
League officials will decide
whether to have anothei -dent
day next spring after talking to
coaches, parent- and players,
Pavlovich -aid
"1 think it was a lot of fun,'
Soper said. "I liked soeing who
could make decisions on their

own.

Some of the most grandiose
examples of investment in the
year 2000 arc countries and
cities preparing lor travelers
Egypt plan- (o cap the I Iroat
Pyramid of Cheops at Giza with
a gold peak, and plans are
under way to rebuild the

library at Alexandria A 12hour musical will also be performed from the sunset of Dec
33 to the sunrise of Jan. 1
Koine i.- .-pending $950 million on a makeover for 2000 As
many as 30 million pilgrims are
expected to travel to Home next
year
The (■nil ol tin- millennium is

being used to sell not only product- and services, but advertisements as well. A web page
aimed at potential advertisers
for Channel 11 WTOL's "Toledo
2000" series called it the event
of a century. "An advertising
opportunity like this only
comes around once every 1000
years," it said.
In addition to selling excitement for the new millennium,
some vendors are marketing to
people tired of Y2K. Spencer
Promotional
Products,
for
example, sells "Y2WhoKares
Stuff," a line of clothing, mugs
and mouse pads with the slogan "Y2WHOKARES" prominently displayed.

Correction
Last week The News inaccurately reported that the Partnerships for Community Action has made $40,000 available in grants
this vear. The available amount is actually $30,000.

Minorities making little progress in corporate world
Associated Press IVnor
CLEVELAND — In a city
known lor electing blacks and
women, only X percent of the
nearly ;>00 corporate e.xecutives
aie minorities.
A survey by The Plain Dealer of the 50 largest public companies in northeast Ohio found
that integration has not made
much progress in Cleveland's
corporate community

table.

For example. 70 of the 100
managers at KeyCorp arc
women or minorities,

The newspaper pegged part
of the hiring discrepancy on
whites and blacks in Cleveland
being segregated — often living, eating and praying in different places.

"We think we'll he seeing
more progress there because
we have a pretty rich pipeline."
said KeyCorp chairman and
chief executive Robert tulle
spie.

Several companies said they
are preparing more woman and
minorities for leadership roles
through in-house programs.

Twenty-five
percent
TRW's 600 managers

•lust five of the 497 executive
officers at the companies are
black, and the number rises to
just 38 when other minorities
and white women are added,
the newspaper reported Sunday Duly 22 ol the 50 companies have a minority executive
officer.

•lames Oopoland, president of
the Greater Cleveland Round-

"I don't think we can claim
that we are successful as a community until we deal with this
issue collectively," said Margin

&

presents

Homecoming Dance
October 7, 1999
Union Grand Ballroom
7:30-11:00 p.m.
Semi - Formal Attire
$5.00/person
Featuring
BGSU Step Show
Proceeds Benefit
Dance Marathon

/

Questions
Christie Chipps
cchipps@bgnet.bgsu.edu
■*>

«•

ol
are

women and minorities, com
pared with just 10 percent in

1990.
None of those managers has
made it to the company's man
agement committee, but chairman and chief executive Joseph
Gorman said, "I'd be amazed if
We don't have a woman or
minority on our management
committee, or both, over the

next several years."
Critic- said that i- limited
progress for those who want
companies to work together to

hire more1 minorities into top
level positions
"There has not been any
major effort as far as I know on
the part of the Cleveland corporate community to try and get
together and address there
kinds of issues." Gorman said.
We're each trying to address
them on our own And that's as
it should be."
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Three Kings' rules at box office
By JAMES ELDRED
The BG News

w„„

thought that a
movie starring

George
Clooney,
lie
Cube,
and
Mark Wahlberg would turn out
to bo one of the best films of the
year? Three Kings, the first bigbudget film by indie-director
David O. Russell (Flirting With
Disaster), is not your typical
war film, and that's exactly
why it's so good. It breaks .ill
the rules and goes where few
war movies have.
The film begins just as the

Clooney and
Spike Jonze.

Photo Provided
fourth king,

Gulf War ends, with
American soldiers partying all night and Iraqi
soldiers surrendering all
day. While stripping one
Iraqi soldier of weapons,
two American army-men
(Mark Wahlberg and
Spike Jonze) find a map
lodged in a certain bodycavity of the Iraqi's body
Upon taking it. the two
discover, along with their
Chief (Ice Cute) and a
special forces soldier
(George Clooney), thai
the map holds the location to a secret Iraqi
bunker. And that ilns
secret bunker is loaded
with millions of dollars
worth of Kuwaiti gold
that Saddam stole So
they decide to go out and
steal it from him.
What at first sound
relatively simple in the
realms of the cease-fire
becomes almost impossible as they deal with the Mark
Iraqi soldiers, rebel resistance, and ordinary citizens trying to survive When
tensions arise between all three
groups, the American soldiers
quickly make a decision thai
jeopardizes their lives as they
struggle between their urge to
Irv to do the right thing anil

w Albums
This Week:
AJ.I., All Hallows EP (Nitro)
David Bowie, hours... (Virgin)
Victor Calderone, E=VC2 (Tommy Boy)
DJ U-Neek. Presents Gemini (Thump)
Melissa Etheridge, Breakdown (Island)
F-Min'us, F-Minus (Epitaph)
The Fastbacks, The Day That Didn't Exist (spinART)
Glimmer, Glimmer (Atlantic)
Jaz*, Jaz* (Universal)
B.B. King, Let the Good Times Roll:
The Music of Louis Jordan (MCA)
La Costumbre, La Cos turn bre (Hollywood)
Live, The Distance to Here (MCA)
Paul McCartney, Run Devil Run (Capitol)
Misfits, Famous Monsters (Roadrunner)
Katy Moffatt, Loose Diamond (HighTone)
Neal Morse, Neal Morse (Metal Blade)
No Use for a Name, Let's Kill Each Other
(Fat Wreck Chords)
Various Artists, A Taste of Chanuka (Rounders)
XTC, Homespun: The Apple Venus Vol. One: Demos (TVT)

Vig. Jonze, primarily a few other films attempt to do,
music video director they are shown to be human,
(Fatboy Slim's "Praise just like everyone else. Too
You," and Beastie Boys' often in American cinema today
"Sabotage"), is very con- are Arabs sterotyped as mindvincing as someone that less villians but it is not prewants to do the right sent in this film.
thing, but doesn't always
Three Kings is one of the
know what ih.i. is. I most innovative war films in
would not be surprised if years. It combines the best
he does get nominated aspects of every type of war
for some awards later film, with the humor of
M*A*S*H and the horror of
this year.
What really makes Saving Private Ryan.
this film stand.out from
When this is combined with
every other war movie, great performances by the
however, is its very entire cast, a fantastic director,
unusual
directorial and some of the greatest action
style. With a heavy scenes in recent memory, make
reliance on flashbacks Three Kings a great war film
and
imaginary that is sure to be remembered
sequences, you are taken at the Oscars.
inside the characters'
'Three Kings'
minds very often, and it
gives you a unique perspective on them
STARRING
What also gives you a
George Clooney
Ice Cube. Mark Wahlberg
very unique perspective
and
Photo Provided is the director's choice to
Spike Jonze
show
what
happens
to
BG
News
says
One o( the
Wahlberg, George Clooney and Ice Cube are the 'Three Kings.'
best films ol the year, a
almost every single bulmust-see.
let during several scenes
their urge to get the gold and his career, and Mark Wahlberg.
of
the
movie.
get home.
who has continuously been
At one point, he even cuts to
To match the complex and improving after each film, is
inside the actor's body to show
excellent
here
excellent story-line are equally
just what the bullet does to
impressive performances by all
The surprise of the cast, him. It's very odd but it works.
four leads George Clooney however, is by Spike Jonze. who
The eniniies of the film are
gives ill* best performance of plays Wahlberg's idiotic friend also portrayed in a way that

**•* ■

'Noises Off opens this week
Bowling Green State Univcrsity's Department of Theatre
begins it's season with "Noises
Ofl". a fast-paced, hilariously
funny British comedy by
Michael Frayn
"Noises OH" will he shown at
8 pm on ()(I. (i-9 and at 2 p.m.
Oct. 10 in the Eva Marie Saint
Theatre The theatre is located
on the second floor of the University Hall on campus.
Tickets are $7 for adults and
$5 for students and senior citizens. Group discounts are also
available. Also available are
reserved seat tickets which

Then, the light quickly
comes again.
- Khyan Byrd

- Bv Christine

Arc you...
• ;i inleiileil. uinbitious entrepreneur \\ iili 11 "inuke-it-huppen spiritV
• someone who thrives in a Fast-paced, changing environmenti1
• eager lo make a difference?
II sou ii' rcuih 10 l>e part of n \v 'inning team:

<****

Visit us at the
Career Expo
Tuesday, October 5th
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Mm: Danielle VimVorhl*. I UNI Kari Main <:■-•»> Hired.
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As <■» equal opfortwtiy cn^oytr, wt Wspport a <**nc workforce. Vis* our weMw at: www.tracioriiippVco.com

Traces: time passing by

husiuc** and strengthening established customer relationships through
continuous innovation* in our product* and sen ice*. I here •- never
i n 11 more exciting lime to join us!

We Need Retail Managers

+fC&*

Flickers away

We'll help you make it happen. We're winning new

13040
40 Bishop Rd.. Bowling Green, OH • 353-2!
-2526

W TRACTOR
SUPPLYC2

comes

Kxpress we ilnii 1 treat our leatn luemhcr* like commodities. We (real
llieni like our most important asset, wilh the respect ihey deserve. We
mine their opinions. We invest tremendous resources and lime in iheir
development. NV'e lire llieni tip, 110I hunt thrill out.

B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding

• Monthly Bonus Opportunities • 401 (W

The light, as quickly as it

Ready to experience tli<- difference? \i Vniericuit

(with qualified repair)

We offer:
• Advancement Opportunities • Paid Training
• Flexible Scheduling • Merchandise Discounts
MedicaliDentaWision Insurance

Sunday

American I.\|n 1--. tIK- world* most respected and recognizable brand
in financial .iinl travel services. II;I- created I he ideal environment lor
Muir career.

ransmission
• Tires
All Mechanical Work ■ Bearings
• Brakes
• All Farm Equip.
• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates -24 HOUR TOWING - Free Towing with Student 10 -

with a Business or Agricultural Degree
Sicjn up at the Career Fair for interviews to be conducted
the following day, October 6,1999 • 8:00 am - 4:45 pm
Location: Lenhart Grand Ball Room in the Student Union.
If you are unable to attend the Career Fair or interview session, resumes may be faxed to: 615-366-4840.

IT
It seeps inside me slowly,
Growing like flowers on a
grave.
Never forgetting that it is
there.
Publicly. I put on many
bandaids.
Not even close to being
strong,
Wanting to be a great beat.
But always wishing for that
night,
that night without despair.

Imagine
The Possibilities!

Transmission Service
Foreign & Domestic

Confused
Then come meet an
about what
outstanding company
to do after
that offers superb
graduation?
growth opportunities!
A representative from Tractor Supply Company
will be on campus October 5,1990 at the Career Fair.
Location: Lenhart Grand Ballroom in the Student Union
Time: 10:00 am - 5:00 pm

Poetry Corner...

may he purchased at the theatre box office in University
Hall. They are also available by
calling (4191 372-2719 during
box office hours-10 am -2 p.m.
and 4-7 p.m. Monday through
Friday. All tickets that remain
will be sold at the box office
immediately before each performance.
This production of the Theatre Department is being
directed bv Dr. Allen White
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Vision sponsors Campus Issues Conference
By IRENE SHARON SCOTT
The BG News
f The Campus Issues Conference, sponsored by Vision, gave
University students and students
from other colleges an opportunity to ask questions, share their
perspectives, have in-depth discussions, and learn more about
the Issues pertaining to the Gay.
Lesbian. Bisexual. Transgenclrred (GLBT) community.
Vision Is an organization
which addresses issues pertaining to the gay/lesbian/blsexual/quecr/qucstloning/straight
supportive community. Their
purpose Is to challenge people's
views, to educate via panel discussions, films and lectures and
lo provide support. Some of the
issues with which the GLBT community and GLBT organizations
work involve visibility, getting
support from family and peers,
having faculty/staff mentors,
and providing resources.
The- conference
entitled
"Alphabet Soup." took place over
(tie weekend. Films were shown
on Friday and there were presentations Saturday and Sunday.
31iere were 18 sessions, each an
fiour and fifteen minute long.
Some of the issues examined
Included homosexuality In the
Bible, violence and vandalism
experienced by the GLBT com-

munity, gender Issues, being visible, assisting a friend In the
coming-out process and race and
ethnicity in the GLBT community"We wanted to educate as
many people as possible." he
said. "We've invited people from
colleges in Michigan, Illinois.
Pennsylvania. Ohio. Indiana.
New York. We want to clear up
misconceptions people might
have and provide an opportunity
for people to share their viewpoints. Our goal is diversity and
trying to educate people."
Students that attended sessions said they learned new
things and became knowledgeable of issues affecting the GLBT
community.
A Junior music education
major, who wish to remain
anonymous, said issues discussed in the Trans-Tabulous!
An Interactive Panel on Trans
Issues and Lives" session were
informative. According to her. the
transgendered
community
believes it is
more difficult
changing from male to female, as
opposed to changing from female
to male. Also it is easier to put on
the clothes rather than have a
surgical transformation.
"In our society it is more
acceptable for a girl to be a
tomboy, but not vice versa,"

"African Americans perceive homosexuality as
a 'white man disease' and often shun these
individuals because they don't want to
experience further oppression,"
Doug Ramsey
Assistant Professor of Education from Heidelberg College
she said.
She said the session was educational and taught her a lot.
"I liked the transgendered session because it was educational,
there were speakers from the
community and we had a chance
to ask questions," she said. "I
learned the operational status
they were in; the friends of a
transgendered person are very
uncomfortable once their friend
went through the operation.
Also, there is a very low percentage of female to male."
In the session entitled "GLBT
Issues on the Small Campus", a
roundtable discussion of issues
affecting the GLBT community
took place, suggested resources,
and possible support systems.
The guest speakers of this session from Heidelberg college said
that an organizations loses
approximately 20 percent of its
members because the organization is in a college setting.
Another issue discussed was

The Faculty Senate-sponsored Ice Cream Nights will take place Monday, Wednesday and
Th#iday.The dates and locations are:
• Monday, Oct. 4, 8- 10 p.m.
Kreischer Sundial, Harahman Galley and Commons Dining Hall.
• Wednesday, Oct. 6, 8-10 p.m.
Founders Keepers, Front Dining Hall and McDonald Dining Hall.
Hall,
• Thursday, Oct. 7,11 a.m-1 p.m.
The Qf-Campos Commuter Center.
•1 Thursday, Oct. 7. 2-4 p.m.
Jerome Library.

By DINA KRAFT
Associated Press Writer
JERUSALEM — In the first
major setback in the revived
peace process, Israelis said
Sunday that only technical
issues delay the opening of a
land link for Palestinians
between the West Bank and the
Gaza Strip.

There will also be an ice cream social before the Faculty Senate meeting at Fire-lands College
on Tuesday, Oct. 5. Please call (419) 372-2751 for further information.

THE
TANNING
CENTER

Palestinians insisted issues
of principle are at stake.

Tan for One Month for the Price of 10 Visits!

$2 5 For Bed
$3 0 For Booth

The "safe passage," which
had been scheduled to open
Sunday, is to provide the first
unfettered route for Palestinians between the two areas, and
is key to smoothing peace talks
revived last month by Prime
Minister Ehud Barak and
Palestinian
leader
Yasser
Arafat.

EipifllOcl. II. 1999

.1 LOCATIONS
THE WASH HOI SK

SOUTIISIDK LAUNDROMAT

248 N. MAIN ST.
354-1559
10 BEDS/ 2 BOOTHS

993 S. MAIN
353-8826
5 BEDS/ I BOOTH

THE HEAT

904 E.

WOOSTER

352-3588
5

BEDS

Palestinians
say
the
eleventh-hour delay is due to
Israel's insistence that it issue
the magnetic card passes and
maintain power of arrest along
the route running from the
northern Gaza Strip to the
southern West Bank.
"We consider these points
degrading and humiliating
towards the Palestinian people
and the Palestinian Authority,"
negotiator Jamil Tarifi said
Sunday. "If Israel maintains
their position, safe passage is
meaningless."
Public

October 6-9
at 8:00 p.m.
and
October 10
at 2:00 p.m.

THEATRE

In the Eva Marie Saint
Theatre in University Hall.
Tickets are $7 for adults
$5 for senior citizens

I
■

To Reserve Tickets, call the Box Office

a, 372-2719

Security

Minister

filorcos Pizzol
JTJBest
LARGE

.,-^-v

Shlomo Ben-Ami insisted that
the differences were "technical," and said he was certain
the Palestinians would come to
understand why Israel needs to
maintain the power of arrest.
"Israel's sovereignty should
be under no discussion and our
right to guarantee the security
of the passage is unquestionable," he told The Associated
Press. "I trust that we will find
a way to iron out our differences."
He said the only differences
remaining are over the passes,
telling Israel radio only that
the differences were "technical"
and uninteresting.
Israeli newspapers have
reported that Israel wants to
control distribution of the magnetic cards in order to prevent
forgeries by militants planning
attacks.
A security adviser to Barak,
Danny Yatom, predicted the
opening would take place within days.
Concerns by Israeli security
officials that Palestinian militants might leave the road and
carry out attacks against
Israelis have delayed the
arrangement for four years.
Elsewhere, Israeli peace
activists demonstrated against
a decision to confiscate 5,750
acres of land near the West

Bank village of Idna. Palestinians claim the land for agricultural use; the hard-line government defeated by Barak in May
designated the land for Jewish
settlement expansion. The
activists urged Barak to
reverse that decision.
In Jerusalem's Old City on
Sunday, Prime Minister Ehud
Barak swore the city would
remain united under Israeli
sovereignty and accessible to
all peoples. Speaking at a ceremony to celebrate archaeological finds, Barak quoted the
Bible as upholding the Jewish
claim to sovereignty over
Jerusalem.
Archaeological discoveries
related to the Second Temple
"forever bind us to our beginnings as a free nation in our
homeland and eternal capital."
On Saturday night, Palestinian police arrested 15 members
of the militant Islamic Jihad
group after three of its members escaped from prison,
sources close to the group said
Sunday. Islamic Jihad opposes
peace with Israel and has
claimed responsibility for deadly suicide bomb attacks.
The Palestinian Authority
has been trying to prevent
fresh attacks against Israel
during the sensitive period
after the revival of the peace
process.
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about GLBT issues and was
informative. 'It was very nonoffensive and for anyone that was
curious or had Interest." he said.
Jessica Teaman, Vision president, said the turnout was good
and they accomplished their
goals.
"Most of our participants were
from the University and that was
our aim," she said
Teaman encourages students
to increase their knowledge
about GLBT issues by asking
questions and talking to people.
"It Is not all about sex or race,"
she said. "It is all about people.
|GLBT| are not abstract concepts."
Despite the fact that some of
the sessions received more
response In comparison to others. Patterson believes It was still
beneficial.
"Even the smaller sessions
were good." he said. "It were
more Interactive, the attendees
got a chance to know each other,
and those who are shy In the
presence of a crowd talked

Israelis describe differences
over safe passage as 'technical'

faculty sponsors ice cream social

Think
Back to School
Show Your
School Spirit

the minority impact on being
GLBT. Minorities that are GLBT
are often shunned and experience more oppression, said Doug
Ramsey, an assistant professor
of education from Heidelberg college.
"African Americans perceive
homosexuality as a white man
disease' and often shun these
individuals because they don't
want to experience further
oppression." he said. "In Hlspanics it's okay for a gay man to do
the act but not receive It. The
men must portray the dominant
role. In its okay to be gay. as long
as the men have children."
Another session entitled "How
to Handle Coming Out Issues
Amongst your Members." shared
techniques In which students
can guide and assist a friend or
organization member who might
be GLBT and going through tinprocess of "coming out."
"Coming out is a major life
change and feels like you're
starting new," he said. "It Is

Important to have emotional support and provide resources. Gay
teens have the highest suicide
rates."
Jason Brewer, a senior blology/pre-dentlstry major said this
session, entitled "Leave Your
Gender at the Door," challenged
him by it being Interactive and
having its attendees participate
in several activities.
"1 was able to learn not only
about gender issues, but also
examine more closely views that I
had," he said.
Participants that attended
that conferences said that it was
beneficial, challenged them mentally and made them knowledgeable about Issues affecting
Vision.
"I was impressed with the
diversity and quality within the
conference." Brewer said. "By
this being Vision's first year
doing this conference, they did
an excellent job In covering and
dealing with a wide spectrum. 1
believe that g/1/b/t/q/q/ss
issues are the type of issues that
any organization has to deal
with."
Brewer highly recommended
that other organizations show
representation next year.
Anthony Randlcman. a freshman music education major, said
the conference covered a lot
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Controversial art exhibit draws criticism from New Yorkers
By LUKAS I. ALPERT
The Asst - att'd Press
NEW YORK — At last, the
day of reckoning.
"Sensation," the controversial art exhibit that set New
York on its ear even before it
arrived, was scheduled to open
today at the Brooklyn Museum
of Art amid cheers of First
Amendment advocates and

jeers of disgusted detractors.
"I thought it v\,:s a very
provocative, enduring show,"
said Mimi Zahka, who viewed
the exhibit in advance, and was
among about 600 pro-museum
demonstrators that formed a
sometimes raucous crowd at a
rally in Brooklyn on Friday
night.
Katie Browning said the
exhibit is "a little bit shucking,"

adding: "Some nl the pieces
made me feel kind nl queasy —
Ibutl not in a moral way."
The exhibit includes a painting of the Virgin Mary decorated with elephant dung, another
of a serial child-killer whose
face is formed with hundreds of
children's handprints; and a
bisected
pig
floating
in
formaldehyde.
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani has

called the show "sick' and has
vowed to cut the <il\ $7 million annual contribution to the
museum because of it
But hundreds voiced support
of the museum, both in public
opinion polls and at the rally.
Homemade signs there featured pointed statements about
the mayor's purported lack of
respect for the First Amendment.

Actress and activist Susan
Sarandon saluted tin- large
crowd, urging them: "don't roll

" Plus should happen in a psychiatric hospital, not in a Icity-

over on this one, tins is really ,i

Both BMA and the city have
filed lawsuits over the conflict.
Ilie museum filed suit in feder>
al court, responding to Giuliani's threat to withhold the
museum's funding, which is
about one-third of the museum's annual budget.

big deal "

Giuliani was unmoved
"I

don't

want

any

money

coming out of my pocket to pa\
lor this kind of sick demons! r;i
tion of clear psychological prob
lems," he said at Citv Hall

funded] museum
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Meg Carn
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Jessica LaFene
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Hope To See You There!
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Open to students and
organization advisers
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i 621 New Students
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to Meet."
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The Way Campus Fellowship
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Maryann Russell
New Philadelphia
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Resident Advisor

Dance Marathon
Delta Gamma

University Ambassadors

Cincinnati, OH

Alpha Phi

October 12th
Where. Oh Where
Can we Host
Oor Event?"
Your guide to Programming
space on campus

October 19th
"Location. Set-Up,
action!"
Event Planning
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Delta Gamma
United Way Campaign
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are Your Members'
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Doing it ail?
Burned Out?"

Madison, OH
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Student Organization

Dynamic Publicity
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Jim Connell

"Great Event!...But.
where is Everyone

USG
ire

Instructional Media Service

November 16th

But That's against
The Rules, Isn't It?'
Knowing and Improving your
Constitution and Elections

November 30th
asked To Join,
Called To Serve
How servant Leadership helps
your organization

December 7th

rosy Money ■
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presentations for
ceneral Fee Funds

Jon Griffith
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Vote in the Student Union Mall today
through Wednesday.
Must bring a valid student ID.

Fall 1999 Leadership
Workshop Series

TUESDAYS
Ohio Suite-Union
from 7:30-9 pm
Office of Student Activities
.i unit ol the Office ol student lite. Division of student Affairs
For Questions please call 372-2543 or visit S30 university union
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Discover Great Savings!
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2 lb. bag.
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Mamma Bella Garlic Bread
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Additional items at regular retail.

Kraft Miracle Whip
32 oz. jar. Regular or lite.
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Additional items at regular retail.
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Diet Coke or Sprite
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Sunday, Oct. 10,1999
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Matt Steiner
Sports Editor
372-2603

SPORTS
Sahm leads
By PETE STELLA
The BG News
As most of the Bowling
Green fans could see,
starting quarterback
Ricky Schneider did not play
one minute of the Toledo game
Saturday under the lights.
Instead, redshirt freshman
Andy Sahm got the start.
Now, you would think that in
a game that was hyped up as
much as this one was and also
because of the strong rivalry
between the teams, a coach
would want all of his veterans
playing.
"I think Ricky Schneider is
one of the finest young men I
have coached and been associated with," BG coach Gary
Blackney said. "We had a team
meeting at 4 p.m. Friday and
Ricky showed up late. I felt we
had to enforce some discipline."
Sahm came in as poised and
calm as a veteran and lead the
Falcons to a 34-23 victory over
the Rockets.
"Originally, my plan was to
let Andy Sahm play for a series
and then put Schneider into the
game," Blackney said. "Andy
was going so well and looked so
comfortable out there and so
poised and assertive and we
were moving the ball that after
the first series, I called up to
Mike Faragalli, our quarterbacks coach, and we both
agreed that we should stay
with Andy at that point."

Sahm, who saw some action
against Tennessee Tech and
Marshall games earlier in the
season, completed 20-of-30
passes for 302 yards and two
touchdowns. Sahm was given
the news about his start Friday
afternoon in a meeting with
Blackney.
"Coach called me in his office
and said 'y°u're starting',"
Sahm said. "I was startled for a
second and he said you're going
to be the guy. J had all day Saturday to think about it, but I
just tried to stay focused the
whole day and believe in myself
and believe in the team and it
just worked out for the best."
Sahm tore up the Toledo secondary all night and connected
with four different receivers.
"I think we have to look at
the films and see how technically correct he was and factor
in the way he played tonight
and then go from there," Blackney said. "We didn't change a
thing in our game plan and 1
think Andy executed very well."
Sophomore Robert Redd
caught eight passes for 128
yards and one touchdown. Redd
also had four punt returns for
18 yards.
"It feels really good to be able
to come out and practice as
hard as we practiced and get
results like these," Redd said.
"Coach [Blackney] had confidence in us as a receiving corps.
If you just carry what you do in
practice into the game, you'll

line and certainly some to tB
receivers. They did a nice job.}
Toledo coach Gary Pint
was impressed with the
wide receivers.
"I knew they were good planers before the game starteqT
Pinkel said. "They made greftt
catches — diving catches oB
there That's how you wip
games like this. I felt they
deserved to win in every v.
Sahm also connected wift
fifth year senior fullback Bn 0<t
Martin (four catches for 47
yards) and recently returned
tailback Lewis, who grabbed
two catches for 12 yardbad for a quarterback who didn't sleep much before the gamji
"I didn't get a whole lot ol
sleep Friday night," Sahm saiJl.
"I just tried to stay calm all daj.
1 had total confidence in ovb'
offensive line tonight, those
guys were just amazing. I ha"d
all the time in the world U
throw which gave me the coi fi
BG News Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE
dence to play. Tonight's ganM'
Redshirt freshman quarterback Andy Sahm rifles one of his 20 pass completions against Toledo has got to go to the- ode'
Saturday at Doyt Perry Stadium. Sahm became the starting QB when regular starter Ricky Schnei- line."
der faced disciplinary action for arriving at a team meeting late.
We have seen some biggjb
division one college teams have
get results."
they never lost.
Gerling also caught a 13 success and failure with hi
Junior Kurt Gerling grabbed
"I think the turning point yard touchdown pass early in two quarterback system. Will
that be the case at BG?
five balls for 72 yards, includ- was when they got that touch- the Iburth quarter
"Nobody has lost faith fai
ing a huge, 22 yard catch in the down coming of the second
"K.irt Gerling and Robert
third quarter, that took the Fal- half." Toledo senior linebacker Redd are really two fine Ricky Schneider," Blackney
cons down to the Toledo one Jason I..ini.ir "I missed the receivers," Blackney said. "I said. "Is there a quarterback
yard line. Gerling's catch set up running back and I take a guess you gotta deal the credit controversy. I don't know We
a Godfrey Lewis touchdown major fault in that They got a around a little bit; a little bit to will review the films and ei
that gave BG the lead, which lot of momentum off of that "
Andv. a little to the offensive from there."

from around
the MAC

Volleyball team goes
0-2 over weekend
By NICK HURM
The BG News
Ball State and Miami came
into Anderson Arena and at
times struggled against the
Bowling Green volleyball team,

TV
f .1
I

BG News Photo/ BEN FRENCH
Lori Kemerer goes for a dig
Friday against Ball State.

but the two teams are used to
finding ways to win. Against
the Falcons, they found a way.
At times the Falcons played
like top contenders in the MidAmerican Conference. BG was
fired up and its offense and
defense were playing like
champions. But Ball State and
Miami have already been at the
top. No BG player on the court
had ever won against either
team since putting on a Falcon
uniform. Last year they both
won their divisions in the conference. When BG made mistakes the two teams made the
Falcons pay.
The Falcons lost both matches this weekend to the divisional powerhouses. BG fell to the
Cardinals (15-9, 15-13, 15-5).
The Falcons gave Miami a little
more trouble but the final
result was still the same. The
RedHawks overcame their
early troubles winning in four
sets (15-6, 7-15, 13-15,10-15).
"The problem we are having
right now is were having trouble sustaining our good play,"
BG coach Denise Van De V/alle
said. "The good teams in the
conference like Miami and Ball
State don't have trouble doing

that. We're just this close to
getting it all together."
BG came out Friday night
with fire in their eyes, but the
Cardinals found a way to extinguish it. After losing the first
game, the Falcons came out
and took a commanding 8-2
lead which was led by a couple
of kills by BG senior right side
hitter Kris Pesorda. Ball State
stayed composed and got right
back into the match. As soon as
the crowd knew it, BSU took
the lead 8-9. The Falcons
fought back with the help of a
Pesorda ace and a kill by sophomore left-side hitter Amber
Vorst to retake the lead 11-9.
But the Cardinals had BG's
number. BSU scored five
straight points to bring the
score to game point. BG once
again fought back with an ace
by sophomore setter Natalie
Becker and a couple of kills by
senior left-side hitter Melissa
I^ewis and sophomore middle
hitter Katie Rommeck. but it
was too little and too late. The
Falcons gave up a service error
and BSU capitalized and won
the game 13-15. After the sec• See VOL1EYBALL, page
thirteen.

V

Marshall 32, Miami 14

Northern 111. 45, Buffalo 21

Akron 31, Ball St. 9

Louisville 45, Eastern Mich. 10

^\

Western Mich. 38, Central Mich. 16

Road meets prove competitive;
for men, women runners
f

By MATTHEW P. LYONS
The BG News
The
Falcon
men
and
women's cross country traveled
to meets on Friday. The men
returned with a 15th place finish out of 34 teams, while the
women finished 12th out of 21
teams.
The BG men traveled south
to Auburn, Ala. to run at the
Auburn Cank Cross Country
Invitational. Along with MAC
foe Central Michigan. Michigan State joined BG as the only
teams at the meet from this
area of the country Most of the
remaining competition came
from the southern part of the
country.
Princeton University won
the meet with a score of 85
points, followed by the University of South Florida and
Southern Mississippi
Kavid Kimani. of the Univer-

sity of South Alabama, won the
meet with a time of 24 minutes
16 seconds
Runners from
Southern Mississippi captured
the second and third places,
while members of the Princeton
University and Central Michigan took the fourth and fifth
place spots.
For the Falcons, senior Dan
Flaute finished first for the
team with a 67th place finish.
Other BG runners finished
from 75th to 171st out of 269
total runners. Overall, BG
coach Sterling Martin was
pleased with his team's performance.
"We ran well this weekend,"
Martin said.
The women headed to South
Bend. Ind. for the Notre Dame
Invitational. BG finished 12th
out of 21 teams participating.
Along with the Falcons. MAC
opponents Eastern and West-

em Michigan made the trip U
Notre Dame as well.
Joanna Deeter of Noin
Dame won the meet with a tinji'
of 16 minutes 52 seconds. Inrti
runner Alison Klemmer fiytished third. Runners from M»souri finished second and lif'Ji
Domtila Mwei, of Eastejhi
Michigan, finished in fourth
place
Falcon runners modeled
pack running with a 30 secoaji
difference between the first alfc;
last BG runner crossing the fm
ish line Junior Christin«
Thompson crossed the line fin);
for the Falcons with senifcr
Nikki Monroe right behind 50
finish 44th and 45th respect r
ly The final BG runner finish
78th out of a total of 140
ners participating.
Both teams are in action C(Hs
Friday. All-Ohio ChampionaB)
meet in Deleware, Ohio.

Kentucky spoils BG men's soccer team's MAC opene
streak to 7 games and was the
By DAVE TRUMAN
The BG News
team's first at home this year.
Kentucky used its fast paced Kentucky improved to 2-0 in
offense and a fluke goal to hand the MAC and 5-3 overall.
the Bowling Green men's soccer
The Wildcats finished with
team a 1-0 loss in the Falcons' ' 16 shots, 8 on goal, and keeper
Mid-American
Conference Brian 0'I.eary was forced to
opener at Cochrane Field Sun- make only 1 save.
day.
Ty Fowler
The Falcons struggled offenmade 10 saves
sively all day and did not get a
for BG but the
shot on goal until the 81:37
team
only
mark.
managed
7
"It was a tale of two halves,"
shots.
Wildcats coach Ian Collins said.
"There
is
"The first half I thought Bowldirect
and
ing Green was the better team,"
there is very,
We reassessed some things at
very
direct,
half-time and the second half I
Mel Mahler
and
that
is
thought we were by far the bethow they play," Falcons' coach
ter team."
The loss brings BG's (3-7, 0-1 Mel Mahler said. "It's upMAC) school record losing tempo. It's in your face. Their

whole scheme is to be uptempo, and by doing so, unsettle your offense. And that's
what they did."
Mahler said he knew Kentucky would play that style
going in and he felt before the
game that one goal would be
enough to win.
That one goal came at 65:31
when Kentucky's Todd Stonestreet kicked a high floater
into the right corner from 30
yards out.
"There was no intent to
score, that's for sure, but a lot of
guys went up to challenge and
anything can happen," Collins
said. "I give our guys credit for
not just letting the goal keeper
get it and for putting him under
pressure. It was a freak thing

\

but it went in."
Fowler was visibly upset
after the play and expressed his
point of view to the referee.
Mahler said the Falcons players thought he was interfered
with but that he didn't see that.
"But that's the style," Mahler
added "Kick the ball into the
box and create havoc. Get bodies running into each other,
look for mistakes and try to
capitalize "
Bodies were running into
each other all game - in and out
of the box. Kentucky drew five
yellow cards and a red card.
Jason Bell was ejected with his
second yellow card with 23:19
to play.
BG's Adam Erhard drew a
yellow card at 72:42.

-

■H^—

BG's Tommy Thomas attempts to elude two Kentucky defenders.
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(right) The BG Fighting Falcons take to the field prior to their victory over Toledo.
(below) The offense celebrates after a big play made by tailback
Godfrey Lewis.
oottom) The crowd of nearly 24,000 roars as Godfrey Lewis
makes it to the endzone.

Aoyal

umble
The BG News Photo Essay

Ben French
Mike Lehmkuhle

(above) Quarterback Andy
Sahm waits to take a snap
from center Doug Dorley.
(right) Kyle Laberdee, 8, hangs
out with some friends prior to
the game in the practice field.

ca "

(top left) Khary Campbell and •
Joe O'Neill listen to linebacker
coach Bob Ligashesky.
(middle left) The BGSU Marching Band performed at halftime and after the victory,
(bottom left) Lauren Salon,
Anne Clark, Meghann Kime,
and Hannah Tracy show their
spirit at the game,
(above/right) The cheerleaders
kept the crowd alive during the
game.

(top right) Fans filled the stadium with their faces painted
and signs to show their Falcon
spirit.
(bottom right) Flanker Robert
Redd runs the ball.
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Tennis men start
fast, end slow
defeated teammate junior Brandon Gabel with a score of 7-6, 6-3,
(7-4).
The BGSU men's tennis team
"It is very difficult to play somestarted out their weekend success- one from your team because you
fully and ended somewhat disap- want to be respectful of their feelpointingly at the BGSU Keefe Invi- ings, and playing with my good
tational.
friend, we both want to win, but we
Jay Harris, head coach of the both want to be respectful of each
men's tennis team, said the first other and not piss anybody off
two days of competition were excel- sophomore Ed Kuresman said.
lent. Going into the final day of
Winning for the second consecucompetition the Falcon's were tive time was freshman Micael
fighting for a first place finish in Lopez-Acevedo, finishing with a
every doubles and singles flight. At score of 6-4, 4-6, (6-4) against Eastthe epd of the day, exactly half of ern Michigan's Mike Case in flight
the men finished in the first place three. Micael's twin brother Nicospot, and the other half finished in las also recorded a win in flight
the second place spot.
three doublps play with sophomore
"The first two days were two partner Mike Kossoff, defeating
great days, we were in every single Ferris State's Pat Fisher and Matt
final, but today was a little disap- Vredenburg with a score of 8-3.
pointing." Harris said.
Ben Ashford and partner Sonny
In flight six, the Falcon's had Huynh won their doubles match,
two players playing a difficult and they both were victorious in
match against each other for the their singles matches as well.
title. Sophomore Ed Kuresman

Patriots 19, Browns 7
CLEVELAND (AP) — Terry Glenn wasn't perfect, and once again neither were the New England Patriots, the NFL's most unimpressive
unbeaten team.
Glenn overcame two costly first-half fumbles
with a club-record 13 receptions for 214 yards and
a touchdown Sunday as the Patriots won their
fourth straight, 19-7 over the Cleveland Browns.

By MARY BETH WILFONG
The BG News

Rams 38, Bengals 10

BG News Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE
Falcon freshman Micael Lopez-Acevedo chases a volley Sunday, the
final day of the BGSU 'Keefe Invitational.
Ashford and Huynh defeated
Xavier's Michael Kleinert and Zceshawn Siddiqui with a score of 9-8
in flight four. Huynh captured
flight seven against Dayton's Chris
Wartman 6-1,6-1. Ashford won his
flight eight match against Xavier's

Christian Lovelace 6-2, 6-0.
Other teams participating in the
event were Dayton, Eastern Kentucky, Eastern Michigan, Ferris
State, Wright State, Xavier and
Youngstown State.

Falcon hockey plays annual scrimmage
By DAN NIED
The BG News
In the world of college sports, the
annual intrasquad scrimmage is a
meaningless break from practice
that gives fans a chance to see their
favorite team in preseason form.
But then again, it also helps a
coach see how his players will fare
in game situations.
Either way. Falcon head
coach Buddy Powers liked
what he saw in the
annual Brown and
Orange game Saturday.
"With two lines
per team it's a lot
of work for these i
guys but I thought the
pace was good," Powers said.
"We look to get sharper with
each passing week so we can tighten things up in the defensive zone a
little bit and be a little bit more creative on our attack."
The Falcons played with 10
skaters on each team for two 25minute halves. The second half was
cut short when Powers ended the

game because of a one hour time
limit.
"It was a pretty good pace overall," senior forward Adam Edinger
said. "I thought everybody skated
well. We still need to clean up the
forecheck and backcheck. Hopefully
it'll give the younger guys their confidence and the older guys their
touch back."
For the record, the white
team
outdueled
the
brown team by a score of
4-2. Sophomore Austin
de Luis kicked off the
scoring for the white team by
slapping a backhand rebound
past brown junior goalie
Shawn Timm. Sophomores
Grady Moore and Greg Day and
freshman Tyler Knight also
tallied for the white team.
Sophomore Ryan Wetterberg
scored on a breakaway goal for the
brown and senior Mike Jones
slapped a shot past white goalieTyler Masters.
Powers said that the importance
of the scrimmage was to get the
team involved in game situations.

"Today was just to kind of get the
referees in and get our players in a
situation where our players were
going to have to make decisions,"
Powers said. "And if they made a
bad decision then there could be a
referee making the call."
The scrimmage came complete
with a half hour lecture from the
referees to tell the players how
things were going to be called in the
Central Collegiate Hockey Association this season.
The biggest question mark after
the game was the goaltending situation. Last year's number one guy
Mike Savard was lost to graduation. Timm would be the most likely candidate to replace him, however, his shaky play last season, combined with the arrival of two freshman goalies has left the nel open
Not much was resolved in the
scrimmage as each goalie looked
good at times and bad at others.
Timm gave up two goals in the
first half for the brown team but
then stopped all five shots he faced
in the second half for the white
team. Tyler Masters played the

most of the three with over 32 minutes. The freshman also gave up
two goals while making 13 saves for
the white team. However he managed to impress Powers a few times
both in the scrimmage and earlier
in the week.
"Masters handled himself well in
our scrimmages," Powers said.
"Masters made some good saves."
Freshman Tom Lawson gave up
two goals for the brown, stopping
five shots.
'"Right now the goaltending situation is wide open, in the game and
today each goalie let up a goal that
shouldn't have gone in. but I don't
think there is a clear cut number
one right now."
The Falcons will start play
against other teams next Saturday
with 4:05 home exhibition against
Toronto. The Falcons will try to
accomplish the same thing as they
did in the scrimmage.
"We just want to get that game
atmosphere back and high competitiveness," Edinger said "We'll run
some systems and sec how things
go from there."

VOLLEYBALL
Continued from page one.
ond set loss, BSU made sure that
the Falcons stayed down winning
the third and deciding game 15-5.
"I honestly think sometimes we
get intimidated by them IBSU and
MU1," Pesorda said. "We see that
they are not even flustered at all.
Once they get on the court with us
they think they are going to win."
Bowling Green came into Saturday with fire and composure. They

shocked Miami, dominating the
first game 15-6. Passing by captain
senior setter Heather Greig was on
target and mixed up the Falcon
offense leaving the RedHawks
guessing. Everything just was
falling into the Falcons' favor. Rommeck had two kills with her back to
the neck attempting to get the ball
to the other side. Both times the
ball fell perfectly between the
Miami defense.
"Our first game against Miami

was some of the best volleyball we
have playqd," Van De Walle said.
"We won the game almost effortlessly."
Miami stayed composed and
quickly got right back into the
game. The momentum swung to the
Miami side and they quickly won
the second game 15-7.
Once the momentum swung it
stayed with the RedHawks. Game
three and four were repeats of two.
Ml' used strong hitting by their

outside hitters and solid defense to
beat the Falcons 15-13 and 15-10.
"This certainly is a great win to
beat Bowling Green at home,"
Miami coach Carolyn Conditt said.
"They came out hot and focused. I
wasn't surprised in how they were
playing But I was real pleased
because we stepped it up and our
outside hitters did a great job for
us."

BCEJtr FOOTBALL MfflUIL FOOD
Happy Hour Daily
from - 7-9pm

Monday Night Football
& WWF Action on
Several Screens
Monday
Night
Buffet $4.00
8-llpm
$2.50 22 oz.
Bud & Bud lite

CINCINNATI (AP) — The NFL's worst team of
the 1990s? Kurt Warner and Az-Zahir Hakim
proved that it's not the St. Louis Rams. Not even
close.
Hakim tied the franchise record with four
touchdowns — three on passes from Warner,
another on a punt return — and the Rams defeated the Cincinnati Bengals 38-10 Sunday to shed
their distinction as the league's worst team of the
'90s.

Jaguars 17, Steelers 3
PITTSBURGH (AP) — The Jacksonville
Jaguars finally figured out how to win in Pitts- ■
burgh. The Steelers only wish they could.
Mark Brunell threw a short touchdown pass in
the second quarter and the Jaguars' stifling
defense caused two safeties and outscored Pittsburgh's offense in a 17-3 victory Sunday over the
Steelers.

49ers 24, Titans 22

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Jeff Garcia is the latest
backup to keep the San Francisco 49ers on a winning
track in the absence of an injured Steve Young.
Garcia threw for two touchdowns and ran for
another as the 49ers held off Tennessee 24-22 Sunday.
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The
Fleet is here!
Transportation Services has
brand-new vehicles for rent.
• Full Size Sedans
• 15 Passenger Vans
9
Minivans
The most competitive rates available,
all with unlimited mileage!
Some of the benefits of renting vehicles through
Transportation Services include reduced department travel expenses, complete insurance coverage through the University at no additional cost,
and direct budget billing.
Please feel free to contact Don Coppes,
372-7654 to assist you in coordinating all of
your vehicle needs for University
sponsored events.
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(top left) Khary Campbell and ■
Joe O'Neill listen to linebacker
coach Bob Ligashesky.
(middle left) The BGSU Marching Band performed at halftime and after the victory,
(bottom left) Lauren Salon,
Anne Clark, Meghann Kime,
and Hannah Tracy show their
spirit at the game,
(top right) Fans filled the stadi(above/right) The cheerleaders um with their faces painted
kept the crowd alive during the and signs to show their Falcon
game.
spirit.
(bottom right) Flanker Robert
Redd runs the ball.
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Tennis men start
fast, end slow
By MARY BETH WILFONG
The BG News
The BGSU men's tennis team
started out their weekend successfully and ended somewhat disappointingly at the BGSU Keefe Invitational.
Jay Harris, head coach of the
men's tennis team, said the first
two days of competition were excellent. Going into the final day of
competition the Falcon's were
fighting for a first place finish in
every doubles and singles flight. At
the end of the day, exactly half of
the men finished in the first place
spot, and the other half finished in
the second place spot.
"The first two days were two
great days, we were in every single
final, but today was a little disappointing." Harris said.
In flight six, the Falcon's had
two players playing a difficult
match against each other for the
title. Sophomore Ed Kuresman

defeated teammate junior Brandon Gabel with a score of 7-6, 6-3,
(7-4).
"It is very difficult to play someone from your team because you
want to be respectful of their feelings, and playing with my good
friend, we both want to win, but we
both want to be respectful of each
other and not piss anybody off"
sophomore EM Kuresman said.
Winning for the second consecutive time was freshman Micael
Lopez-Acevedo, finishing with a
score of 6-4, 4-6, (6-4) against Eastern Michigan's Mike Case in flight
three. Micael's twin brother Nicolas also recorded a win in flight
three doubles play with sophomore
partner Mike Kossoff, defeating
Ferris State's Pat Fisher and Matt
Vredenburg with a score of 8-3.
Ben Ashford and partner Sonny
Huynh won their doubles match,
and they both were victorious in
their singles matches as well.

Patriots 19, Browns 7
CLEVELAND (AP) — Terry Glenn wasn't perfect, and once again neither were the New England Patriots, the NFL's most unimpressive
unbeaten team.
Glenn overcame two costly first-half fumbles
with a club-record 13 receptions for 214 yards and
a touchdown Sunday as the Patriots won their
fourth straight, 19-7 over the Cleveland Browns.

Rams 38, Bengals 10

BG News Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE
Falcon freshman Micael Lopez-Acevedo chases a volley Sunday, the
final day of the BGSU Keefe Invitational.
Ashford and Huynh defeated
Xavier's Michael Kleinert and Zeeshawn Siddiqui with a score of 9-8
in flight four. Huynh captured
flight seven against Dayton's Chris
Wartman 6-1, 6-1. Ashford won his
flight eight match against Xavier's

Christian Lovelace 6-2, 6-0.
Other teams participating in the
event were Dayton, Eastern Kentucky, Eastern Michigan, Ferris
State, Wright State, Xavier and
Youngstown State.

Falcon hockey plays annual scrimmage
By DAN NIED
The BG News
In the world of college sports, the
annual intrasquad scrimmage is a
meaningless break from practice
that gives fans a chance to see their
favorite team in preseason form.
But then again, it also helps a
coach see how his players will fare
in game situations.
Either way, Falcon head
coach Buddy Powers liked
what he saw in the
annual Brown and
Orange game Saturday.
"With two lines
per team it's a lot
of work for these i
guys but I thought the ®
pace was good," Powers said.
"We look to get sharper with
each passing week so we can tighten things up in the defensive zone a
little bit and be a little bit more creative on our attack."
The Falcons played with 10
skaters on each team for two 25minute halves. The second half was
cut short when Powers ended the

game because of a one hour time
limit. .
"It was a pretty good pace overall," senior forward Adam Edinger
said. "I thought everybody skated
well. We still need to clean up the
forecheck and backcheck. Hopefully
it'll give the younger guys their confidence and the older guys their
touch back. "
For the record, the white
team
outduelcd
the
brown team by a score of
4-2. Sophomore Austin
de Luis kicked off the
scoring for the white team by
slapping a backhand rebound
past brown junior goalie
Shawn Timm. Sophomores
Grady Moore and Greg Day and
freshman Tyler Knight also
tallied for the white team.
Sophomore Ryan Wetterberg
scored on a breakaway goal for the
brown and senior Mike Jones
slapped a shot past white goalie
Tyler Masters.
Powers said that the importance
of the scrimmage was to get the
team involved in game situations.

"Today was just to kind of get the
referees in and get our players in a
situation where our players were
going to have to make decisions,"
Powers said. "And if they made a
bad decision then there could be a
referee making the call."
The scrimmage came complete
with a half hour lecture from the
referees to tell the players how
things were going to be called in the
Central Collegiate Hockey Association this season.
The biggest question mark after
the game was the goaltending situation. Last year's number one guy
Mike Savard was lost to graduation. Timm would be the most likely candidate to replace him, however, his shaky play last season, combined with the arrival of two freshman goalies has left the net open.
Not much was resolved in the
scrimmage as each goalie looked
good at times and bad at others.
Timm gave up two goals in the
first half for the brown team but
then stopped all five shots he faced
in the second half for the white
team. Tyler Masters played the

most of the three with over 32 minutes. The freshman also gave up
two goals while making 13 saves for
the white team. However he managed to impress Powers a few times
both in the scrimmage and earlier
in the week.
"Masters handled himself well in
our scrimmages," Powers said.
"Masters made some good saves."
Freshman Tom Lawson gave up
two goals for the brown, stopping
five shots.
"Right now the goaltending situation is wide open, in the game and
today each goalie let up a goal that
shouldn't have gone in. but I don't
think there is a clear cut number
one right now."
The Falcons will start play
against other teams next Saturday
with 4:05 home exhibition against
Toronto. The Falcons will try to
accomplish the same thing as they
did in the scrimmage.
"We just want to get that game
atmosphere back and high competitiveness," Edinger said "Well run
some systems and see how things
go from there."

VOLLEYBALL
Continued from page one.
ond set loss, BSU made sure that
the Falcons stayed down winning
the third and deciding game 15-5.
"I honestly think sometimes we
get intimidated by them IBSU and
MU1," Pcsorda said. "We see that
they are not even flustered at all.
Once they get on the court with us
they think they are going to win."
Bowling Green came into Saturday with fire and composure. They

shocked Miami, dominating the
first game 15-6. Passing by captain
senior setter Heather Greig was on
target and mixed up the Falcon
offense leaving the RedHawks
guessing. Everything just was
falling into the Falcons' favor. Rommeck had two kills with her back to
the neck attempting to get the ball
to the other side. Both times the
ball fell perfectly between the
Miami defense.
"Our first game against Miami

was some of the best volleyball we
have played," Van De Walle said.
"We won the game almost effortlessly."
Miami stayed composed and
quickly got right back into the
game. The momentum swung to the
Miami side and they quickly won
the second game 15-7.
. Once the momentum swung it
stayed with the RedHawks. Game
three and four were repeats of two.
MU used strong hitting by their

outside hitters and solid defense to
beat the Falcons 15-13 and 15-10.
"This certainly is a great win to
beat Bowling Green at home,"
Miami coach Carolyn Conditt said.
"They came out hot and focused. I
wasn't surprised in how they were
playing. But I was real pleased
because we stepped it up and our
outside hitters did a great job for
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Monday Night Football
& WWF Action on
Several Screens
Monday
Night
uffet $4.00
8-llpm
$2.50 22 oz.
Bud & Bud lite

CINCINNATI (AP) — The NFL's worst team of
the 1990s? Kurt Warner and Az-Zahir Hakim
proved that it's not the St. Louis Rams. Not even
close.
Hakim tied the franchise record with four
touchdowns — three on passes from Warner,
another on a punt return — and the Rams defeated the Cincinnati Bengals 38-10 Sunday to shed
their distinction as the league's worst team of the
'90s.

Jaguars 17, Steelers 3
PITTSBURGH (AP) — The Jacksonville
Jaguars finally figured out how to win in Pittsburgh. The Steelers only wish they could.
Mark Brunei! threw a short touchdown pass in
the second quarter and the Jaguars' stifling
defense caused two safeties and outscored Pittsburgh's offense in a 17-3 victory Sunday over the
Steelers.

49ers 24, Titans 22

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Jeff Garcia is the latest
backup to keep the San Francisco 49ers on a winning
track in the absence of an injured Steve Young.
Garcia threw for two touchdowns and ran for
another as the 49ers held off Tennessee 24-22 Sunday.
NFL Standings
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The
Fleet is here!
Transportation Services has
brand-new vehicles for rent.
• Full Size Sedans
• 15 Passenger Vans
• Minivans
The most competitive rates available,
all with unlimited mileage!
Some of the benefits of renting vehicles through
Transportation Services include reduced department travel expenses, complete insurance coverage through the University at no additional cost,
and direct budget billing.
Please feel free to contact Don Coppes,
372-7654 to assist you in coordinating all of
your vehicle needs for University
sponsored events.
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Polls show vote In favor of
Hindu nationalist party
By KRISHNAN GURUSWAMY

third election since 1996.

Associated Press Writer
NEW DELHI, India (AP) — A
rag-tag coalition led by Hindu
nationalists
probably
won
India's parliamentary elections
that ended Sunday, giving the
nation the chance of its first stable government in three years,
exit polls predicted.

The BJP had two seats when it
first entered the parliament in
1984, and has gained strength on
a platform of Hindu nationalism.
However, with Vajpayee at the
helm of a coalition government,
the party has not pursued many
of its more radical issues.

Two exit polls conducted by
television networks at the end of
the world's biggest election said
the Bharatiya Janata Party, headed by Prime Minister Atal Bihari
Vajpayee, would return to power
with help from 21 parties in its
campain alliance.
The main rival Congress Party
— led by Italian-born Sonia
Gandhi, widow of former Prime
Minister Rajiv Gandhi — and its
allies placed second, but with too
few seals to form a government.
Results of the five-phase,
month-long election, in which
605 million Indians were given
the opportunity to vote, are
expected this week after the ballots are counted.
Vajpayee will probably return
as prime minister, a post he held
for 13 months before his minority government was toppled in
April by a no-confidence vote in
parliament, forcing India into its

An exit poll conducted for
state-run Doordarshan television
by Development Research Survey gave Vajpayee's coalition,
the
National
Democratic
Alliance, 287 seats. That's slightly more than half the 543 elected
seats in parliament needed to
form a government.
Another poll, conducted by
Insight Ltd. for the private
STAR-TV network, said the
alliance would win 295 to 305
seats. Both exit polls, which have
a margin of error of one percentage point, were conducted on the
five voting days that began Sept.
3.
A handful of districts will vote
Monday and Tuesday and on
Oct. 28. Flooding, the assassination of candidates and electoral
fraud required postponements or
revotes.
"We can lake some satisfaction that with a difficult election
with limited forces ... it's gone off

Welfare alternatives
offered by center
By JAMES HANNAH
Associated Press Writer
DAYTON, Ohio — Tney
arrive to collect welfare benefits
and leave with job prospects the
same day.
It happens all the time at The
Job Center, a one-story, 8.5-acre
office building with 47 government, private and non-profit
agencies unde' one roof.
The center is considered a
model by state officials who are
preparing to merge the Ohio
Department of Human Services
with the Ohio Bureau of Employment Services.
"We are the largest employment and training center in the
United States," said director
Gary Williamson. "There's nothing like it, in scale."
The center opened in June
1997 to offer one-stop assistance
to welfare recipients and job
seekers so they don't have to
troop all over town, agency to
agency.
Between 1,500 and 2,000 people use The Job Center every day,
with six city buses slopping at its
front doors each hour.

There are no long lines. People
are ushered Irom the front desk
into a ma/e of cubicles housing
agency after agency.
Only one of every four people
who walks through the door
comes for welfare benefits. The
rest are there to look for jobs, to
get |ob-training, or to seek unemployment-related services.
"A lot of people who come in
have jobs," said Williamson.
"They just heard we have a lot of
jobs available."
More than 9,000 job openings
with over 1,000 companies are
currently posted at The Job Center. Free access to telephones,
computers and fax machines is
provided to job seekers. Interview rooms enable employers to
talk with prospective employees
on-site
Williamson said the modern
furnishings and cooperative
spirit give a lilt to people who
may be down on their luck.
"We created class-A office
space, created a nice environment," he said. "We treat people
respectfully, no matter where
they are in their lives."

very well," said Chief Election
Commissioner Manmohar Singh
Gill.
While violence marred the
election — with about 95 people
killed since the voting process
began Sept. 3 — that death toll
was far below past elections.
Most deaths came in clashes
between rival party supporters
and in attacks by separatist militants trying to enforce election
boycotts.
On Sunday, about half a million armed soldiers, police and
government
officials
were
deployed in 10 states to ensure
safe and fair elections, Gill said.
Still, 39 people died over the
weekend, mostly in shootings
and bombings by separatist
rebels in three northeastern
states.
Just over half of registered
voters cast ballots in the election,
GUI said. Voter turnout has
decreased rapidly in recent
years, partly because of the frequency of elections.
Participation was even lower
this year as most candidates
traded insults instead of discussing basic issues, such as
clean water, health, education
and employment.
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City Events

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Brewster's Monday Nile Football
$2 33 o*. mug ot domestic beer w/lree
hot dog Watch the game on 11 large
screen TV's, tree popcorn A peanuts, 3
pool tables, darts/air hockey/A tree shut-

St.OOO's WEEKLYI Stuff envelopes at
home for $2 each plus bonues. F<T, P/T.
Make $800* weekly guaranteed! Free
supplies. For details, send one stamp to:
N-181, PMB 552, 1021 Wilshire Blvd..
Los Angeles. CA 90025

Services Offered

$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars. For info call 203-977-1720.

Direct Care/Residential Specialist Full
and part time positions available to provide care and support to individuals with
developmental disabilities living in the
Children's Home and area group homes.
Primarily afternoons, evenings, and weekends Starting wage $7.14-$8 52 depending on expenence/educatlon. Comprehensive training program and excellent benefits. Must be 18, have a valid driver's license and good driving record, physically
tit and able to litl 60lbs Applications accepted at Sunshine Inc ot Northwest
Ohio, 7223 Maumee-Westem Rd.. Maumee, Ohio. M-F from 8:30am-4:30pm.

Backpacking, canoeing & kayaking gear
Trips & Clinics to the outdoors
Discounts with BGSU student ID.
Boots, packs, sleeping bags, tents, etc.
Canoe Shop A Blackswamp Outfitters
140 S River Rd.. Waterville. OH 43566
(419) 878-3700
www thecanoeshop com
Bad hair, bad skin, or bad products?...Try
100% organic! Call Wolph Chiropractic
Wellness Center at 353-6394 today!
Worned about pregnancy??
Free Pregnancy Tests
Confidential and Caiiog.
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals
••• SKI 2000 & Millennium Fiesta '"
Crested Butle Jan. 3-8 starting at $329
(5nts). New Years in MEXICO via TWA
Dec. 28 (5nts) and Jan 2. (6nts).
Book Now! 1-800-TOUR-USA
www.studentexpress com
"•SPRING BREAK 2000-Plan Now! ■"
Cancun, Mazatlan. Acapulco, Jamaica
8 S. Padre. Reliable TWA flights
Best packages. Book now!
Campus Reps wanted - earn FREE tnps.
1.800.SURFSUP
www.studentexpress.com

■A0ll,A0ll,A0ir

Join the sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi
Tonight « the AOII house
8-8.45pm for a luau

9-9 45pm lor the kick-off of

The Bix rsewj
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Campus Events
8-Week
Stop Smoking Program
Inaugural Meeting
Wednesday, October 6. 1999
From 7.00-8:00 p.m.
Located @ 170 Health Center
For Further Information
please call The Wellness
Connection @ 372-9355
CAVS vs KNICKS
SAT , Nov. 6th - 2pm-1am Gund Arena
$20.00 per ticket w' lour & transportation
$17.00 per ticket w/o tour & transportation
Ticket sales begin
Sept 27th & 11:30am • Oct 4th Q 2pm
in the UAO offtce - 330 Student Union
Sign-up table will be available on Oct. 1st
Irom 11:30 - 2:30pm in the Union Foyer
BURSAR ABLE
Sponsored by UAO
Dance Marathon Core Committee applications now available in 440 Student
Services Applications are due Oct 6th by
5:00 in 440 Student Services
Informaltonal Women's Lacrosse Meeting
October 5th © 9:30pm
In the main lobby o( CHscamp
Any interested coaches please call
353-8050, ask for Tish
Turning Points
An Informed Discusson Group About
Eating Disorders. Weight Issues and
Normal Eating Beginning
Wed . Oct 6. 3:30-5pm
Runs 8 weeks. To register, call 372-2081
Co-sponsored by the Counseling Center
and Student Health Service.

Arthritis Week with the Walk-a-Thon!
Any Questions'' Call 372-2840
•AOirAOII'AOIIBrowse icpt com for Spnngbreak '2000"
ALL destinations offered. Trip participants, student orgs & campus reps wanted. Fabulous parties, hotels & prices Call
Inter-Campus 800-327-6013
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: MEN'S &
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY - OCT. 6.
MEN'S « WOMEN'S BOWLING - OCT.
12. IF HAND-DELIVERING. DUE BY
3 PM IN 130 PFH. IF SENDING ELECTRONICALLY. DUE BY 12 NOON.
INTRAMURAL
OFFICIALS
NEEDED
FOR FLAG FOOTBALL. CONTACT INTRAMURAL OFFICE AT 2-2464 BY
THURSDAY. OCT 7, FOR DETAILS.
Student Teaching Spring 2000?
Get your required PPD (TB skin lest)
at the Student Health Service
(cost:$8 00-bursarable)
Last names starting with J-R

Mon., Oct. 4, 5 00-6.30pm

J tftci whai

it \oin all

Proving Vou have
whal ii lakes.
People like von
are finding

su«ess..nd

If you're finishing yotn drgteeor have just completed
it, we invite you to consider stalling your career here.
Gain all thr advantages of expanding opportunity,
individual prosperity and high visibility when you
invest your talent in one of our dynamic divisions:
Retail Banking. Commercial Banking. Investment
Advisors. Nfidwest Payment Systems, Operations, Data
Processing, and Support Services. See out Website for
specific opportunities.

enjoying all in

www.53.com

rewards at Fifth

Please join us during our campus visit!

The brothers of Phi Sigma Kappa wish to
congratulate Dave Czeiszperger and
Chhstopher Muzik on their initiation into
the brolherhood.
Wanted-Men's volleyball players for the
TOP league in BG rec. program. BIG HITTER. GOOD SETTER, college & USVBA
skill level Call Mike at 353-8161

Third Bank.
We're the most

profitdbie t»nk m
(he country and
a diversified
financial services
company.

Business bm <s
anything but
business as usual.

We're SIMlM
quicker lo react
and totally driven

—just like JO!!

h

*************

Career Expo 99
Oct. 5, 1999
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
The Lenhart Grand Ballroom
(located in the Student Union)

Help Wanted
$$ MANAGE A BUSINESS
ON YOUR CAMPUS SS
Vertlty.com an Internet note taking company is looking for an entrepreneurial student to run our business on your campus.
Manage students, make tons ol money,
excellent opportunity! Apply online
at www.versity com. contact jobsSversity.com or call (734) 483-1600 ext. 888

m

Fifth Third Bank
W.-kmjIUnl In IU Th* »Mh B«t* YouTJ Fm N^d

I

EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in overlime hours, around your college and personal schedule. Work a minimum of 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overtime. Many college students work here.
Starting pay is $5.30 per hour with an automatic $25 per hour increase to $5.55
after 100 hours of service with the company These are unskilled jobs involving assembling and packaging of small parts.
Apply in person between the hours of
900 AM and 5:00 PM {Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS,
INC . 428 dough Street, Bowling Green.
Ohio, only 2 blocks from campus near
Kinko's and Dairy Queen next to the railroad tracks.

FITNESS INSTRUCTORS
The St. James Club is In need of outgoing, energetic people. Full and parttime positions available. This position
would require you to be Included in all
areas of the fitness club. Apply In person at:
The St. James Club
7337 W. Bancroft
Toledo, OH
841-5597

+

EARN $1200
Fundraiser for student
groups & organizations. Earn
up to $4 per MasterCard app. Call
for info or visit our website.
Qualified callers receive a FREE
Baby Boom Box

1-800-932-0528 ext. 119orext. 15
www.ocmconcepts com

FREE TRIPS AND CASJH!!!
SPRING BREAK 2000
StudentCity.com is looking for
Highly Motivated Students to promote
Spring Break 2000!
Organize a small group and travel FREE'
Top campus reps can earn a Free Trip

^Columbia

HAPPY 2r MRIIIDAY

qguuttua
ris. Shcncc ncCog

Sportswear Company^

l.flHrishn&rlflllir
^•afjj ■■

COUPON

pj*J flaw

1-4 MEDIUM 7!

■ Coupon

354-2260

Deja Vu is now accepting applications
and auditioning lor exotic dancers. Earn
great money while working a flexible
schedule in a safe, clean environment.
Apply in person at 135 S Byrne Rd., Toledo.

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S
FALL
SPORTSWEAR

I

- Over 3 Million Pizzas Sold .

319 E. Wooster, B G.
Across street Irom Taco Bell

Dancers wanted, all new adult cabaret.
511 Monroe St., Toledo. OH. 419-2553864.

Choose Cancun, Jamaica or Nassau!
Book Trips On-line.
Log In and win FREE Stuff.
Sign up now On Line!
www.StudentClty.com
or 800/293-1443

Voted Best Pizza
l« 84" 9S»'96" 97- 98* 9f

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL
ESTATE RENTAL OFFICE

Daily newspaper seeks reporte'/photographer. Send resume and samples to John
Peaspanen. Editor, The Evening Leader,
102 E. Spring St., St Mary's. OH 45885.

& over $10,0001

■J
*************

Babysitter needed in our BG home. 5
mornings/week. 8:15-9:15am $25/week.
Karen-352-2850.

FREE BABY BOOM BOX
Wanted Dorm sized refrigerator, no larger than 4 cubic foot Contact Heather at
372-1645.

I ITWO ITEM PIZZAl

If you are unable to attend, please contact: Fifth
Third Bank, Fifth Third Center MD 109021,
Cincinnati, OH 45263. Fax: 513-744-1960. Email:
tracey.hilgemanlj>53.com. Fifth fhird is committed to
diversity and equal employment opportunity. We support an environment in which all people can succeed.

r

Wanted

*************
NO PETS ALLOWED!!

ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
Now hiring for Fall Semester
Part Time
Less than one block from campus
S6/HR STARTING PAY
3 shifts available:
A Shift: 7:00am-10:00am
B Shift: 10:15am-1:15pm
C Shift: 1:30pm-4:30pm
D Shift 4:30pm-7:30pm
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid for 3!
354-8802
354-8703

Tun.. Oct 19, 5:00-6:30pm.

722 EIGHTH - 3 BR A-frame.
Tenants pay util. $450/Mth for 1
Person. $500/Mth for 2 People.
*•**•**•••••*
516 S. MAIN - 2 BR duplex.
$395-1 Person/$435-2 People.
Income qualifications must be
met
*************
828 SEVENTH - 2 BR
Unfurnished
$400/month for 1 Person.
$435/month lor 2 People.
Tenants pay utilities.
DEPOSITS EQUAL ONE
MONTH'S RENT.

3pm-6pm Monday - Fnday after school
program. Children ages 6-12. If interested, call 878-0911 for more informati n.

Lasl names starting with S-Z

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE

vnu want. GivinR

""Put posters up on campus or gel a
group and go free to Bahamas, Cancun,
Jamaica or Florida for Spring Break. No
selling involved. Lowest prices and reputable company make it easy,
springbreaktravel com 1-800-678-6386

Free Delivery^

NOW OPEN Your Columbia sportswear dealer in BG - men's & women's
outdooi apparel, jackets, alt weather &
casual footwear

•JACKETS -BOOTS
•VESTS
-SANDALS
•T-SHIRTS -PANTS
•SHORTS 'POLOSHIRTS

FALCON HOUSE
SPORTING GOODS
'Your Spam Headquarters in Bowling Green"

352-5166 '

352-3610

203 N. Main, BG.

123 S. Main Downtown BG

left

HRS-M-F(10-8)
SAT (10-5:30)

HEALTH INSURANCE
Individual experienced with office procedures, who doesn't mind daily data entry.
Would prefer someone acquainted with
insurance terminology. Located in 8G
area. Please send current resume and
salary requirements to: Health Insurance
PO Box 331, BG, 43402, Attn: Amber.
Painting, roofing, cleaning and general
maintenance. BG area. Part time. $7-8A>r.
Call 352-5743.
Part time/full time positions packing
Canadian Bacon. Country Smoked
Meats, $6.50/hr. apply O 510 Napolean
Rd. BG
Ranch Steak and Sealood, located on E.
Wooster, is looking for dependable AM
and PM workers It interested, come in
and till out an application Various positions available 352-0461
Real Job*
Sick of a pointless )ob? Make a difference
and help Ohio Citizen Action reduce
toxic pollution $350/week 2-10pm. M-f"
Full and part time. Benefits perfect lor
school Call 866-4463.
RESIST ' RESIST ' RESIST
Beat the system and fighl back!
Help Ohio's largest environmental
organization protect what's ours1
Full or part time positions
Available as well as internships
offered $350/week 2-10pm M-F
Call 866-4463 for interview
Seeking motivated, outgoing, energetic,
goal oriented persons for promotions position. On campus, part time. 15-20
hrs/wk. $250-$500/wk potential Contact
Tom Weeter. CollegeClub.com regional
coordinator 814-450-1129 or tomweeteracollegeclub.com
SPRING BREAK 2000
1-800-426-7710
www sunsplashtours com
Spring Break Reps Needed1 Earn easy
$$, travel free! 1-800-367-1252 or
www.springbreakdiroct com
Student to do fall yard work. 2 to 3 hrs. a
week. Call Vera « 686-4527.
Subway now hiring for midnights Starting
pay S6.25 + S 50 bonus (or midnight shift
Must be over 18. Paid vacations, good
benefits, 401K plan. Apply in person at
Rt.6 and 23 in Bradner. OH
rrotters ravern
Looking for day and night cooks & waitresses. Tips are great & hours are flexible Applications are available on Fridays
12-5pm 119N Main St, BG
VAN DRIVER - part-time Provide transportation to and from social services
agency. Must be between the ages ol 2165, possess a valid Ohio drivers license
and an excellent driving record. Salary
$7.69 per hour. Submit resume to Children's Resource Center, P.O. Box 738,
Bowling Green. OH 43402
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
The Wood County Senior Center needs
volunteers to deliver meals to homeoound
senior citizens in BG. For info call Stelanie O 353-5661.
Volunteers needed to work with a
6 year old boy with autism.
Please call Cir.dy at 842-1739.

For Sale
"111! Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break
Specials! 7 Nights Air, Hotel, Meals,
Drinks From $399! 1 of 6 Small Businesses Recognized lor Outstanding Ethics1
springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386
"111! Spring Break Specials! Bahamas
Party Cruise 5 Days $279' Includes Most
Meals! Awesome Beaches, Nightlife! Panma City, Daytona, South Beach, Florida
$129! springbreaktravel.com 1-800-6786386.
Ferret for sale, includes cage. $40. King
Snake plus aquarium $45 353-1522
Homes trom $199.30 mo. repos, 4%
down O.K. credit. For Listings & payment
details call 1-800-719-3001 ext H584.
Hondas from $500
Police impounds and tax repos
For listings call 1-800-319-3323 ext 4558
MUlPQllfl 356
$5.00 off a bottle w/ college ID.
at Woodland Mall
Moving sale: stove, dryer, grill, computer,
car stereo. CD player, cellular phone with
accessories Call lor more into 352-5829.

For Rent
1,2.3 Bedroom Apts
From only
$415
Private Entrance
Patio

Spacious Kitchen
Small PM* Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7716
1-4 people needed to take over apt lease
A.S.A.P. 2 large bedrooms, 2 full baths!
Water and gas paid! Pool and shuttle lo
campus. $470 total per month. 352-6378.
One and two bedroom furnished apartments available now. 352-7454.
Village Green Apartments
Apartment for rent
354-3533

